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SUMMARY

The Eastern Long-necked Tortoise Chelodina lonqicol I i s

Shaw is a freshwater testudine commonly found travefling over

land at considerable distances from water, Such movements are

likeJ-y to place the animals at risk of hyperthernia,

dehydration, and predation-

This study examined emergence and terrestrial behaviour of

the species to determine whether they minimised the risks

associated with terrestrial exposure.

The study was based on a population of C . lonqicollis

inhabitíng four ponds on the campus of Roseworthy Agricul-tural

College, South Australia- The ponds were enclosed with drift-

fences and associated pitfall traps, enabling emigration and

immigration to be monitored. Àvailability of food and thermal

characteristi-cs of the ponds were monitored, and meteorological

records were examined; associations between these parameters

and m.igrations of tortoj-ses were sought. llovem.ents between

ponds were traced using spool-and-line trackinq devices.

The study demonstrated that emergence of the tortoises was

ori-ented towards other ponds, and that they were capable of

makj-ng direct interpond movements. Alrnost all movement was

nocturnal, and was concentrated during weather which was warn

and wet relative to seasonal conditions. However, long

terrestrial sojourns were common, with much of the time spent

in refuges. Hiqrh water temperatures were associ-ated with high

pond tortoise populatj-ons, and declining water level and food

resources appeared to be associated with reducingf pond

tortoises populations. No tortoises were found in neighbouring

ponds.
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It was concluded that Chelodina lonsicollis behaves in a

manner which reduces risks associated with terrestrial

exposure, but that the species is not deterred by the

terrestrial barrier from utilizing resources within a home

ranqe consisting of several ponds. lt was suggested that fluid

stored in the median bladder and/or cloacal bursae, and the

selection of sheltered terrestrial refuges with negligible air

movement, are critical to the ability of C

survi-ve f or extended periods out of water.

lonqicollis to

vtl-
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PREAMBLE

The Eastern Àustralian Long-necked Tortoise Chelodina

lonqicollis Shaw is a freshwater testudi-ne commonly found

travelling over land at consi-derable distances from the nearest

waterbody (Parmenter I976, Chessman 1984Ã,). Simí1ar activity

has be en recorded in s ever aI spec i e s o f l'Ior th Ameri can

freshwater testudines; Pseudemys scripta (Caqle !944, Gibbons

1970), Chrysemys picta (Cag1e ]-944, Gibbons 1-968 ) ' c.

floridíana (Carr 1952, Gibbons and Coker ]-977), Deirochelys

reticularia (Gibbons 'J.969), Kinosternon scorpioides (Teska

L976) , K . sonoriense (Degenhardt and Christiansen I974), K'

subrubrum (Mahmoud L969) and K . flavescens (Mahmoud 1969).

Most species of freshwater testudines inhabit permanents

waters, but some also colonise temporary waters in semi-arj-d

and/or arid areas. In North Àmerica Kinosternon flavescens

appears to be the most adept coloniser; in New Mexico this

species has been found in an isolated stock water pond eight

kilometres from the nearest temporary water and 48 km from the

nearest permanent water, and this was a typical observation for

the area (Degenhardt and Christiansen L97 4) . On the south-east

coastal pIa j-n of the Mediterranean, Maurernys caspica has been

reported frorn a temporary pool (Sidis and Gasith 1985), and in

Àustralia, an as yet undescribed Emvdura species occurs in the

arid Cooper Creek area of central Àustralj-a (Cann 1979) -

Terrestrial movements by freshwater tortoises in semi-arid

or arid environments are likely to place the animals at risk of

hyperthermia (Parmenter I976) and dehydration (Chessman 1984À) ,

while predation represents an additional risk (Burbidqe 1-981- ) ;

amphibious tortoises must have strategies for surviving

1



physiologically and for avoiding predators (Bennett et aI.

1970) . Emergence and Lerrestrial behaviour also will influence

survival.

Detailed observations on activity have been made for a

number of species of terrestrial tortoises in Africa (Bertram

19794, 19798) and North Àmerj-ca (Stickel 1950, Rose and Judd

tg75, Kiester et aI. )-982, Marlow and Tollestrup 1'982, Strang

l-983), but less attention appears to have been devoted to

examining the terrestri-aI activities of freshwater tortoises -

Gibbons (1969) commenced the first of a series of systematic

studies on populations of several species of freshwater

testudines when he partially enclosed a water body in South

Carolina. His studies concentrated on the one body of water

until Morreale et al. (L984) implemented a comprehensive

capture programme at the original pond and at other nearby

water bodies.

Parmenter (l-976) observed that ç.. lonoicollis 'appeared to

inhabit all farm ponds within a couple of years of

construction', and Chessman (19848) postulated that terrestrial

migrati.on is a behavioural Erait that enables C longicoIlig to

colonise temporary waters containing abundant food and few

competitors. Parmenter attenpted to examine the terrestrial

movements of the speci-es, as part of the first comprehensive

study of C longicollis, but his observations of- terrestrial

activity were restricted by problems of containment, and by the

Iimited number of terres trial f orays which \^lere examined in

detail.

¿



This study examines factors which might influence the

emergence of C. lonoicollis from r.¡ater. and the characteristics

of the terrestrial movements of the species, to determi-ne

whether the behaviour of the species is consistent with

minimisation of the risks associated with terrestrial exposure -

Three aspects are exarnined:

1. Factors which might initiate terrestrial movement

' a). Nesting forays by gravid females

b). DrYing of a Pond

c) - ÀvailabilitY of food in Ponds

d). ÀvailabilitY of heat in. Ponds

2- Factors which might influence emergence behaviour

a ) . l.leather

b). Direction of activitY centres

3. Behaviour during terrestrial sojourns

a). Directness of terrestrial- movements

b). Duration of terrestrial sojourns

3
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THE HABÏTAT

GENERAL LOCATION

Introduction

The study was undertaken on the campus of Roseworthy

Àgricultural College (latitude 34o32' S, longitude 138o41' E),

which is situated on the Adelaide Plain about 45 kn north of

Àdelaide. South Australia in a mixed cereal cropping and

livestock grazing district. The location of the campus is shown

in Figure 2.I.

Within the boundaries of the College, the plain slopes

over a distance of 4-3 km.from an elevation of B0 m in the

north-east to 50 m in the south-west. Superimposed on the

plain are several paral1el vegretated sand dunes aligned north-

west to south-east.

Much of the I2OO ha campus is operated as a cereal and

grazing farm, but there are also dairy, piggery, poultry,

stables, natj.ve fauna, arboretum, orchard, vineyard and market

garden sections. Most buildings are concentrated in one area,

but some, such as the winery, are several- hundred metres away

from Ehe central building complex.

Cl,imate

The Iocal climate has been described by Schwerdtfeger

(L976) as a well defined Mediterranean clinate with strongrly

polarized winter rainfall, and long summers broken by

occasional thunderstorms, or more prolonged rainfaI1, arising

from southern penetration of tropical air masses (Table 2-tl - A

meteorological station is maintained on the campus as part of

the Australian Bureau of Meteorologry network; long-term

climatic data are included in Table 2.2.

4
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TABIJE 2.L

NUMBER OF DAYS OF SIGNIFICANT RÀINFÀLIJ IN SUMMER MONTHS AT

ROSEWORTHY COIJLEGE

Surnmer Month )5¡nm )10¡nm Summer Month >5mm >10¡n¡n Summer Month )S¡n¡n )10¡nm

1
1
0

1
1
2

0
1
1

1
1
0

0
1
1

1
0
0

0
3
0

1
1
1

0
0
0

0
0
1

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
1

0
1
1

1
2
1

0
2
2

1
0
4

1
0
1

0
0
0

1
0
1

2
3
2

ilan
L986/87 Dec

Nov

ilan
1985/86 Dec

Nov

ilan
1984/85 Dec

Nov

Jan
1983/84 Dec

Nov

ilan
1982/83 Dec

Nov

Jan
L98L/82 Dec

Nov

Jan
1980/81 Dec

Nov

Jan
L979/8O Dec

Nov

' rlan
L978/79 Dec

Nov

,fan
]-977 /78 Dec

Nov

Jan
L976/'17 Dec

Nov

Jan
t975/76 Dec

Nov

Jan
t97 4/75 Dec

Nov

Jan
L973/7 4 Dec

Nov

3
2
3

1
1
2

1
3
2

2
2
2

1
1
0

1
4
1

0
3
3

2
0
2

1
1
4

3
1
1

1
0
1

1
1
0

5
1
1

0
0
2

2
0
2

0
1
1

1
1
1

0
0
0

0
0
0

4
0
0

' Jan -L
1972/73 Dec 1

Nov 0

,Jan
\97t/72 Dec

Nov

,Jan
t97O/7t Dec

Nov

Jan
L969l7O Dec

Nov

,f an
1958/59 Dec

Nov

Jan
L967/68 Dec

Nov

Jan
L966/67 Dec

Nov

6



TABLE 2.2

SUMMÀRY OF LONG_TERM METEOROLOGICAIJ DÀTA FOR ROSEWORTHY COIJIJEGE

Month Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun .Iu1 Aug Sep oct Nov Dec

Mean Daily Max.
Ternp. os - 29.8 29.7 27.2 22.7 18.7 15.7 t4.9 15-1 18.7 22.O 25-4 27.9

Mean Daily Min.
Temp. o C t4.9 tS .2 13.5 11.0 8.9 5.8 5.9 6.2 7-2 9-1 11.5 13-6

Highest
Temp. o C 46.4 44.9 43.t 37.8 32.8 26.4 27 -5 31 -5 34-7 4t-8 45-3 45'4

Lowest
Temp. o C 3.5 5.5 4.L 0.6 -0.4 -L-g -2.2 -2-0 -1-1 -0-9 0.0 2'6

Mean Days Over
400 c

Highest Days Over
400c 8

Mean Dail-y Sunshine
Burn Hours 10.7 10

Mean Total
Rainf all m¡n t9.3 22.9 23.9 38 .6 49 -8

Highest DaiIy
Rainfall ¡n¡n 42.4 70-6

Mean Relative HumiditY
1500 hrs t 34 35

ÀnnuaL Rainfall

Annual Pan Evaporation

2tooooo00001

52000000033

1 8.5 6.8 5.5 5.2 5.5 6.4 6-5 7-8 9-4 10-1

4t.3 52.6 48.2 48-t 41.4 25-8 18-8

AA.s.34.8 28.4 32.O 24.6 22-9 24-7 54-4 36 -2 49-0

39 46 57 65 55 60 54 46 38 36

430 nn :

18 58 m¡n
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STUDY SITE

Introduction

The study was conducted in and around several small ponds

located within a radius of 700 metres south of the main complex

of buildings. The relative positions of these ponds, and

various other features of the campus just south of the main

complex of buildings, are indicated in Figure 2.2.

Äquatic Reserve

The origína1 cadastral survey of the area prior to

European occupation was undertaken by H.D. Packard in 1863. No

ponds were recorded by him. A portion of the area surveyed

became Olive HiIl Farm, which was purchased in l-882 by the

colonial government of South Australia for the purpose of

establishing an agricultural college. The farm was surveyed

later that year by C. H. Harris; this survey reported the

existence of a we11, three completed dams and a fourth under

construction; the largest of the dams was in the position of

that now known as the Àquatic Reserve (ÀQR). The 1883 report of

the Principal, Professor Custance, indicates that a "Reservoir"

rdas constructed early in 1882; this would have been ÀQR.

For many years ÀQR was used as the campus swimming pond,

with a timber retaining wa1I on the south side and a stone

embankment on the north. The construction of a road had

intercepted any natural surface flow of water into ÀQR, and it

was kept fuII with mains water. Ganbusia affinis holbrooki

the pond.(Mosquitofish) and ÇleLprilna lonqicollis occurred in

In L97 4 coliform counts in the pond became excessive and the

pond was abandoned, and allowed to dry out.

o
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.1*ryryrr

FIGURE 2.28. Key to Figure 2.2A.

A, Àrboretum Pond.; B, administrative and residential buildÍngs;

C, site of Coopers Pond; E, Effluent Pond; O, orchard; P, grove

of Pinus halipensis ; Q, Àquatic Reserve; S, sports oval;

V, vineyard; I{, winery. Photography 28/L/83.
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In 1978

to give it

was reduced

AQR was restored. It was filled with mains water

a surf ace area of about 0 - l-

as evaporation and seepage

ha , though j-ts extenL

occurred. Phraqmites

stagnalis, Nasturtiumaus trali s Tvpha domingensis, Ca11 triche

of ficinal e Myriophyllum propinquum, and Triglochia

were planted in the pond, and it was stocked with

tandanus (Cattish), Bidyanus bidyanus (Silver Perch),

ambioua (Ca11op) , and the crustacean Cherax

procera

Tandanus

Macquaria

des truc tor

(Yabbie). A 1.8m higrh woven wire fence was erected around the

area -

Tiver (I919) observed that after three months about half

of the Ca11op had died, and that Chelodina longicollis was

present i-n the pond. By the start of my study, aIl of the

Callop and Silver Perch had died, and of the aquatic

macrophytes only Tvpha domingensis (Narrowleaf Cumbungi) had

become established, with dense stands in the shallow water at

either end of the pond.

From the initial filling AQR was maintained using water

piped from the final pond of the human effluent disposal

system. À ridge separates ÀQR from an east-r,¡est road 30 n to

the south; the lowest part of the ridge is the south-east

portion. The topography of ÀQR is provided as Figure 2.3.

Àrbore tu¡n Pond

The Àrboretum Pond (ÀRB) is named for a surrounding tree

plantation. Like ÀQR it was recorded in the 1882 survey of

Harris, but as a very sma1I pond. It was enlargred considerably

to become a human effluent disposal pond; a map dated 1-944

shows a dam consistent in size with the original dam, whereas a

1946 map shows a sewage dam consistent in size and shape with

the eastern half of ARB. The original pond would have been

11
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obliterated at the time of the enlargement. Àeria1 photographs

reveal that a second enlargement to the west occurred in 1958.

However, most of the western wal1 of the older dam was retained

as a division between the two halves of the pond until some

time between L962 and 1965 when it was removed. The eastern

half r^ras not altered during the earthworks, and these works

brought the pond to the síze and form at the time of this

study. The floor of the basin has an area of about 0.40 ha-

Following the construct.ion of a new effluent d5-sposal

system in 1972, ÀRB became a storage dam for irrigation water

pumped through a pipe from the final pond of the new effluent

system- There is no other external source of water.

ÀRB is completely surrounded by a raised bank, the top of

which is essentially 1eve1 and about 1-3 m above the adjacent

ground surface. The enclosed basin slopes gentì-y towards the

south-east corner where the inlet and outlet pipes and a sma1l

jetty are located. The topography of thi-s dam is shown in

Figure 2.4.

The dam usually is filled over the wetter months of the

year and almost emptied each summer. The aerial photograph from

which Figure 2.2 was derived, was taken on 28/t/t983- It shows

that much of the bottom of the dam was exposed on that date,

and that about 0. 15 ha was covered by water.

The dominant plant on the dam bank is Pe¡¡¿SCllIq

clandestinum (kikuyu) and the lower portion of the sward is

submergfed if the pond is augmented. There are two species of

aquatic macrophy tes: Mvriophyllum verrucosum which occupies the

shallow water at the margin of the pond, and Potamoc¡eton

pectinatus which occupies the bulk of the Pond . Potomoqeton

an annual cycle of grrowth in this pond- Itpectinatus exhibits

t-3
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first reaches the water surface in early spring and then forms

a mat at the surface, with vertical stalks extendingr from the

mat to the bottom. This peaks in mid-spring with all except the

deepest 1-5% of the surf ace underl-aid by 'a thick mat of

pondweed. The plant begins to regress in late spring and by

mid-summer about 35% of the surface is covered.

Coopers Dam

Coopers Dam was constructed in September 1882 (Custance

1883). Aerial photographs taken in recent decades show it. as an

oval dam about 25 m long and 23 m wide at its broadest point.

ft was less than a metre deep, contained water lilies, and was

fed by surface runof f , whj-ch vi-rtualIy ceased when another dam

(tne Fauna Dam - see below) was constrrrcted. It l^ras dry in

November 7966 and was not known to have held any significant

quantities of water from then until it was fill-ed with soil ir.

]-982.

Fauna Pond

The Fauna Pond (feU) was constructed in 1'967 as a

stormwater buffer storage. ft is entirely surrounded by a

raised bank the top of which is essentially level, and varies

from 0. 3 n to 1. 3 m above the surrounding undulating ground -

Within the bank at the north end there is a basin of about O,.Ot

ha that is deeper than the surrounding ground Level; at the

south end there is a shelf at about the surrcunding ground

1eve1 (see Figure 2.5) and about L.5 I.7 m above the bottonr

of the basin. The total area enclosed by the banks is about

0.15 ha. lwo inlet pipes pass through the dan wal1, one

bringing stormwater from a drain which runs northward from the

pond, and the other bringing runoff from an irrigated market

garden area to the south. There is an outlet pipe in the east
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bank controlled by a gate val-ve but with an overflow facility;

the overflow level is t.9 m and the floor of the outlet is 1.5

m above the bottom of the basin.

Myriophyllum verrucosum

first time in February 1-984

in March of that year. No

observed in this pond. The

area (which is above water

is Pennisetum clandestinum.

was observed in this pond for the

and completely covered the surface

other aquatic macrophyte has been

dominant vegetation of the shelf

for most of the time) and the banks

Effluent Pond

In 1971,/72 the Ef f luent Pond (EFF) and two much srnaller

adjacent ponds were constructed as a hurnan and dairy effluent

disposal system. An Imhoff tank (for prelimínary sedimentation

of solids) was added to the system in 1978. EFF is the third

pond in the sequence of f1ow. Water can come j-nto the system,

aIso, via a diversion from the poorly defined watercourse whj-ch

passes nearby. This input occurs only on the infrequent

occasions when the watercourse is flowing, and can be

controÌIed by a gate va1ve. À third possible input is by

surface runoff from the adjacent paddock Èo the west; however,

this was not observed to occur during the study. EFF functions

both as a waste maturation pond and as a storage pond prior to

use of the water f or horticultural irri.gation.

EFF is rectangul-ar with a relatively flat bottom (Figure

2.6), and the tops of the banks are level wi-th the surrounding

ground. I^lhen f ull, its surf ace area 1s

no aquatic macrophytes, and the sparse

of the banks is dominated seasonally by

Grass).

about 0.58 ha. There are

vegetation on the sides

( Canary

T7

Phalari s ml-nor
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THE SPECIES

HÀBITAT

Chelodina longicollis was reported by Cogger (1986) as

typically inhabiting swamps, oxbow lakes and billabongs, or

slow-moving rivers. Parmenter (L976) noted that these animals

are not averse to muddy waters and, consequently, are present

in most f arrn dams within their range. Chessman (l-978) , in

comparing C. lonqicollis , C - expansa and Emydura macquarii,

where these species are sympatric in the River Murray and

Hattah Lakes, collected all three species from the slow-flowing

reaches of the river and larger lotic bodies of water, but

generally only C longricollis I^Ias collected from sma11

temporary ponds and anabranch lagoons. However. alongr the

Latrobe River j-n Gippsland, Victoria, where C . Iongicollis

occurs alone, Chessman (1978) caught few in the river and in

temporary ponds most captures were in permanent oxbow lakes.

DISTRIBUTION

Cogger (1-986) portrays the distribution of C. lonqicollis

as being from eastern Queensland to south-eastern South

Australia; Cann (1978) includes the Àdelaide area in its

distribution.

In the South Àustralian Museum, the only specimens "l 
q.

lonqicollis frorn west of the Adelaide Hi11s are recorded from

Steelton, via Saddleworth in 191-2 (Reg. nos R103 and R104),

approximately 55 km north of the study site, and from

Roseworthy Àgricultural College in 1-966 (Reg. nos. R811L A-C).

The register records that the College population was introduced

from "six miles upstream from Mannum" on the River Murray,

South Australia.
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The Museum register refers to the release of a few

tortoises (probably no more than four) into Coopers Pond in

1-918 (Philp pers. comm.). As Cagle (1950) has pointed out,

dispersal by humans is a common means by which isolated

populations of turtles/tortoises become established. However,

it is possible that a population already existed in the College

ponds.

There are no permanent watercourses in the vicinity of the

CoIleqe. The nearest ma jor watercourses are the I'lorth Para

River, and the Gawler River (which is formed by the confluence

of the North and South Para rivers in the town of Gawler)

(Fj-gure 2-t). All three streams are temporary and are reduced

in summer to a series of isolated poo1s. The North Para River

is about eight km from the College and the Gawler River àbout

ten km. À poorly defined watercourse occurs within the colleqe

boundaries; it flows only following heavy rain. Ephemeral

swamps occur in depressions along this watercourse. Sma11 farm

darns were supplied by temporary surface waters which, with

we]1s, provided water for households and Iivestock when

European settlement extended through the distrj-ct in the middle

of the nineteenth century (Smith t979).

Local farmers assert that when mains water was piped j-nto

the district (it was supplied to the College in 1903), many

farm dams were allowed to faIl into disrepair or filLed with

rubbish. Srnith (t979 ) mapped "vrater holes " present in the

district in 1935, but his survey appears to have been

incomplete. A survey undertaken in October 1984, âs part of

this study, revealed many more dams in the area (Figure 3.1),

including some in which mature trees e.Iere growing. It is likely

that most of these dams were constructed in the period before
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mains water was supplied to the district - Some dams were

constructed during the period of the study, including one in

1984 about one km due east of the nearest College pond. The

maximum inter-dam distance between the College ponds and the

North Para River found in the surveywas l-.3 km; the maximum

i-nter-pond distance was 2.7 km.

Specimens of various species of. amphibians and reptiles

including C. longicollis were collected by an earÌy settler in

the district, Hr. Richard Schomburgk (Peters 1863), who settled

atBuchsfelde(nowLoos),sevenkmsouthoftheCollegeand

three km north of the Gawler River. The locality is recorded as

the vicinity of the upper part of the Gawler River. They were

collected in the early years of the colony of South Australia,

prior to European occupation of the land to the north (Packard

1863) which was to become Roseworthy Col-lege-

In summary, prior to the 191-8 introductions, c.

lonqicollis occurred less than ten km away from the Co1]ege,

and there were many ponds in the intervening area - Since the

species is known to have a propensity for terrestrial

migrations (Parmenter L976, Chessman 1984À), the potential for

natural colonization of the college ponds was present.
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GENERAL METHODS

CAPTURE

Review of Àcruatic Capture Techniques

Methods for aquatic capture of testudines used in North

America have been reviewed by Lagler (1943À) and, briefly, by

Vogt (1980). The most common techniques used were baited traps,

basking traps, and netting.

In Australia, baited traps have been used for the capture

of Chelodina lonqicollis by Parmenter (L976), Chessman (1978),

Thompson (1-983), and Georges et a1. (1986). Parmenter concluded

that C. longicollis was far less susceptible to baited traps

than Emydura siqlnata and other Australian chelids, and Thompson

(1983) used this technique with Iittle success for the capture

of C. lonqrico1lis, but found it to be a successful technique

for the capture of E. macquarii

Basking traps do not appear to have been used to attempt

the capture C. Ionoicol1is. Since the species rarely basks

(Webb 1978), basking traps would be unprofitable-

Seine netting was used with considerable success for the

capture of C . 1onsj.co11is by Chessman (1978), but with less

success by Parmenter (1976). Parmenter noted that fouling by

weeds and mud rendered seine netting inefficient in one of the

ponds at his study site.

Diving, using either a snorkel or SCUBÀ equipment, may be

successful as another technique for the aquatic capture of

freshwater tortoises (e.g. Gibbons 1968), but both Parmenter

(Lg76) and Chessman (1978) found this inefficient in turbid

waters.

'Noodling' (Lagler 19434) , ', muddling' (sexton 1959,

Gibbons 1968, Ernst L97t and 1985) or 'puddling' (Burbidge
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Lg67) invofves groping around in water in an attempt to locate

tortoises by feel. While muddling has been done from a boat

using hands and arms only (Sexton L959), it has more commonly

been d.one while wadinq- One disadvantage of muddling by wading,

noted by Sexton, ís that rooted aquatic vegetation is

dísturbed. However, ês Burbidge (1967 ) observed, it is far more

efficient than visual location in turbid water. Chessman (1978)

had relatively few captures of C . lonqicollis using muddling in

a riverine environment, but in a series of farm ponds Parmenter

(7976) found it to be hj-s third most rewarding capture

technique for C . IonsicolIis.

Review of Terrestrial Capture Techniques

A variety of capture techniques applicable to the

terrestrial capture of testudines are available. Terrestrial

captures have been achieved by hand during the application of a

visual search pattern (Hammer 1969, Berry and Turner 1-985) and

by casual encounter. Clay (L9B1) utilized pre-existing fences

which blocked the paths of tortoises as capture sites, and

fences of woven wire mesh have been built to delay animals

(Sexton 1959, Hammer 1969). Congdon et aI. (1983) set drift

fences with narrow gaps through which movement was focussed,

and laid fine sand in the openings to determine the species and

direction of novement of tortoises.

Burbidge (t967) and Gibbons (1969) developed the use of

pitfall traps in association with drift fences as a capture

technique. Burbidge used woven wire buried at the base and 40

cm high, with earthen pits about 45 cm deep dug at 22.5 m

intervals. Gibbons also used woven wire, but his fence was 90

cm high and he used 20 1 buckets on both sides of the fence at

10 n intervals as his pitfall traps. Initially, the fence was
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incomplete, with 30 m sections of fence separated by about 30

m, but this hlas later completed (Gibbons and Coker ]-977).

However, âs noted by both Goode (1-967 ) and Cann (1978) , the

Australian pleurodire species (such as C

surprisinq ability to climb Iow fences.

. longicollis ) have a

Parmenter Q976) used existing rabbit-proof fences and

purpose-bui1t drift fences in combination with pitfall traps in

his study of a population of C . Iongico11is. His fence was 250

mm high and of woven wire mesh with a 25 mm aperture, and with

pitfall traps at intervals of between 75 and 175 m. Initially

the traps were 250 mm deep, but, after some escapes they were

deepened to 400 mm. He also concluded that his drift-fence was

inadequate, based on an observation of a tortoise that had

climbed to 650 mm up a woven wire fence using a fence dropper

as a brace. His conclusion was also based on incompatible

movement records.

An observation made in the preliminary stage of this study

e¡as that individual C. longicollis could not climb out of

plastic tubs that were 22O rnm deep. This was partly because the

tortoises could not grip the smooth sides of the tubs with

thej-r claws, and partly because they could not grip the smooth,

rounded rims of the tubs with their necks. The largest tortoise

captured during the preliminary stage had a head-body length of

383 mm (although one slightly larger animal (head-body length

397 mn) was caught later in the study) . Fences with smooth,

vertical surfaces would be insurmountable if they were taller

than 'the total body length of the largest tortoise in the

population. Metcalf and Metcalf Q979) used a fence of this

type. in the form of a board fence 300 mm ta1l, to enclose

hibernating Terrapene ornata.
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Trapping

ÀRB, EFF, ÀQR and FAU were enclosed with drift-fences-

Three of the fences were made of galvaniseC iron sheetinqr

embedded in the ground, and 400 500 mm high. In some places

ground surface undulations reduced heights of fences, but never

to less than 350 mm. (Subsequent tracking of animals using

spool tracking devices indicated that this type of fence

provided a complete barrier to movement by C . lonqicollis see

p. l-11). The fence around AQR was of woven wire mesh, pervious

to hatchlings and about L.B m high. The ponds were not enclosed

simultaneously; fencingr commenced in November L982 and was

completed in July 1983. The fence around FAU, and the fence

under construction around ÀRB, together with detail of a

section of fence, are shown in Figure 4.1-.

Pitfall traps consisting of sets of four 20 1 square tins

were placed (one pair on the inside and the other on the

outside - see Figure 4.1) at about 35 n intervals around the

fences of EFF, ÀRB, and FAU. Àt AQR the interval was about

80 m. The traps were checked daily except occasionally in

winter, êS movement was rare during this season. The fu1I set

of drift-fences and pitfall traps was monitored for 15 months.

Nesting sites were located by casual observation, from

inspection for disturbed soil around the ponds on the mornings

after the emergence of females containing oviducal eggs, and by

the use of spool-and-Iine tracking devices (Stott 1987).
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FIGURE 4-1,. Photographs of drift fences (overleaf)

Top - Àerial photograph showing the drift fences around the

Fauna Pond (foreground) and the Arboretum Pond (background,

under construction).

Middle Aerial photograph showing the drift fence around the

main Effluent Pond (foreground) and the drift fence around the

Àrboretum Pond (background, under construction.

Bottom Photograph of a section of the Arboretum Pond drift

fence showing a cluster of pitfall traps
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Nettinq

Seine nettinq, using a 50 mm mesh, was carried out in FÀU

on t7 occasions in the five years prior to the enclosure of the

ponds. One attempt was made to use seine netting in ARB, but

the presence of aquatic macrophytes made it impractical.

Chessman (1978 ) suspected that emergence r^¡as prompted by

attempts to net tortoises, and since there were emergences a

few days after netting in my study, the technique was not used

af ter all f our of the ponds r^rere enclosed.

Muddlinq

Muddling was undertaken on t2 occasions; eight in ARB,

three in ÀQR, and once in FÀU. The timing of these events was

determined by water levels, as early efforts showed that it was

unrewarding when the water was deep. The number of attempts

during the period of enclosure of the ponds was restricted

because of an early observation, paralleling that for netting,

that the number of emerging animals seemed to increase

following muddling.

MARKING

À1I captured animals were indivi-dua1Iy 1abe11ed. Most non-

hatchling animals were labelled usinq a pattern of 3 mm dritl

holes in the marginal scutes (Rose and Judd 1975). The more

commonly-used technique reported in the Iiterature is to file

notches in the marginal scutes (after Cag1e 1939), and this was

used for animals numbered 58 62 and 65. However, a portable

power drill was faster, and it was decided that dril1 holes,

being further from the rim of the carapace, would be less

Iikely to be obscured by an erosive shel1 disease which had

been observed in a small number of individuals. The marking

code is displayed as Figure 4.2.
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Hatchling animals were labe]led individually by removi-ng

terminal phalanges in a coded pattern (toe clipping) - C-

lonqj-collis has f ive digit.s on each f oot, but only f our of

these bear claws the most lateral diçrit (diqrit v) is

clawless. To make the labe1ling obvious, only the clawed digits

were clipped, and hence Cagle's pattern was not used.

Before implementing the toe-clipping technique, a survey

of older animals !.ras undertaken to determine whether naturally-

occuring abnormalities might confuse the use of patterned toe

clips for individual identification of animals. The feet of 69

tortoises were examined; on 65 of' these the feet l^¡ere normal ,

though in a few instances the tip of the claw on the most

medial digit (diqit I) was broken. The whole of the claw on

digit T was missing on two feet; one foot did not have a left V

digit; and on another foot (the right pes of tortoise nurnber

41) a supernumerary digit in the position and with the

appearance of a hallux was present. The supernumerary diqit had

been observed previously and at that time had borne a claw,

althougrh at the time of the survey it was cLawless. No animals

were observed with abnormalities in more than one digit-

Às a result of the survey, it was decided that no

live hatchling would be marked wit.h less than two clipped toes -

The numbering started at 1000. The marking code is displayed as

Figure 4.3.

During the course of the study, a hatchling was found

which also had a supernumerary diçfit resembling a hallux on

each pes. The left supernumerary digit was clipped before it

was noticed. The right digit bore two claws in the manner of

the syndactylous toes of many marsupials and the dew-cIaw of

some breeds of dogs. The hatchling was marked as number l-113.
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DATA RECORD

Netting and muddling captures, and chance captures around

the campus, were recorded in a field note book. Captures in Èhe

traps or alongside the fences were recorded on day sheets

designed as diagrammatic representations of the fences and

associated traps around each of the ponds under study. For trap

captures, the precise locations were recorded i fot fence

captures the sector of capture (taken as the length of fence

between trap clusters), and whether the capture was on the

inside or outside of the enclosure, were recorded. The day

sheets are included in reduced form as Figure 4-4-

Data were also recorded electronically using a

microcomputer. The capture date and a less precise capture

Location, together with anatomical measurements of the

individual tortoises and co¡nments, were stored using dBase If

(Àshton-Tate). The file structure is included as Figure 4.5.

ÀNATOMICÀL PARAMETERS

Weiqht

Weights of non-hatchling animals were measured

Sartorius 3815 MP balance to the nearest L g, and the

of hatchlings were measured usinq a Sartorius t202 MP

to the nearest 0.01 g.

Linear Measurements

us r.ng a

weights

balance

Five straight-1ine measurements of shelIs were taken.

These

1

Figure

2

3

were: -

. Length

4.s).

- Maximum

Length

end of

of carapace along mid-line (CARAPACEL see

width of carapace (CARAPACEI{) .

of plastron along rnid-Iine from gular scute to

anal notch (PLASTRONL) .cranial
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DEC

002

FIGURE ¿.5. Database Fite Structure (dBase II version 2.4)

Date as year,/month/day (YYMMDD) .
Ànimalnum identifying number given to the tortoise.
Capturenum number of times a tortoise had been caught as of
the date of the record.
Movefrom location caught ÀRB, Àrboretum Pond; EFF,
Effluent Pond; AQR, Aquatic Reserve; FÀU, Fauna Pond; OUT,
outside the drift fences.
Moveto - place as encoded above in whích tortoise released
almost always the intended destination at time of capture.
Weiqht in grams; taken to two decimal places for
hatchlings.
Carapacel length of carapace along mid-1ine in millimetres.
Carapacel{ - maximum width of carapace in millimetres.
Plastronl length of plastron along nid-Iine (that is, to
cranial end of anal notch).
WidthHum - maximum width of plastron across humeral scutes
(mm).
WidthFem - maximum width of plastron across femoral scutes
(mm) .
Palpation positive (PP), doubtful (PO), or neqative (NN) .

Xray - radiograph taken (Y).
Sex as deterrnined by plastral concavity - female (FF),
doubtful (MF) , or male (MM) .

STRUCTURE FOR FILE:
NUMBER OF RECORDS:
DATE OF LAST UPDATE:
PRIMARY USE DAÎABASE
FLD NAME
OO 1 DATE
OO2 ANIMALNUM
OO3 CAPTURENUM
OO4 CAPTUREHOW
OO5 MOVEFROM
006 l{ovETo
OO7 WETGHT
OO8 CARAPACEL
OO9 CARAPACET.T
OlO PTASTRONL
O1 1 WIDTHHUM
OI2 WIDTHFEM
013 PALPATION
014 XRAY
015 SEX
016 COMMENTS
J+* TOTAL *J+

B: TORTOISE. DBF
o2498
05 /oB /88

TYPE WIDTH
N 006
N 004
N OO2
c 004
c 003
c 003
N 007
N 003
N 003
N 003
N 003
N 003
c oo2
c 001
c oo2
c o25

0007 5
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4- Maximurn width of anterior lobe of plastron between the

most lateral points of the hum.eral scutes (WIDTHHUM).

5. Maximurn width of posterior lobe of plastron, between

the most lateral points of the femoral scutes (WIDTHFEM).

Sex

Parmenter Ã97 6 ) was able to sex all individual C.

Iongricollis using the degree of concavity of the posterior lobe

of the plastron in combination with the relative síze of the

gap between carapace and plastron at the anal notch and the

presence of a dorsal keel on the tail. Chessman (1978) stated

that in most cases c . lonqicollis could be sexed using the

deqree of concavity of the posterior lobe of the plastron. Both

authors noted that the tail is difticult or impossible to

examine in live C. Ionqicollis.

I attempted to ascertain the sex of individual animals by

exanining the degree of concavity of the posterior lobe of the

plastron. It was concluded that the animal was male if the mid-

line junction of the femoral and anal scutes was the most

dorsal point of the posterior 1obe, and as female if the

junction was the most ventral point of the Iobe.

In some tortoises the junction, although on a ventral

protuberance in the centre of the posterior lobe of 
.the

plastron, was still dorsal to the lateral margins of the lobe.

These !.¡ere recorded as of uncertain sex (l"fF) .

Presence of Oviducal Eggs

Before release

198L) was performed

body weight. The

neqative (N) .

inguinal palpation for oviducal eggs (C1ay

on most animals estimated to be above 400 g

result was recorded as positive (P) or
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GENERÀIJ RESUIJTS

CAPTURES

Tntroduction

All of the capture techniques employed yielded tortoises.

The numbers of non-hatchlings taken using each technique and

the numbers cauqht inside the drift fence at each pond or

outside of the drift fences are recorded in Table 5.1 - However,

these data should not be taken to indicate the relative

effectiveness of the techniques, as capture effort focussed on

pitfall trapping (49300 trap nights during the period when a1I

ponds were enclosed, with a success rate of .029 captures per

trap night). Chance captures along the fences augmented the

data from the trap captures (and brought the effective success

rate to .032 captures per trap night) .

Trap Àvoidance

Trap avoidance was evident. Most movement was at night,

but during daylight one animal was observed walking along a

drift fence and around a trap. Tracks in the soil around traps

also suggested trap avoidance; but the strongest evidence came

from the application of spool tracking devices (Chapter 8) -

Sixteen traced animals reached traps while moving¡ along drift

fences; eight of these were trapped at the first trap

encountered, five bypassed at least one and often more before

being trapped, and three tortoises bypassed traps and were

found sti1l walking around a pond when captured. fn three

instances a tracinq along a fence indícated that a tortoise had

approached a trap before retracing its path along the fence;

two of these animals turned around about one metre from the

trap, and the third about two metres away.
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TABLE 5.1

À

NUMBER OF CÀPTURES BY TECHNTQUE AND LOCATTON

OCTOBER T97B SEPTEMBER 1984

TRAP in pitfall trap FENC alonçrside drift fence

MUDL - muddling NET seine net

HAND - chance encounter and capture by hand

ÀRB Àrboretum pond

ÀQR - Àquatic reserve

OUT - outside

I,OCÀTION

TRÀP FENC

ÀRB 200 46

EFF 268 7

ÀQR ]-47 18

FÀU 159 7

our 883 83

TOTÀL T657 I6L

EFF Effluent pond

FAU Fauna Pond

of any drift fence

TECHNTQUE

MUDL NET HÀND

5632

NAOO

70 NÀ L

5 164 0

NA NÀ 47

131 ]-67 50

ENCLOSED

HAND

1

0

0

0

77

TOTÀL

307

275

236

335

1013

2]-66

TOTAL

270

268

1t2

83

]-57t

ARB

EFF

ÀQR

FÀU

OUT

B

NUMBER OF CÀPTURES ITHILE FOUR PONDS

(key as above)

TRÀP FENC MUDL NET

198 46 25 NÀ

26T 7 NA NÀ

82 18 12 NA

7t75NA

745 ]-54 42 NÀ
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No tracings showed that

pond journey, encountered a

the original destination.

Verification

any tortoises

drifL fence,

Verification of the capture records was undertaken by

analysinq Iocation at subsequent capture, and determining

whether the sequence of captures for individual animals was

consistent. This revealed an 8.2% error rate.

Attempts were made to determine the factors contributing

to the error rate. Misidentification was checked by assurning

that errors were limited to one digit in a tortoise's number,

and determining whether reciprocal errors in location between

animals appeared in the data bank. This appeared to contribute

O.5t of the error rate. Ànother O .4% was attributed to

incorrect release sit.e by determining whether there was

consistency in error of subsequent location between animals

released on the same date. The effectiveness of the fences as

barriers was checked usinq the tracings of animals carrying

spool tracking devices. However, none of the 19 traced

tortoises that walked aì-ong at least part of a drift fence

climbed over that fence. Casual human intervention occurred on

at least two occasions, and it is assumed that this l^ras a major

source of locationaÌ inconsistencies in the data. However,

release site errors for single anirnals could not be estimated.

Humphries (1979) studied the movements of frogs in and out

of ponds using a drift fence and associated pitfall traps, and

his analysis revealed a 7.]-6% rate of errors of subsequent

location. He concluded that the proportion of errors was

sutficiently smal1 to enable the movement data to be accepted

without introducing correction factors. The rate of errors in

had made a

and headed

pond-to-

away from
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subsequent location

Humphries - He also

introduced due to the

Population Size

study is similar Lo that

that a time delay factor

of the fence -

1n my

noted

presence

of

was

believed that almost all- adult C. lonqicolli-s in the population

were captured. Durinq the period in which four ponds were

enclosed, the rate of first captures (other than hatchlings)

declined from 48.6% over the first three months to 3.1t during

The popul-ation size can be

capture records. Because of the

terrestrial movements provided by

application of capture techniques

the last three months, and all

during the latter period were

completion of the field work

tortoises had been captured.

Pond Populations

estj-mated directly from the

complete barrier to occult

the drift fences, and the

within the f ences, it i.s

four of the anj-maIs fj-rst caught

below 1000 S in weight. Àt the

Q6 /9 / 84) , 500 non-hatchling

Minimum pond populations were obtaj-ned by arithmetical

treatment of the records of entry and emergence across each

drif t f ence, gi-ving the known f luctuations j-n the population

above an unknown base number. This method of calculation is the

basis for the graphs of the population fluctuations for ÉFF,

ÀQR and FAU in Figure 5.1.

The :nuddling undertaken in ARB on 9/3/84 presented the

opportunity to estimate the actual population of this pond. Of

the 2t tortoises captured, 20 h'ere already marked and one was a

first capture. However, only 15 of the 20 recaptures had been

amongst the animals recorded as having entered and remained in

the pond, and if it is assumed that the remainder were already
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in the pond when it was enclosed, a population estimation of

139 can be derived (99 animals known to have been in the pond

from the trapping records, 33 marked animals not known to have

been in the pond, and 7 unmarked animals).

The estimated population can be retrospectively verified

by examining the numbers of tortoises in each of the three

categories which emerged from the pond between the time of the

muddling on 9/3/84 and the opening of the drift fence on

16/9/84. Of the animals which emerqed, 46 were known to have

been in the pond at the completion of the muddling, and 14 were

marked animals which were not known to have been j-n the pond.

One animal was captured for the first time. From these figures

a population estimation for 9/3/84 also of 139 can be derived

(105 animals recorded as in the pond, 32 marked animals not

known to have been in the pond, and 2 unmarked animals). This

is the basis for the population graph for ÀRB in Figure 5-1-

Efficiency of Muddling

The muddling exercise undertaken on 9/3/84 presents

opportunity of comparing the captures due to muddling with

estimated population of C . 1ongi.collis present in the Pond

the time. Àlthough the estimated population was 139, only

an j.maIs were captured. The depth of the water in

geographj-ca] centre of the pond was 0.84 m on 7/3/84, and

pumping had been undertaken in the intervening period. It

concluded that muddling is an inefficient method of capture

C. longicollis ín waist-deep water.

the

the

at

2I

the

no

was

for
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Hatchlinqs

Hatchl-ings were caugrht in the pitf all traps at all ponds

other than AQR, which has a fence pervious to them. In addition

to 65 hatchlings attemptinq to gain entry to ponds (anS 43, EFF

6, FÀU ]-6ll , seven were attempting to leave enclosures (anS 3,

FÀU 4]'. One was found dead, and 13 were found in two nests. The

total captured was 86.

Almost all of the hatchli-ngs attempting to gain entry to

the ponds did so in sprinq. Two such animals were trapped in

t982, 25 ín September 1983 , 35 in October 1983, and 3 j-n

November 1983. Two were trapped attempting to gain entry in

autumn; one in March 1983 and t.he other in April 1984. The dead

animal was found on a sports field in March 1983. Three of the

animals attempting to leave an enclosure were trapped in April

1983. The weights of the hatchlings captured under different

circumstances were subjected to a Student's t-test, and the

results are recorded in Table 5-2.

It is apparent that the hatchlings actively making

terrestrial move¡nents in Àpril are similar in weight to those

attempting to enter the ponds in spring, and significantly

tighter in weight than those removed from nests in Àpril -

However, the one hatchling which was active in March ,was

heavier than the mean weight of the animals in the nest.

One hatchling (Number 1042) was found on a road about 20 m

from ÀRB in September 1983. It was marked and released at the

point of capture. Twe1ve days later it was trapped attempting

to enter ÀRB. Its weight had declined from 2.48 g to 2.04 g.

After overnight immersion in water its weight increased to

2.50 s.
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TABLE 5.2

COMPARISON OF WEIGHTS OF HATCHLINGS CAPTURED IN AUTUMN WTTH

THOSE CAPTURED IN SPRTNG

il

Number

A. Trapped attempting entry in spring 58

B. Trapped attempting exit in Àpri1 3

C. Àctive during April 4

D. Àctive in March 1

E- Removed from nest in Àpril 13

(s is íncluded in C)

Categories Mean difference t-stati.stic
compared

À + B 0.03 0.09

À + E 0.98 11.09

B + E 1.01 4.t7

c + E 1-L4 5.36

Mean

3 .69

3-66

3. 55

4 .90

4 .67

Signi f icance

P=0. 9292

p< 0. 0001

P=0.0530

p=0.0059

I

I

I

-:
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Many of the hatchlings caught in dry traps had mud caked

over their eyes, and were effectively blind- However, it is

possible that the mud arose from lachrymation while the animals

were in the traps.

Two tortoises marked as hatchlings were recaptured; both

were found in the ponds into which they had been released- One

(Number 1041) had increased in weight from 4.15 g to 93 S in

the l-55 days from 29/9/93 2/3/84 (in ARB); the other (Number

2IIO ) had increased in weight from 3.36 g to 6.50 g in the 54

days f rom 29/1-O/83 - 22/12/83 (in EFF) .

SEX

The sex of the tortoises was verified using the

radiographic technique of Gibbons and Greene (I979 ) and

palpation of oviducal eggs as described above. Exposure

parameters were 60 kV, 30 ilÀ, and 700 mm; and the duration

varied between 0.1 s and 0.25 s depending on size. Arnongrst 40

ani,mals found to be gravid by radiography, 37 had been recorded

as female following palpatj-on, and three as doubtful. One had

been recorded as a male (this animal was unilaterally gravid).

Àmongst the L62 C. lonqicollis found to be gravid by palpation,

four had not been sexed , ]-4B had been recorded as female, 10 as

doubtful, and none as male. Àmongst the three animals which

protruded a penis when handled, one animal had been recorded as

male and two as doubtful. Hence the degree of concavity of the

posterior lobe of the plastron is not always reliable as an

indicator of sex, as there is some phenotypic overlap -

Nevertheless, it can be concluded that most reproductively

active females have convex plastrons.

All but two of the tortoises found to be gravid on X-ray

$rere palpated as gravid at some time during the study, making a
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total of 1-64 known f emales.

Tt was decided that the activities of the gravid females

(as determined by radiography and/or palpation) woul-d be

examined in detail, and the data on plastron concavity would be

used with reservation-

PAI,PATIONS

General

Palpations were performed on 1451 occasions. The technique

was introduced too late in 1,982 to determine the onset of the

7982/83 nesting season,, as the f irst palpation was positj-ve.

The last positive palpation in the summer of 1982/83 was on 26

December; however, only 52 palpations had been performed

between the first palpation and the middle of January. À

positive palpation (confirmed using radiography) was recorded

in mid Àugust 1983, and the next on 28 October 1983. From 6

November 1983 until 2 January L984, multiple positive

palpations were recorded on most days on which movement

occurred, and single positive palpations r^rere recorded on 3, 7 ,

and 15 January. Between 28 October 1983 and 15 January 1-984,

661 papl-ations were performed. The duration of the nesting

season was determined as between the last days of october and

mid January

The results of the palpations at each pond during the

1,983/84 nesting season are presented as Tab1e 5.3. They show

that most of the tortoises emerging from ARB during the nesting

season were gravid, and that most of the emerging gravid

f e¡nales were f rom ÀRB.

Verification of Palpations

was assessed on a subsample of

(as described above). The

The accuracy

47 animals using

of palpations

radiography
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TABLE 5.3

RESULTS OF PÀLPATIONS DURTNG THE L983/84 NESTING SEÀSON

ARB - Arboretum pond EFF Effluent pond

AQR - Aquatic reserve FAU - fauna pond

(+) - positive palpation (-) negative palpation

NP not palpated

ATTEMPTTNG EXIT ATTEMPTING ENTRY
POND

ÀRB

EFF

AQR

FÀU

+

139

58

20

t2

t9

B1

20

T2

39

54

33

1

NP

23

31

7

2

22

NP

16

+

r20

L7

24

T2

6

4
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cal-cified shel]s of mature eggs are clearly visible on X-ray

(Fiçrure 5.2) . Palpation vrras f ound to be l-00% f or positive

palpations (n = 261 and 91% for negative palpations (n = 22) -

MOVEMENTS BY GRAVID TORTOISES

Records of movements by gravid females were examined,

revealing that many of these tortoises had made interpond

movements (and would therefore have been included in the data

presented as Table 5.3) but many had returned to the pond of

origin and others had remaíned out of the enclosed ponds for

the remainder of the nesting season, The numbers making

interpond miqrations, and their origin and destination, are

provided as Table 5.4- Few gravid tortoises (n =14) made single

terrestrial movements culminating in oviposition; more (n = 1B)

oviposited after multiple emergences during the nesting season-

However, the gravid tortoises which nested were greatly

outnumbered by the gravid animals which made terrestrial

movements but which failed to nest outside the enclosures (n =

61) . (Three tortoises f4ere f ound attempting to dig a nest

chamber inside the ARB enclosure close to the drift fence, and

one of these oviposited. Àlso, seven hatchlings were trapped

attemptj-ng exit from enclosures ARB 4, FAU 3) .

Other animals may have nested. Many gravid animals emerged

from a pond, but were not captured again during the nesting

season (n = 35). Àlso, the first positive palpation for many

animals ocurred as they attempted entry into a pond; presumably

other females may have matured eggs outside the enclosures,

nested successfully, and either entered a pond after a negative

palpation or remained outside the enclosures -
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:
,,

of. gravid female showing outlines of

calcified eggs

FIGURE 5.2 Radiograph
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NUMBERS OF GRÀVID

DURING

ARB - Arboretum pond

AQR - Àquatic reserve

NUMBER

ARB

TABLE 5.4

FEMALES MAKING TERRESTRTÀL MOVEMENTS

THE !984/85 NESTING SEASON

EFF

FÀU -

Effluent pond

Fauna pond

PONDS

ORIGTNAL

EFF ÀQR

Single emergence and oviposited

Multiple emerqences then oviposited

FAU

SingIe
Multiple

S ingl e
Mu1 tipl e

S ingl e
Multiple

S ingl e
Mu1 t iple

2
4

6
oo

4
2

1
1

0
0

1
1_

0
I

0
1

Single emergence and gravid at return to pond

16 1 5 0

0330

I'lu1ti-ple emergences but gravid at last return to pond

7 1
11 13

Single emergence,
gravid

remained out of pond, and
at last record

S ingle 10 0 0

Multiple emergences; out of pond and
gravid at last record

S ingl e
Mu1 t iple

NUMBER is number of ponds occupied by a tortoise during nesting

season while gravid but includes pond returned to following

oviposition.

ORIGINAL is pond of origin when first palpation positive.

0
0

0
1

0
)

0
t

4
3

4
3
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CHAPTER 6

EMERGENCE

AND I^IEATHER



EMERGENCE AND WEATHER

INTRODUCTION

Preamble

The major risks associated with terrestrial movement by

Chelodina Ionoicollis inhabiting semi-arid environments are

stated to be hyperthermia (Parmenter t976, Chessman 1978) and

dehydration (Parmenter 1,976, Chessman l-9844). The magrnitude of

risk will vary according to prevailing weather conditions,

giving animals the opportunity to minirnise risk by limitingr

terrestrial activity to periods of favourable weather.

The dangers of hyperthermia will be minimised by

restricting terrestrial activity to periods when the air

temperature is 1ow and the tortoise is not exposed to solar

radiation- There is no direct solar radiation at night, and

during' dayl|ght hours solar radiation is lessened by any cloud

cover present.

The dangers of dehydration will- be minimised by

restricting terrestrial activity to periods when relative

humidity is hiqh, and by avoiding high body temperatures which

miqht necessitate use of evaporative cooling. Relative humidity

is affected by air temperature and rainfal1, although mcvement

of air inasses means that relative humidity can change without

locaI rainfall or temperature changes. Sturbaum (1982) in a

review of temperature regulation noted use of evaporative

cooling by several testudine species, and I have observed its

use by an individual C

overload.

. lonqicollis subject to thermaL
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Although water loss rnight be expected to increase with

increasing body temperature, Chessman (1978) has shown that,

for C. lonqicollis, respi-ratory and transcutaneous water loss

increases little in response to increasing body temperature

between l-8o C and 34o C. Thus only extreme body temperatures,

sufficient to induce evaporative cooling, would have a

significant dehydrating ef fect -

Chessman (1978) made the general observation that

terrestrial activity by C - lonqi co11 i s usually takes place on

cooI, wet, cloudy days and at night - This chapter examines in

more detail the relationshi-p between terrestrial movements and

meteorological parameters .

Rainfal 1

Associations between terrestrial activity and rainfall-

have been reported for many terrestrial and freshwater species

of Testudines. For example, Stickel (1950) concluded that

Terrapene carolina is most active during periods of frequent

rain; Degenhardt and Christiansen (]-97 4 ) observed many

tortoises on roads in the xeric environment of New Mexico

following brief summer showers; and Bertram (1979À', 19798)

noted that the distances travelled by Kinixys belliana and

Geochelone pardalis in Tanzania were ¡nuch longer on rainy derys.

Nesting activity by Chrysemys picta has been associated with

rai.n (Sexton 1959), and this has been attributed to softening

of soil (Hammer 1969, studying nesting by Che Iydr a serpentina )

Emergence from nest cavities by hatchlings has also been

associated with rain (Mrosovsky 1968, studying the marine

turtle Chelonia mydas; Hammer L969 with Chelvdra

and Alho and Padua ]-982 with Podocnemig expansa).
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species responded to rainfall- bY

the latter species did not, even

evaporative water 1oss. He

difference to different strate

carolina reduces the risk of de

However, such observations are not universal. Strang

(1983) studied activity of the sympatric specl-es Terraoene

carolina and Clemmys ins culpta and found that the former

movement on rainy days, but C.

becoming more active, but that

though it has a higher rate of

attributed the behavioural

gies to avoid desiccation; T.

ssication by concenlrating its

insculpta minimises the risk bY

remaining near flowing streams. Gibbons (1970 ) , studying

several populations inhabiting a Carolina bay in South

Carolina, noted that there were seasonal differences in

response to rainfa11. In spring and late autumn, there was no

apparent relationship between terrestrial activity and

rainfal1, in early summer a response only to heavy rainfa11,

and a strong rel-ationship in late summer and earl-y autumn.

Gibbons (1-970) did not discriminate between activity by six

species resident at his study site, but a later study (Gibbons

and Coker 7977) did not find any correlation between activity

and rainfall for Chrysemys f loridana Burger and Montevecchi

(1975) concluded that there was a delay in the response by

Malaclemmys terrapin to heavy or proÌonged rains; the speoies

didn't nest under these circumstances, but l^ras more 1ikeIy to

nest just after rain than otherwise. Swingland and Coe 1978

noted that hatchlings of Geochefone giqantea emerged four to

six weeks before the onset of seasonal rainfall.

Activity in Australian freshwater Testudines has been

related to rainfal1. Burbidge (\967 ) observed terrestrial

activity following rainfall by several individual Pseudemydura

and Thompson (1983) noted that nesting activity byumbrina
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Emydura macquarii and Chelodina lonqicollis occurred just after

late spring or early summer rains. Parmenter (7976) recorded

that non-reproductive terrestrial activity by C . lonqicollis

was associated with rainfaI1, and concluded that this

behavioural trait was necessary to reduce the risk of death by

dehydration. But Chessman (A978) attributed the tendency for C.

lonqicollis to move at night or duringr wet weather to the need

to avoid overheating. Vestj ens ( 1969 ) concluded that C .

Ionqicollis needs rain in order to diS a nest cavity, and that

hatchli-ngs need rain to enable them to leave the nest chamber-

As the climate at Roseworthy is seasonally hot and arid,

it is reasonable to predict that Chelodina lonqicollis would

concentrate its movements, particularly in summer, in the short

periods when the terrestrial microclimate is wet.

Barometric Pressure

Parmenter (L976) noted, then discounted, a popular belief

that overland movement by Chelodina lonqicollis ac tua 1 Iy

predicts rainfaI1, but Clay (1981) concluded that female C.

oblonqa respond to the approach of rain-bearing atmospheric

depressions by moving to nest. He notes that the response is tc

the decrease in barometric pressure, and not to the rai¡r- By

anticipating rain the delay in reaching suitable nesting sites

could be eliminated, and construction of a nestj-ng chamber

undertaken when the ground is wettest. Hence the popular belief

noted by Parmenter may well be valid. This portion of the study

examines the validity of that popular belief, and the validity

of transposing Clay's observation on C

longicollis.
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Relative Hunidity

The risk of dehydration will be determined primarily by

the relative humidity of the immediate environment of a

tortoi-se. Rainfall is only a secondary indicator of humidity.

High humidity has been associated with greater activity in

Terrapene carolina by Stickel (1950) and Reagan (1974), and

Stickel casually noted that the relationship was not dependent

upon rainfall. It is possible that C. longicollis is able to

assess relative humidity directly (although it would presurnably

have to l-eave water to do so), rather than reJ-y on a secondary

indicator such as rainfaIl. This relationship was also

investi-gated.

Cloud Cover

Cloud cover reduces thermal load due to solar radiati-on

(Meek and Inskeep 1980) and could be used as an indication that

rainfall is possible. Reference to cloud cover is rarely rnade

in the literature, though Vestjens (1-969) noted nesting¡

activity by one C . longicollis (out of 2t observations) during

the afternoon on a dull and overcast day, and Mahmoud (1969)

has made s j-mi 1ar obs ervations on Nor th Àmer i c an spe c 1e s

inhabiting a serni-arid area.

The study also examined the relationship between cloud

cover and terrestrial movements.

Temper ature

Typical diel activity patterns of diurnal terrestrial

tortoises show seasonal variation, with minimal activity in mid

winter, unj-moda1 activity wíth a mid-day peak in spring and

autumn, and birnodal activity with morning and afternoon peaks

in summer (Stickel 1950, Auffenberg and Weaver 1-969, Rose and

Judd L975, l.f cRae et aI . 1981- ) " The bimodal pattern of activity
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is dependent on ternperature, not on light (Graham \979) - This

seasonal varj-ation shows dependence on minimum temperature for

actì-vity, but aversion to hiqh temperatures, The same

explanation can be applied to Reagan's (1,97 4) observations of

bimodal seasonal utilization of grassland by Terrapene carolina

the tortoises retreat into adjacent forest during summer '

Reagan (I97 4) noted that thermoregulation by Terrapene

carolina was precise, even though the thermal environment

fLuctuated narkedly. À major means of avoiding thermal stress

was to seek terrestrial refuges duri-ng peri-ods of high

temperatures; T. carolina in Reagan's study site burrowed under

leaf 1j-tter. Shuttli-ng heliotherfry, another behavioural means

of temperature regulation, has been reported to occur in

Testudo hermanni (Meek and Inskeep 1980) . However,

thermoregulation during terrestrial activity by freshwater

testudines does not appear to be so precise - Ernst (7982)

found that cloacal temperatures of Clemmvs quttata were slmilar

to environmental temperatures, and Gibbons (1-970) , studying

several species, concluded that there was no correlation

between terrestrj-a1 activity and environmental temperature

once a threshold temperature for the initiation of terrestrial

activity had been reached.

The observations made by Parmenter (I976) of t.he activity

of Chelodina lonqicollis in atmospheric gradients suggest that

this species is similar in its response to changes in its

thermal environment to those species studied by Gibbons (1970).

Chessman (1978) found C . lonqicollis active on land at air

temperatures of 16.0oC to 25.0oC, and cloacaf temperatures of

these animals ranged between 17.0o C and 28.7o C. However, these
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authors had rel-atÍvely few terrestrial captures, and were

therefore unable to examine in detail the relationship between

terrestrial movements and temperature,

Pertinent to the matter are the thermal limits within

which locomotion is physiologically possible. The critical

thermal maximum (C.T.."^ ) for Chelodina lonqicol1i.s is about 40

oC, although the figures given in the literature vary according

to how C.T.max l_s def ined. Burbidge (1967 ) noted spasms

beginning at about 40 .7o C; Webb and l,Ii tten ( 197 3 ) observed

incoordination at 38.50 C and spasms at about 42o C. Daily

maximum air temperatures of this maqnitude occur several times

through the summer period at Roseworthy, but thermal overload

would occur at much lower air temperatures if tortoises were

exposed to solar radiation, because the dark carapace would

absorb much heat energy.

C.T.oax may increase with increasing mean environmental

temperature. Burbidge (1967 ) has demonstrated such acclimation

in both Chelodina steindachneri and C oblonga. À1so, Webb and

Witten (1973) have demonstrated that C-T.'a x for C. longicollis

increases with increasing photoperiod, which would mean that

heat tolerance would tend to increase until the summer solstice

(1ate December), and then tend to decrease.

The critical thermal minimum ternperature

lonqicollis in water is near freezi-ng (0.30C,

Tt is unlikely that the C . T. m r u in air

Terrestrial minima below freezinq do occur

College.

(C.T.oru) for C.

Cheesman 1978) .

is any higher.

at Roseworthy
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METHODS

Records of movements and meteorological data taken during

the period of enclosure of all four ponds 07/7/83 to L7/9/94)

\^rere examined to determine whether there f\tere associations

between terrestrial movements by the Roseworthy population of

Chelodina l-onqicollis and rainfal1, relative humidity, cloud

cover, minimum daily temperature, maxj-mum daily temperature,

barometric pressure, and change in barometric pressure (between

3.OO p-m. and 9.OO p.m- ) . For the late autumn, winter, and

early spring period data on the terrestrial minimum temperature

were available, although the record was not continuous; these

data lvere included in the comparison.

There appeared to be insufficient data to treat the four

ponds separately, but there were sufficient data to consider

inward (to the ponds as a group) and outward movements

separately. In addition to considering the period 17/7/83

t7 /9/84 (the period when all four drift-fences were in place)

as a who1e, the nestinq period n/l\/83 - t5/I/ 84 ) was

considered separately.

Given that most capture records were made during trap

clearance in the morning, nìost terrestrial activity by

Chelodina lonqj-co11is is nocturnal, and daily maximum

temperature is usually in the afternoon, nocturnal activity

would rarely be influenced by the daily maximum temperature of

the day of capture. Àccordingly, capture records I^rere compared

with the daily maximum temperature of the previous day, as an

indicator of air temperature during the early part of the

night. Other parameters were compared with captures on the same

day.
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Casual observations were made of the diel pattern of

activity, and on five occasions traps l{ere checked periodically

throughout the night. On two of these occasions the periodic

checkj-ng extended into the subsequent night.

Trap captures of hatchlings attempting entry into the

ponds were compared with minimum temperature as recorded at

9.00 a-m. on the day of capture, maximum temperature on the

previ-ous day, and rainfall as recorded at 9.00 a.m.

Two ancillary exercises were undertaken. In the first, an

attempt r^ras made to ascertain the walking speed of individual

tortoises. The speed trials were conducted at 2.50 p.m, on the

fi-rst Tuesday in November on the Ieve1 substrate of a College

sports field, which had a grass sward about 20 nrn high. The day

was selected because there was fu1l sunlight and an air

temperature of 22.BoC; conditions which were intended to prompt

movement due to a need to escape thermal load, but which would

not rapidly lead to overload. Dense shade from a stand of Pinus

halipensis was available about 80 m away. The tortoises

selected for speed trialing had a mean body weight of 906 S

(range 400 - 1501g). Upon release they were observed with

binoculars from the grandstand and timed with a stopwatch. The

distance was taken from the the point at which they cornmenced

moving in a relatively straight path to the point at which they

deviated fro¡n that path.

The second ancillary exercise was intended to obtain an

indication of dehydration rates in the fie1d. The weights of

individual tortoises which had been out of the enclosed ponds

for 100 days or more were compared with their initial weights.

Animals which had emerged or entered EFF were not included

because of the water available in the adjacent smaller ponds of
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the sewage treatment system.

Several statistical analyses were used, and the parameters

to which each was applied are indicated j-n the results. The

first was an analysis of variance in meteorological variables

between days on which different numbers of movements occurred

(ANOVA) witn examina.tion of residuals to determine how well the

data fit an hypothesised relationship; the second was the

fittj-ng of a series of generalised linear models for dependence

of movement on meteorological variables (GLM), which aIlows the

application of a X2 test to determine whether the data fit the

model; the third was the fitting of a linear model for the

d.ependence of 1og (number of movements) on meteorological

variables (LMLr o ) , enablingr the application of an analysis of

variance to each of the components of the model; and the

fourth was Student's t test for difference between two means (t

test).

There were several occasions when I noted rainfall at the

ponds, but no rain was recorded at the meteorologi-caI station.

However, I did not (usuaIly) quantify the rainfall. Data from

these days were omitted from the statistical analyses, but are

considered separately.

Responses by individual tortoises to rainfall were

observed as a consequence of the applicati-on of spool tracking

devices as described in Chapter 8.

RESULTS

Rainf all

Tables 5.1 and 6.2 compare the mean

specified numbers of tortoises moved out

ponds between 77 /7 / 83 and 77 / 9 / 84 .

rainfalls on days when

of (6.1) or into (6.2)
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TÀBl-,8 5.1

MEAN RÀINFALL ON DAYS TIHEN SPECIFIED NUMBERS OF

CHELODINA IJONGICOLLIS EMERGED FROM PONDS

Emergences Per Day Number Of Days Mean Rainfall
mm

0.95

t.7 4

7.72

0. B6

0.80

0 .00

3.40

2.23

7 .17

t.7 3

3.22

0

1

2

3

A

5

6

7

8

9

) =10

303

37

27

6

9

8

a

7

4

6

18

6L



TABLE 6.2

¡,IEAN RAINFALL ON DAYS T,THEN SPECIFIED NUMBERS OF

CHELODINÀ LONGICOLLIS ENTERED PONDS

Entrances Per Day Number Of Days

240

77

23

24

15

16

9

7

)

3

13

Mean Rainfall
mm

1-02

0.70

0.79

t.27

1.7 3

3 .42

3.20

0.00

1.00

2.r7

5.19

0

l_

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

) =10
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The ANOVA on emergence data gave a varj-ance ratio of

3.34 compared with Fro,qrB,o.es t 2.4, and the ANOVA on

entrance data gave a variance ratio of 4.4 compared with

Fro,q1B,o ee of: 2-4- Hence both numbers of tortoises emerqing

from ponds and numbers entering ponds are hiqhly signifi-cantly

associated with rainfall. However, examination of residual

patterns suggests that they are not sj-np1e l-inear

relationships.

Applicati-on of the GML technique resulted in the same

conclusion. The calculated statistic for outward movement was

62.4 and that for j-nward movement was 72.4, compared with

X2r,o.ss = 6.635.

The LMLr o analysis indicated that outward movements were

significantly related to rainfall and terrestrial minimum

temperature only (variance ratio for regression on rainfall and

terrestrial minimum only of 30-53, compared with Fz,rog,o gs :

4.7). However, the LMLro analysis did not reveal rainfall as a

significant determinant of inward movement.

Thus , over the whole year, both outward and inward

movements are strongly associated with rainfal1.

Movernents of tortoises during the nesting season are

compared with records of rainfall in Table 6.3. outward

movements occurred on 53 and inward movements on 6I of the 72

days during this period, and rainfall was recorded at the

meteorological station on ej-ght days. Outward novements were

significantly associated witfr rainfal1, but the tendency for

inward movements to be associated with rainfall was not

significant.

On all three occasions that rainfall was recorded at the

ponds but not at the meteorological station both inward and
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TABI-,E 6.3

MEAN RATNFÀIJL ON DÀYS WHEN SPECIFIED NUMBERS OF CHELODINA

LONGTCOLLIS ENTERED OR IJEFT PONDS DURING NESTTNG SEASON

NUMBER

TRÀPPED/DAY

0

1

aa

3

4

5

6-9

) =10

F-test Ratio

NUMBER OF DAYS

TN!{ARD OUTWARD

11 L9

15 10

8t2

83

75
66

10 11

76
(ÀNOVÀ)

I:IEÀN RAINFÀLL

]NWARD OUÎWÀRD

0.2r 0.07

00

0 0.34

00
00

1.38 0

0 .46 0.37

t .t7 2 .32

1.53 3.2L

Fr,o<,o 90

Fr,oc,o,es

: 1. 81

-- a o<a.¿¿

I

I

I

I
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outward movements occurred. The :'rìean nurnber of inward movernents

was l-6-0 (compared with the mean for days without rain of 3.5),

and the mean number of outward movements was 29 -3 (compared

with the mean f or days wit.hout rain of 2.8) - On one of these

occasions (29 - 30 /7L/83) I recorded that rain commenced at the

College at 1-0.35 p.m- with a f ew heavy spots. There was the

occasional spot until midnight, then a few spots at 2.45 a.m.

Associated with this sparse rainfall were 18 inward and 21'

outward movements. These results are consistent wi-th the

conclusion that, while there is an association between movement

and rainfa1l, the relationshÍp is not linear; indeed, it

suggrests that during the middle of the nestj-ng season any

rainfall will trigger more movements than would otherwise be

the case.

Observations made incidental to the use of spool tracking

devices are reported in Chapter 8 (tortoise Number 337, p- 1L9;

tortoise Number 158, p. I2!). In both instances the animals,

which had been inactive in refuges for some time, began moving

within minutes of the onset of rainfalI.

Barometric Pressure

Mean number of tortoises moving per day during the nesting

season are

There is

tortoises

however,

and number

barometric

barometric

índirect.

compared with barometric pressure in Table 6,-4-

a significant association between r.he number of

emerging from ponds and low barometric pressure;

the association is weaker than that between rainfall

of emergences. Às rain is itself correlated with low

pressure, T conclude that the association between

pressure and number of outward movements is
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TABI-,E 6 .4

MEAN BAROMETRIC PRESSURE ON DAYS WHEN SPECIFIED NUI-fBERS OF

CHELODINA LONGTCOLLIS ENTERED OR LEFT PONDS DURING NESTING

SEÀSON

NUMBER
TRÀPPED/DAY

0

1

.,-
3

4

5

6-9

) =10

F-test Ratio

NUMBER OF DAYS
IN}IÀRD OUTI{ARD

11 19

15 10

8t2

83

75

66

10 11

76
(ANOVA)

MEÀN BAROMETRIC PRESSURE
INWÀRD OUTI.IARD

r.014.45 1017.01

1014.31 1013.90

1013.76 l.Or2.22

1013.05 1013.83

1014.07 1013.48

]-01-5.42 1015.90

1014.80 1012 - 08

1011.2s 1011.37

0.56 2.48

Fz,ss,o 90 :
Fz,oe,o.s5 :
Fz,oe.o 9e :

1.81
2.L6
2.93
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The number of movements on days of decreasing barometric

pressure are compared with those moving on days of increasingt

pressure in Table 6.5. Although s]j-ght1y fewer tortoises

emerged. from ponds under rising barometrj-c pressure conditions

than falling conditions, the difference j-s not significant.

More tortoises attempted entry to ponds under conditions of

rising barometric pressure (mean 5.06) than fal1j-nq pressure

(mean 3.83), but again, the difference is not significant (p=

0.37). Exclusion of days with rain, and days when the

barometric pressure change between 3.00 p.m. and 9.00 p.m. was

less than 1.OO hpa, from the data did not yield significant

results, âlthough mean outward movements were in both cases

slightly higher under conditions of falling barometric

pressure, and. mean inward movements slightly higher under

conditions of rising pressure.

Relative Humidity

Mean number of tortoises moving per day

season are compared with relative humidity

associations are apparent.

Cloud Cover

during the

in Table 6

Mean number of tortoises noving per day during

season are compared with cloud cover in Table

associations are apparent.

the

6

nes ting

-6. No

nes tingt

7. No

Temperature

For all four seasonal periods, both the nean maximum air

temperature on the afternoon prior to, and the mean minimum air

temperature on the morning of routine trap checking, $¡ere

higher for days on which captures occurred than for days

without captures (Tables 6.8 to 6.11) . Movements were also

significantly associated with higher overnight terrestrial
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TABI.,E 5.5

COMPARISON OF MEAN NUMBERS OF TORTOTSES ENTERTNG OR LEAVÏNG

PONDS PER DAY DURTNG NESTTNG SEASON WTTH CHANGES IN

BAROMETRIC PRESSURE

MEÀN NUMBER
OF TORTOISES

STANDARD
DEVTATTON

STGNIFICANCE
OF DIFFERENCE
(t test)

OUTT{ÀRD
FALLING RISTNG

5.59 5.r_5

7 .71 8.33

p = 0.81

INWARD
FÀLLING RISTNG

3.83 5.06

6-35 4 .87

p - 0.37
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TABIJE 6.6

ON DÀYS WHEN SPECIFTED NUMBERS OFMEAN RELATTVE HUMIDITY

CHELODfNA LONGICOIJLIS ENTERTNG OR LEAVTNG PONDS

NESTING SEASON

(r)

140 0
TN!{ARD

58.1

63.3

48.1

62.6

54.3

5l..2

54.6

50 .9

DURÏNG

HRS
OUTT.TARD

63.3

62.4

52.8

66.7

60 .4

50. 2

s1.5

52.7

NUMBER
TRÀPPED/DAY

6-9

) =10

F-test Ratio
(ÀNOVA)

OSOO HRS
INVIARD OUTWARD

7r.r 59.5

69.0 70.9

66.6 63.8

66.9 69.3

60 - 1 58.6

55.6 63.0

66.5 62.4

73-4 72.2

0.78 0.52

Fz.oc,o eo 1- .82

0

1

a

3

4

5

0.95 1.16

Fi,so,o.eo 1 .82
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TABLE 6.7

MEÀN CI.,OUD COVER ON DAYS VIHEN SPECIFIED NUMBERS OF CHELODINÀ

LONGICOLIJIS ENTERING OR I.¡EAVTNG PONDS

(OctaI Scale)

NUMBER
TRÀPPED/DAY

0

1

2

3

4

5

6-9

) =10

F-test Ratio
(ÀNOVÀ)

OSOO HRS
INI{ARD OUTIVARD

5.09

2 .87

â ôtr

3 .29

4 .67

3.80

4.18

3.38

3.53

2 .88

4.33

1.33

1.20

2 -5'7

4-90

5. 33

1400
INT{ÀRD

3.78

4 .67

3.25

4.00

4.00

5.17

3.73

4.7r

0. 37

HRS
OUTI'IARD

4. 87

4.13

3. 83

r .67

3.20

4 .67

3.91

4.7r

0.650.77 1.50

Fz.e¡,o 90 T. 82 Fz.gs o.so : L.'82
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TABIJE 6.8

MEAN MÀXTMUM TEMPERATURES ON AFTERNOONS PRIOR TO CAPTURE OF

SPECIFIED NUMBERS OF CHELOD]NA LONGICOLLIS EMERGTNG

FROM PONDS
(o c)

NUMBER
TRAPPED/DAY

0 16 .9

1-- 5 20. 0

)=6 2I.T

TOTÀL
TRÀPPED L23

F-test Ratio 9.O2r

MTD JULY
TO

END OCT*.

.70

.90

.38

.82

1.11.83
TO

1-5.1.84

23.r

29.I

29 .5

408

9 -O92

16.1_.84
TO

31.3.84

27 .4

29.1

26.2

7]-4

0.913

r - 4.84
TO

76 .7 .84

18.4

2L.7

20.7

45

4 .954

rFz.r6s.o.99
2 Ez , t 3 . o e e
3 Fz , 13 . o . 9 o

aFz,ro4,o 99

--4
:4
:^
.4

- 1,7/'7/83 to 3t/1,0/83 and 17/7/84 to t7/9/84
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TABLE 6.9

MEAN I"IINIMUM TEMPERÀTURES ON MORNINGS WHEN SPECTFTED NU}ÍBERS

OF CHEI,ODINÀ I.,ONGICOLLTS CAPTURED EMERGTNG

FROM PONDS
(o c)

NUMBER
TRAPPED/DAY

0

l--5

)=6

TOTAL
TRÀPPED

F-tes t Rati-o

lFz
2Fz
3Fz
aEz

MTD JULY
TO

END OCT-.

11

10-1

10 -2

]-23

12.53t

4.70
3.92
3.88
4-82

1.11.83
TO

15.L-84

1]-.7

13.3

75.7

408

4 .292

16.1. 84
TO

31.3.84

13.0

15. B

L4.9

114

4-433

1-.4.84
TO

76.7 .84

7.8

10.8

]-7.4

45

7.O34

l6?,0
68,0
73.0.
104 0

.99^
9?5--
9i5:
.99--

17 /7 /83 to 37/t0/83 and !7 /7 /84 to t7 /9/84
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TÀBLE 6.10

MEAN MÀXTMUM TEMPERATURES ON AFTERNOONS PRTOR TO CAPTURE OF

SPECIFÏED NUMBERS OF CHELODÏNA I,ONGTCOLLIS ÀTTEMPTING ENTRY

TO PONDS
(o c)

NUMBER
TR.A,PPED/DAY

0

1-5

)=6

1Fz,r6?,o
z'3F2,?3,o

MTD JULY
TO

END OCT*.

17.0

18.1

21-.r

1.11. B3
TO

15.1.84

25 .8

28 .4

27 .4

349

0-812

16.1_.84
TO

31.3.84

27 -5

28 .6

22.3

61

1.973

7-4.84
TO

L6.7 .84

18.1

2t -9

NONE

25

ï.D.

TOTAL
TRAPPED 322

F-test Ratio 4.961

.99--
90 :

4.70
2.38

* - I7 /7 /83 to 3!/70/83 and 17 /7 /84 to t7 /9/e4
I.D. - insufficient data for application of ANOVÀ
NONE - no days on which six or more tortoises attempted entry
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TABI-,E 6 .11

MEAN MTNIMUM TEMPERÀTURES ON MORNINGS WHEN SPECTFIED NUMBERS

OF CHELODINA I]ONGTCOLLTS CAPTURED ATTEMPTING ENTRY

TO PONDS
(o c)

NUMBER
TRÀPPED/DÀY

0

1-5

)=5

TOTÀL
TRAPPED

MID JUIJY
TO

END OCT1

6.6

8.7

1,0 .7

322

1.11.83
TO

15.1.84

12.3

14.0

13.3

349

0.692

16. r-. 84
TO

31.3-84

].3.2

1s.0

13.4

6L

r.943

t .4 .84
TO

L6 .7 .84

7.8

10.7

NONE

25

rDF-test Ratio t7 -271

lFz,roz,o ggj 4.70
2Ez.os.o.eo :2.40
3Fz,i3.o.go :2.38

t - L7 /7 /83 to 3!/10/83 and I7 /7 /84 to 77 /9/84
I.D. insufficient data for application of ÀNOVÀ
NONE no days when six or more tortoises attempted entry
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minimum ter.nperatures ( table 6 .12 ) f or the winter and early

spring period-

However, there was often 1ittle difference between mean

temperatures on occasions when few tortoises were trapped and

occasions when many were trapped- Although the positive

associations between temperature and movement by tortoises were

often significant (as indicated on the Tables), the data

indicate that the relationship between the two parameters was

not linear; instead, a model incorporating a threshold would

seem more appropriate.

All movements between mid-winter and the start of the

nesting season were significantly associated with higher

overnight temperatures aS determj-ned f roin the af ternoon,

overnight minimum, and morning temperature measurements. This

period included the morning of 76/9/84, on which the largest

number of captures made durinq my study was recorded 59

tortoises attempting to gain entry to ponds and two attempting

to leave ponds. The readings indicate that the previous night

had been both warm and wet relative to preceeding nights (the

sequence of readings is provi-ded as part of Table 6.13, which

also included data from other weeks during which mass movements

took place towards ponds).

Inward movements were far more numerous that emergfences

during this period (Tab]es 6.9 - 6.I2). The data indicate that

many tortoises remain outside the enclosed ponds between the

summer or autumn of one year and the spring of the succeedingt

year. I conclude that it was the combination of warmer

conditions with rainfall that prompted tortoises which had been

in terrestrial refuges over the winter to migrate to ponds in

springr. Days which were similarly warm, oI which had similar
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TABLE 6.T2

MEAN TERRESÎRIAL MTNIMUM TEMPERATURE ON NIGHTS VIHEN SPECIFIED

NUMBERS OF CHELODTNA I.¡ONGICOLLIS CAPTURED .A,TTEMPTING ENTRY

TO PONDS
(o c)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6-9

) =10

F-test Ratio 3.94,

MEAN OVERNIGHT
TERRESTRIAL MINIMUM

3. B6

5. 85

6.50

5.75

6 .47

7 .34

6.30

8 -72

compared with F¡.r¡8,0 ee-- 2.75

NUMBER
OF CAPTURES
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TÀBLE 5.13

METEOROLOGICAL PÀRAMETERS IN DAYS BEFORE MASS RETURNS

PONDS TN LATE WTNTER / CENIY SPRTNG PERIOD

DATE

4/8/83

5/8/83

6/8/83

7 /8/83

B/8/83

s/8/83

1,0/8/83

rt/8/83

12/8/83

t3/8/83

14/e/83

L5/8/83

16/8/83

r0/9/84

rL/9/84

72/e/84

13/e/84

1,4/e/84

]-5/9/84

16/e/84

NUMBER
OF

CAPTURES

TERREST
MIN
(o c)

-0. I

0.6

0.9

4.7

4.5

7.9

9.2

6.7

5.1

3.5

8.8

8.4

8.5

9.7

4.5

0.6

7.4

2.6

7 .6

10.6

MIN TEMP

(o c)

2.8

3.8

4.1

6.5

7.8

9.2

10.0

8.3

6.7

6-0

10.4

'J-]-.4

8.5

13.5

6.5

2.6

6.2

8.0

11_. B

13.3

RÀIN

(mm)

0

0

0

0.2

0.4

0.5

0.6

0

0

0.4

0

0

13.0

0

5.6

0

0

0

0

TO

BÀROI"f
CHÀNGE

FALL

FÀLL

FALL

FALL

FÀLL

RI SE

RI SE

RISE

RT SE

FÀLL

FÀLL

FÀLL

FÀLL

FÀLL

FÀLL

RI SE

FALL

FÀLL

RI SE

FÀLL

^

0

0

n

1

1

13

5

0

0

0

3

28

MAX TEMP
PREV DAY

(oc)

L2.B

r4 .9

16.1

17 .7

16 .6

75 .2

15.9

15 .4

15.9

L8.6

L9 .4

22 .6

22.6

20 .5

18.0

12 .8

14 .2

L7 .8

22.1

25.2

5

4

0

3

1

3

59

77

7.0



rainfall (but not both), had occurred in the preceedinq week

without precipitating major movements -

l-lass emergences from ponds during the mid winter early

springr period occurred usuaIIy, but not always, oD the same

days as mass attempts to enter ponds. However, there are too

few data to enable discrj-mination between the meteorological

parameters on the days with unidirectional mass movement.

More than half of the terrestrial activity was either

inítiated or terminated during the nesting season ( late

spring mid-summer). Captures were made on most days during

this 76 day period. I'lost of the 79 days on which no outward

movements, and the lL days on which no inward movements were

attempted, were towards the beginning and end of this period.

The general pattern was of a background of a small but variable

number of captures on most days , t^Iith mass captures ( 10 or

more) superimposed on rainy days. During this season emergences

from ponds were siqrnificantly associated with relatively warm

conditions but, although attempted entries tended also to occur

under warm conditions, the relatj-onship was not significant.

The mean daily maximum temperature during the nesting season

r4as 27 .'lo C, and the mean overnight minimum temperature was

13.40 C. The highest overnight ¡ninimum temperature was also

27 .70 C.

Mean temperatures during the mid-summer to early autumn

period were almost identical to those in the nesting season.

This period was one of quiescence. Most of the movements during

this period were apparently precipitated by muddling exercises

carríed out in early March (see p.42); from the middle of

January until muddling was conducted in ARB on 9/3/84 there had

only been 18 emergences from all ponds together, but in the
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four days following the muddling 34 tortoises emerged from ARB,

with 26 of these outward movements preceeding light rain which

fel1 on L3/3/84. Forced emergences would carry through to

confuse entry data. f therefore conclude that the statistical

analyses for this period are unreliable, and there are too few

data to enable analysis of movements apparently unaffected by

my intervention. Rainfall further confounds the aata, âs mean

daily maximum Lemperatures on days prior to rainfall (25.0oC)

are bel-ow those f or the period as a whole (27 .60 C) , yet mass

movements occur as a response to rain. This in part explains

the lower mean temperatures on days with mass movements

compared with days with one to five movements.

Few movements occurred duringr the late autumn - early

winter period. Activity tended to occur undelhTarmer

conditions, and this was hiqhly significant for outward

movements. There was insufficient data for the application of

ANOVÀ to the rel-ationship between air temperatures and inward

movements, but readings of terrestrial minimurn temperatures

overlaps the late autumn - mid winter period, and comparison of

this data with inward movements (see above) also showed an

association between activity and relatively warmer conditions.

There were very few movements (6 outward and I7 inward) over

the whole of the winter period.

Diel Pattern Of Activity

My observations were consistent with the observations made

by Chessman ( 1978 ) ; that is , that almost all terrestrial

activity by Chelodina 1onqicol1 i s occurs at night. However, my

observations were not comprehensive enough to predict the

conditions under which diurnal activity would take place.
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The Roseworthy population seemed reluctant to leave ponds

durinq the day. Rainfall has been shown to precipitate

terrestrial movements, parti-cularly during the nestingf season,

yet on the rainy nigrht of 5/12/83, during the peak of the

nesting season (see p. 46) , the following sequence of events

occurred.

Rain in the form of spots commenced at 2-15 p-m., and 23

tortoise heads were visible at the surface of ÀRB shortly

afterwards - Spots of rain or light drizzl-e continued until 5 - 10

p.m-, but there was no further rain until 10.30 p-m- Only two

animals emerged, from the ponds between the start of the rain

and dusk, but 25 ]ef t between dusk and about 9 . 00 p. m. lrlo

observations were made between 10.30 p.m. and 5 - 05 a -m- on

6/12. Fi-fteen more tortoises had attempted to leave the ponds

during the night and were found in the traps at ARB when they

were checked from 5.05 a.m. First light was at 5.30 a.m- Light

drízzl-e was recorded at 5.50 a.m. and moderate rain between

2.30 and 3.30 p.m. , but the traps (on the insi.de of the drif t

fences) were empty at about 11.00 a.rn. and 5'40 p.n., âIthough

one tortoise was found walking alonq the inside of the ÀRB

fence at the latter time. Eight tortoises were caught

attempt j-ng to leave the ponds between about 5. 40 p - n. on 6 /I2

and 9.40 a.m. on 7/L2.

On another occasion 23 tortoises ernerqed in response to

0.3 mm of rain which fe1] after dusk. Ten more emerged during

the night, and the total rainfall to 6.30 a.m. was 2.2 mm.

Speed

Speeds of 0.46 *-0.9 km,/hr (range 0-30 - 0.58 km/hr) were

recorded during the speed trial.

In the field a tortoise released into a

BO

pond before the



period of enclosure was recaptured 3

headinq towards the pond into which

Therefore, it sustained a speed during

0.14 km/hr.

Weisrht Loss Out Of Ponds

5 hr later 480 m âwalr

it had been released.

this period of more than

Few data were obtained on weight ]oss, because most

tortoises were released immediately at point of capture without

being measured. However, data were available for Seven

animals, whose terrestrial sojourns had ranged from l-40 days to

262 days. Mean weight loss was 0.030 * - 0.009 % /day (range

O.018 - 0.043 t/day) . There was no suggestion of any

relationship between size of tortoj-se or time of year and

weight loss -

À perti-nent casual observation was also made. A tortoise

(Number 16) was accidentally locked in an asbestos cernent

stockfeed storage shed for 13 months, and made its refuge under

a pile of hessian bags. In this time, its weight dropped front

567 g to 410 s. It was released into a pond, and weighed 557 S

on recapture a month 1ater. Its weight loss I^7as 0.07l. %/day.

Hatchlinq Captures

From 8/9/83 - 5/lI/83, 60 hatchli-ngs were trapped

atte:npting entry to ponds. Two others were captured later in

November, but were omitted from the statistical analyses

because meteorological data were incomplete. One inactive

hatchling was observed just within the entrance of an elipsoid

tunnel leading into a nest. ft retracted quickly into the

tunnel on becoming aware of my presence -

À comparison between captures and meteorological

conditions is presented as Table 6.L4. There were no
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TABI-,8 6.t4

COMPARISON OF METEOROLOGICAL PARÀMETERS ON DAYS WHEN HATCHLINGS

TRAPPED ATTEMPTING ENTRY TO PONDS Ì.TITH OTHER DAYS DURTNG PERÏOD

3/9/83 9/LL/83

i

I

I

Mean maximum temperature
of previous day

(oc)

METEOROLOGICAL PARÀMETER
DÀYS I.THEN AT

LEAST ONE
HATCHLING TRÀPPED

Mean minimum ternperature
as recorded at 9.00 a.m.

(o c)
8.9

(p=0 . 71) "

2r.4
(p=0. 25 ) *

Rainf all (nm) 1.50
(p=0.99 ) *

- significance of di,fference between means, t-Test

DAYS I{HEN NO
HATCHLINGS

TRAPPED

8.6

19 .9

1. 51

*

o19Á



relationships between captures and minimun temperature, naximum

temperature of the prevíous day, or with rainfall.

DISCUSSION

Rainfall

Parmenter (1,976 ) suggested that terrestrial movements

entail a considerable risk of death by dehydration, and

commented that in shade at t2-20o C C. longicollis would take

more than L4 days to die from water 1oss. The implication was

that survival would not extend much beyond that duration -

Laboratory investigations of the rate of dehydration by C-

longicollis have also been undertaken by Rogers Ã966) and

Chessman (1978 and 19844).

Rogers (1966) found that sub-adu1t Chelodina lonqicol l- i s

dehydrated to 83.5t of their initial weight af ter 'J-4 days

without water. The tortoises in her trial had evacuated medi-an

bladders, and were fu1ly exposed to an environrnent with a

relative humidit.y range of 50 - 7O%, and a temperature range

reported to be 65 75o C (which I conclude is a typographic

error and in fact the temperatures were in oF; i.e- 18 24oC) -

She noted that the rate of dehydration decreased after 14 days.

Control tortoises whose median bladders had not been evacuatecl

initially lost water at the same rate, but the rate of

dehydration decreased after !7 days, and after 20 days the test

animals had very 1ittle urine left in their median bladders.

Rogers concluded that C. lonqicollis can reabsorb water from

the median bladder, a capability also possessed by Pseudemvdura

umbrina (Burbidge ]-967) . In her investigation, Rogers did not

find more than 0.25 m1 of fluid in the lateral bladders.
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Chessman (1-978) conducted a similar trial using larger

animals, which resulted in C. lonqicollis dehydrating to 74% of

their initial weight over 74 days. He evacuated the 'accessory'

bladders of the test animals, and then fully exposed them at

260C and 25% relative hunidity. There was air flow within the

test chamber. He concluded that C. lonqicollis has a relatively

1ow rate of evaporative water loss which is lj-ttle affected by

changes in temperature¿ but whj-ch decreases with dehydration

(Chessman 1984À). on the basis of his trial, Chessman (1978)

commented that indivi-duaIs would survive longer in more humid

refuges, and predicted (for example) that a 1000 s tortoise

would survive for 100 days at 60t relative humidity and 18o C

without access to free or stored water (ny emphasj-s).

f do not believe that the association between movement by

the Roseworthy population of Chelodina lonqicollis and rainfall

is due to a need to avoíd desiccation. The tortoises keep to a

home range which includes the ponds and the intervening land

area (p. 1-37), are never more than 160 m from a pond and,

according to Parmenter (1976) , can move at a speed of about two

kn/hr for short periods. My Melbourne Cup Day speed trial

results e/ere slower, and taking the sl-ower results, even a

smaIl adult tortoise at Roseworthy College can normally reach

water within half an hour.

In addition, this population of C . lonqicollis makes use

of terrestrial refuges (Chapter 8) which seem to be abundant in

the complex environment around the ponds, and which provide

microclimates more humid than the outside air. Burbidge (1967)

has found refuges occupied by individual Pseudemydura umbrina

to range between 50 and 60 I relative humidity (at 31oC),

compared with adjacent open air at 25 to 35 t relative humidity
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(at 370 C ) , and Reagan (Ig7 4) has suggested that, in the

case of Terrapene carolina, refuges are selected on the

basis of humidity independent of sel-ection based on their

value as thermal refuges.

The most extreme example of survivorship in a 'refuge'

encountered in my study was of tortoise Number 16¡ my field

results for the duration of occupancy of terrestrial habitat

by animals such as Number l-6 are at variance with the results

obtained from the Iaboratory investigations referred to

above

The degree of dehydration experienced by Number 16

(to 72.3? of original body weight ) , a sma.ll tortoj-se (initial-

weight 5679), over 13 months \^/as almost the same as that

of one of the animafs in Chessman's ( 1978) trial (to 742)

over 14 days. Thirteen months is well beyond the survival

time predicted by Chessman. Its rate of weight foss was

comparabl-e to those for the other tortoises known to have

been out of the enclosed ponds, given that they had a wide

range of refuges to select from, and Number 16 was limited

to the dry environment of the i-nside of the shed.

I suggest that the discrepancy between my fiel-d observa-

tions and the results of the laboratory investigations referr,ed

to above must have arisen because of the util-ization of

stored water by tortoises during terrestrial sojourns. Chessman

( 1978 ) noted that C. fon icol1i s found on land frequently

carry copious amounts of water in their cloacal bursae,

and Rogers (1966) recorded captive animals with median bladders

containing fluid comprising more than 10? of their body

weight. Rogers (1966) concl-uded that this species can reabsorb

water from its median bladder, and Chessman (1978) speculated

that it might be possible for C. longicolJ-is also to
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reabsorb water frorn its cloacal bursae-

My suggestion i-s incompatible with Rogers' (1'966)

observation that tortoises with unevacuated bladders which were

dehydrated utilized virtually all of their stored water within

20 days, but her animals may well have been reacting to the

rnethod of restraint (suspension using wire from hooks), whereas

mine hlere free to move (although, in the case of Number 76,

this $ras within the confines of a buirding) ' clay (1981)

suggrested that fe¡na]e C. oblonqla about to emerge from ponds

absorb f luid in antj-cipati-on of nestinq, with the inf erence is

that the water is stored in the cloaca; if C . lonqicollis has

this capacíty, and if the interpretation that C . lonqicollis

can take up water through its cloaca for absorption through

either the bladder or cloacal bursae (Chessman 19844) is va1id,

then it seems like1y that the capacity would also be used to

minimise the risk of dehydration duringr terrestrial sojourns

unconnected with nesting. Furthermore, tortoises forcibly

removed from water, such as those in laboratory trials, may not

have had time to absorb water, and this may be the explanation

between the apparent i-nconsistency between Rogers' (1966)

observation that lateral bladders never contained more than

0.25 m1 of fIuid, and Chessman's (1984À) comment that , C'

lonqicollis found on land frequently carry copious amounts of

fluid in their cloacal bursae (f assume that the terms,

'c1oaca1 bursae' and 'accessory bladders' after Chessman

(1978), and 'lateral bladders' after Rogers (1956), are

synonomous).

Unfortunately, I have no information on the

water in the bladder and accessory cloacal bursae of

at the start of its enforced terrestrial sojourn- It

amount

Number

was one

of

T6

of
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many tortoises which were handled ín the feed shed, and. Ij-ke

Chessman (1978), I frequently observed urination by handled

tortoises; mostly as a response to palpation. Number 16 would

not have been palpated, âs it was immature. However, I kept no

records on urination.

I believe that the nature of the refuges selected by

tortoises during terrestrial sojourns would affect evaporative

water 1oss. In addition to selecting humid microclimates. the

animals also select places where air adjacent to them would be

static, because of the microbaffling effect provided by leaf

litter, rTrâtted grass, or even (in the case of Number 16 ) ,

hessian sacks. Thus, reduction of evaporative water loss due to

a boundary layer effect would be far more pronounced for a

tortoise in a natural refuge than for a fu1ly-exposed tortoise

in a laboratory test chamber.

The association between emergence and rainfall for

Chelodina lonqicollis during the nesting season can be

explained, at least in part, by the need for moisture to soften

soil for digginçr (Vestjens L969). There were comparatively few

soaking rainfalls during the 1,983/84 nesting season (see Table

2.!), whj-ch must have made nest excavation difficult during the

study period, because nests on the Roseworthy College campus

I^rere f ound in hard soil which contains limestone pebbles'

The moisture content of the substrate also influences

the outcome of incubation. In species with soft-she11ed eggs,

moist substrates result in larger hatchlings (e.q. Chrysemys

picta, Gutzke et al . I9B7 ¡ Chelydra srpentina, Packard et al.

1988), although this is not the case for Emydura macquarii

(Thompson 1983), which like Chelodina
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shelled eggs. Hatching success for Chelvdra serpentina has been

higher on moister substates (Packard et aI. 1987), but energy

reserves per unit of body weight are higher in hatchlings from

eggs incubated on drier substrates (Packard et a1. 1988). It

has been shown (Packard and Packard 1-9BB) that a high substrate

water potential at the outset of development can si-gnificantly

influence egg-water relationships during the course of the

incubation, and so exposing subsoil to rainfal-1 may affect

reproductive success.

A more general explanation of an association between

movement and rainfall has been provided by Gasith and Sidis

(1985), who studied movement bY Mauremys caspica on the

seasonally arid eastern Mediterranean coastal plai-n. They

speculated that ternporary aquatic habitats formed during rain

may facilitate terrestrial movement. Extending this suggestion,

it may be that C. lonqicollis as a colonising species uses

rainfall as a predictor of the ]j-kely presence of new aquatic

habitats. However, f do not believe that this is the case 
'

because the relationship between movement and rainfall would

either be linear oI., more 1ikely, there would be a high

threshold, as liqht faIls of rain do not initiate runoff' I

found the relationship to be one in which movenent tended to be

triggered by any rainfa11, particularly at certain tirnes of the

year.

Àn unexplored possibility is that C . longicollis is using

vegetation wetted by rainfall as a source of moisture for

evaporative cooling; perhaps not under normal circumstances,

but as a reserve thermoregulatory behaviour which can be

employed if required. There is no support for this contention

from my study, as I conclude (below) that the tortoises move at
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night to avoid thermal- overload, and as a consequence are

usually below their preferred temperature. Another possibility

arises because there must be an association between rainfall

and the humidity in potential refuges. I believe that humid

refuges are critical to the ability of this populatj.on to

remain out of water for extended periods and yet suffer minimal

dehydrati-on. However, a linear relationship between movements

and rainfall would also be expected if this were the sole

motivation.

Thus, although f do not believe that dehydration is, in

the field¿ a major hazard to populations near permanent water,

I do not have a satisfactory alternative explanation for the

relationship between rnovement and rainfall outside the nesting

season.

Temperature

I believe that the Roseworthy population of C .1onqicol1is

does have therrnal preferences in the temperature range above

the minimum necessary for terrestrial activity, and that even

nocturnal temperatures in the nestinq season are usually below

the preferred temperature. Àctivity during spring was

positively related to air temperature, as would be expected of

an ectothermic species (Sturbaum 7982) , but the positive

relationship continued inLo summer, âlthough it was weaker for

inward movements. The highest overnight minimum temperature

recorded at Roseworthy College during the study was 27 .7o C,

which followed a day with a maxj-mum temperature of 40.0o C and

preceeded a day with a maximum temperature of 42.7o C, yet nine

tortoises emerged from ponds on that night, compared with mean

daily emergence during the nestingr season of 5.4 animals. There
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\^¡as no rainf all during this period, and there was only partial-

cloud cover.

There is some ev j-dence f rom Chessman' s ( 1-97I ) work to

support the contenti-on that Chelodina longicollis has thermal

preferences. Chessman conducted experiments on rates of heating

and cooling by C . Ionqicollis in air, and observed that the

rate of heating was somewhat faster than the rate of cooling.

Of importance was that these trials were conducted at 30o C,

which is above the highest overnight minimum temperature

recorded at Roseworthy College in the summer of 1983/84, but

well below the C.T.max for C. lonqicollis. Sturbaum (]-982) has

shown that differential rates of heating and cooling in

Chrvsemys picta are dependent on the integrity of afferent

nerve fibres, and Spray and May (L972) imply that this type of

response is elective. Spray and May noted that solîe

terrest.rial species have the ability to cool faster than they

heat, and. also tested some aquatic species, findingr that in air

they heated faster than they cooled; however, they did not

examine closely the response of those aquatic species under

conditions near their C.T.max. Nor did Chessman (1978) examine

. lonqicollis under these conditions. From this I conclude

that there is no evidence that the di-fferential rate of heating

and cooling in C . lonsicollis is a rigid physi-ologica1

response, and therefore that the tortoises in Chessnan's study

exhibited a faster rate of heating than of coolj-ng because they

wished to be warmer.

There is, I believe, further support for the contention

that C. lonqicollis has thermal preferences above the minimum

necessary for activity proposed by Webb and Johnson (1-972) - In

ascertaining head-body temperature differences in C -
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longricollis exposed to radiant heat, they recorded that head

temperatures $tere higher than body temperatures in the early

minutes of exposure in each of the four test animals. This

persisted until head temperat.ures reached 23.5, 25, 30.5, and

33o C. For three of the four animals, this was followed by a

period in which head temperatures matched body temperatures

before falling below body temperatures as the latter approached

380C. Webb and Johnson ,1972) concluded that C. lonqicollis has

considerable physiological control over head temperature ' but

concentrated their discussion on the ability of the species to

reduce head temperature when required. I believe that their

results also demonstrate an ability to increase head

temperature preferentially in the presence of a radiant heat

source, and that the temperature preferences indicated by their

work are above the minimum required for activity.

The association between maximum air temperature on the

previous day and morning captures may not be direct. CIay

(198L) has suggested that female C . oblonga may absorb heat in

shallow water prior to emergence durinq the nesting season.

Surface water temperatures above 30o C have been recorded in the

Roseworthy ponds (Chapter 11), and may be well above air

temperatures (e . g. 1,7 /tO / 83 surf ace water temperature , ntia-

day, 28.Bo C; maximum air temperature for day, 21 -60 c) as a

result of insolation. The post-emergence situatj,on is complex,

because evaporative cooling will come into p1ay, but the

results of Spray and May '1972) and Chessman (1978) suggest

that a body Lemperature significantly higher than ambient air

temperature could be maintained for an hour or so, rather than

for minutes. The rate of declj-ne of body temperature would in
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part be d.etermined by ambient air temperature. It remains valid

to compare maximum air temperature on one day with captures on

the subsequent day, because both surface water temperature and

ambient air temperature in the early part of the night will be

correlated with maximum air temperature.

Preferred body temperatures for terrestrial tortoises of

various species and mean temperatures achieved during voluntary

basking by various freshwater species of testudines have been

reported by various authors (Table 6.L4) - Although basking is

undertaken in anticipation of rapid cooÌingr upon immersion,

these data can be compared with the highest overnight minimum

temperature at Roseworthy duringf the nesting season of 27 .7o C.

Mean daily temperature at Roseworthy College in December 1983

I^ras 2]-.4oC: 0.60C higher than the long-term mean. In contrast,

mean daily temperatures during summer in the southern part of

North Àmerica are higher 28 .9o C in July at Brownsville,

Texas, near where Auffenberg and lleaver (1969) studied Gopherus

berlandieri; and 32.90C in July at Phoeni-x, Àrizona, near where

HuIse (1976) studied Kinosternon sonoriense. Hence the thermal

environment of testudines inhabiting parts of southern North

Ànerica i-s more severe in summer than that at Roseworthy-

ffc . Ionqicollis has a preferred tenperature, and if it

is similar to that of other testudines, it follows that air

tenperatures at Roseworthy would be below its preferred

temperature f or the whole night over rnost of the sumrner period,

and for part of the night for many if not all of the remaining

nights.

Most of the activity during the nesting seasons is by

gravid females (see Chapter 5). ft seems likely that the effort

of digging a nest chamber, which generally takes about an hour
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TABLE 6.T4

VOLUNTÀRY BODY TEMPERATURES IN ATR FOR VARTOUS SPECIES OF

TESTUDINES
(o c)

TERRESTRTÀL SPECIES

Chersina angulata

Gopherus agassizii

Gopherus berlandierj,

Gopherus polyphemus

Terrapene carolina

Terrapene ornata

Testudo hermanni

FRESHT^¡ÀTER SPECIES

Chelvdra serpentina

C1e¡nmys quttata

Grapte¡nys pseudogeographica

Pseudemys scripta

Trionyx ferox

Branch (L984)

Voigrt (1975)

Ros e and Judd ( l-97 5 )

l'lcRae et a1 . ( L9B1)

Reagan (t97 4)

Voiqt (1975)

Meek (1988 )

Sturbaum (1982)

Ernst (1982)

Sturbaum (1982)

Sturbaum (1982)

Sturbaum (1982)

28-32

33.3

30.0

27 .0

25 -9

27.2

30.0

27 .7

32 .0

32.7

30.6

32.7
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(Vestjens L959]' , is the most physicall-y strenuous activity

undertaken by the tortoises. They may rest for periods during

the diS (Vestjens L969) - Accordingly, body temperature may be

critical at this time, âlthough not critical for terrestrial

locomotion, and there is evidence to support this assertion in

the observation of ChrisLens and Bider (1987) that the ti-me

taken by female Chrysemys picta to complete nesting increases

if there is a rapid drop in temperature, and in the observation

by Congdon et a1. (7987 ) that female Chelydra serpenLina

require frequent rests during nesting at temperatures

approaching 20o C, but not at higher temperatures. Hence,

differences between laboratory observations of temperature

preferenti-a and my field observations could be explained.

Chessman (1978) noted that freshwater testudines lose the

thermal- buffering capacity of water when they emerge to

undertake terrestrial novements. He suggested that Chelodina

lonqicollis may maintain a 'thermal safety margin' by

restricting its terrestri-aI activi.ty to periods when

ternperatures are not extreme. This is readily achieved by

avoiding diurnal movement, which has the added advantage of

avoiding the thermal load associated with solar radi.ation. ff

the C.T.max for C lonqicollis (c. 40oC; see above) is taken

into account, and also mean environmental temperatures over

summer, it follows that terrestrially active Roseworthy

tortoises would never be thermally overloaded at niqht, and

rarely in shaded but otherwise exposed locations during the

day (see Hailey et aI. (1984) for the importance of shade to

activity patterns of Testudo hermanni) . A 'thermal safety

margin' sensu Chessman can be maintained simply by restricting

terrestrial activity to night-time.
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It is solar radiation that precludes diurnal activity by

Chelodina lonqicollis in summer. Rose and Judd (l'975) noted

that tortoises with dark carapaces were aL risk from solar

radiation , and Sturbaum (i-9821 , reviewing thermoregulatj-on in

testudines, reports an instance of an individual Gopherus

asassizj-i- heatíng from 24oC to the letha1 range (c. 40oC) in 15

minutes at 1.00 p.m in full sunlight. C . lonqicollis has a

dark carapace, and, has a much greater surface area to body

weiqht ratio than G. asassizii ; it would therefore heat more

rapidly und.er the same environmental conditions

other Parameters

Although the authors reviewed above have suggested that

atmospheric humid.ity, changes in barometric pressure. and cloud

cover might influence the 1eve1 of terrestrial activity by

various species of testudines, my study did not reveal any

significant relationshiPs.

Cloud cover would not give reliable protection from solar

radiation in summer, âs periods of shade from clouds are

variably interspersed over time with bouts of fu11 sunlight,

which might be of sufficient duration to cause death even on a

relatively cloudy day. The lack of an associatj-on between

atmospheric relative hunidity and movements is further supp.ort

for the contention that dehydration does not represent a major

hazard of terrestrial activity by the population of

Iongicollís at RoseworthY.

Chelodina

Hatchl-ingrs

be influenced by temperature

Iike1y, there is a Period

from nests (many of which are known to be about 100

Once initiated, movement by hatchlings does not

rainfall. However if,

several days between

or

appear to

AS SEEMS

emergence

m from

of
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ponds) and arrival at ponds, Do valid i-nferences can be made

about the influence of temperature or rainfall on emergence

fron nests. The recapLure of hatchling Number 1,042 at a drift-

fence after 12 days supports the suggestion that the journey

between nest and pond may be of long duration. I'feteorologj-ca1

fluctuations occur over shorter cycles for example, in 1983

rainfall was recorded on a total of 2I days in September and

October. Thus a journey from nest to pond may overlap several

bouts of rainfa11, confusing any atternpt to relate emergence as

determined by trapping with rainfa11.

No partJ.cular attempt was made to ascertain the diel cycle

of activity by hatchlings, but the daytime trapping of Number

L04I, and casual hand captures of several hatchlings by

students in the course of normal daytime campus activity,

confirm that at least some hatchlings move during the day.

However, there is no indication that hatchlings energe from

nests during the day.
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EMERGENCE ORTENTATION

INTRODUCTION

Terrestrial movements can place freshwater testudines at

risk of hyperthermia (Parmenter L976) , dehydration (Chessman

1984A) and predation (Burbidge 19Bl-). Parmenter (A976) observed

individual c lonqicollis wandering apparently aimlessly until

water was sj-ghted, which would seem to be maladaptive for a

species which makes terrestrial movements during summer within

the Mediterranean climatic zone of Australia. Accurate

directional movement would minimise such risks by decreasi-ng

the duratj-on of terrestrial activity-

This chapter examines the relationship between the

emergence orientation of C . lonqicoIlis, the location of

neighbouring ponds, and patterns of movement.

MATERIAI,S AND METHODS

The day sheets were examined and the number of tortoises

emerginçf in each direction were summed over the period of

enclosure of the four ponds - The directional unit of emergence

r¡¡as taken as a sector of f ence with a trap at each end. Data

vtere processed using the circular analyses of Batschelet

(le81).

RESULTS

The known noverìents between ponds are sumrnarised in Table

7 .!, and the numbers of known inter-pond movements by

individual animals are provided as Figure 7.I (both Table 7 'I

and Figure 7.t include some data obtained before all ponds were

enclosed. ) More than one-haIf of the non-hatchling tortoises

made interpond movernents during the study, and many made more

than one such journey.
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TÀBLE 7.1

RECORDED TNT ERPOND MOVEMENTS OF Chelodina lonqicollis

ARB - Arboretum Pond

AQR - Aquatic Reserve

ORIGIN

ARB

EFF Effluent Pond

FAU - Fauna Pond

ARB

EFF

ÀQR

FAU

TOTAL

60

87

77

224

EFF

14

20

13

47

FAU

31

3

t7

50

TOTAL

104

B4

\2!

]-23

436

DESTINATION

ÀQR

59

2I

34

114
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(a3.33)

1
(7-7B)

N/A24
(2 1.671(23.3,1)
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.00)

1
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(3.891(,r-67)

72

N/A0
(o.331

I3

\umbrer

Tß",.\.
1234

FIGURE 7 .L

Ionqicollis.

Known interpond movements by individual C.

Number of ponds is number of ponds known to have

been occupied by an individual. N/À - not applicable. Provided

in parentheses are numbers derived from equal distribution of

total emerging trom ponds amongst alternative destinations. For

example, 65 tortoises moved twice, and on their second

emergence they had the choice of moving back to the pond in

which they were originally recorded, or on to one of the two

ponds in which they had not yet been found. Had their

distribution been equal, one third QL.67 ) would have returned

to the original pond, and two thirds (43.33) to a'new'pond.
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Figure 7.2 summarises the emergences per sector of all

animals during the period when each pond was enclosed, and

Figure 7 .3 is a statistical representation of these emergences.

For each of the four ponds, the di-stibution is

signi-f icantly dif f erent f rom random (p< 0 . 001- , Rayleigh test ) ,

and is polarised in the direction of the other ponds. ARB

emergences are bimodally distributed with western and south-

easterly polarities, each of which is sti11 within the anqle

subtended by the arc of the other three ponds. On the basís of

the data recorded in Table 7 .!, A

predicted destination of tortoises

three ponds, allowing application of

shows that in each case, the distri

clustered around the direction of ARB

Over a number of years many anim

farmhands nesting in a grove of Pinus

RB is accepted as the

emerqing from the other

the V test. This test

bution i-s significantlY

(p<0.0001).

a1s have been observed bY

halepensis 50 m to the

west of ÀRB, and visible on Figure 2.2 as the group of large

trees between ARB and FAU. The grove is ]abelIed on Figure 7.2

as the 'Known Nesting Àrea' . Visual ì-nspection and spool-and-

line tracking (Chapter 8) confirmed these observations, but

single nesting events were observed at five other locations.

With one exception, all movements of gravid tortoises

duri-nq 1983 and before mid-September 1-9B4 were between 28

October 1983 and l-5 January 1984.
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FIGURE 7.2. Summaries

hatchling tortoises bY

orientation of centres
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W€stern bias(- ----------)
Number 139
Loan anol€ n 61.0' w
l¡oan Yector 0.72
Ancular devlållon a3.2'

Arborelum Pond
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M€6n angl€ n 9¿1,4' w
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BIMODALLY
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FIGURE 7 .3. StatistÍcal representation of emergences of

non-hatchling tortoises. (North, n; East, e; tlest, w).

Effluont Pond
Number 273
Moan engla n 33.5'w
Mean v€clor 0.68
Angular devlat¡on .15.8'
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The emergence of animals which oviposited before returning

to their pond of origin had distributions clustered around the

direction of the Known Nesting Area (V test; EFF p<0-005, ARB

p<0.01-: FAU single record, ÀQR one of two records) - Ànimals

which emerged with oviducal eggs and failed to oviposit and/or

made interpond rnovements (see Table 3), or were not recorded

again, were excluded from this analysis.

Sixty-three hatchlings were trapped whilst trying to enter

the ponds: EFF 6, ARB 43, FAU L6. The sites of their captures

are summarised as Figure 7.4.

DISCUSSION

The analysis of the data demonstrates that emergence of

Chelodina lonSicollis is polari-sed towards activity areas, i. e.

other ponds and/or a known nestingr area. This abí1ity to

orientate is complementary to the hypothesis, postulated by

Chessman (1978), that terrestrial migration is a behavioural

trait that enables C . lonqicollis to colonise temporary waters

containing abundant food and few competitors. Moreover ' it is

essential if risks associated with prolonged periods of

terrestrial activity are to be mj-nimised. The ability is

inconsistent with Parmenter's (\976 ) observation that

individual C. lonqicollis wandered aimlessly until water was

visible.

There was no indication of the means by which the

direction of the other ponds miqrht have been known to the

emerging tortoises. Speculation on possible modes of

orientation and navigation is included in the Concluding

Remarks (Chapter L2) -

Although trap avoidance has been observed at this study

site (Stott l-987) , its effect would be to dissipate the
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capLures, and thus the actual polarity of emergences would have

been grreater.

The data sugqest that C. lonqicollis may move up to 500 m

to nest. The polarised emergence from EFF of females that

oviposited, the paucity of nestingr observations in the

vicinity, and the 1ow number of hatchlings entering EFF

compared with those entering ARB and FAU i-nfer that these

gravid females usually nest in the known nesting area. Records

from the other ponds are consistent with the conclusion that

this known area is the major nesting site. The smaIl proportion

of emerging gravid tortoises that ovi-posit suggests that

inspection forays are made before final emergence for

oviposition. A1so, Stott (1987). usinq individual tracking

devices observed patterns of movement consistent with search

patterns before excavating nest chambers. Thus, S€lection of

the site for ovipositj-on may be quite precise-
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DIRECTNESS OF TERRESTRTAL MOVEMENTS

INTRODUCTION

Terrestrial movements have been recorded in several

species of North American freshwater turtles; Kinosternon spp.

are the most nomadic (Mahmoud l-969). However, the authors

merely recorded that the movements had taken p1ace, and

examined neither the routes taken by the animals nor their

activities along these routes. In Africa, such observations

have been nade on two specíes of terrestrial tortoises (Bertran

1979À, 19798) . Comparable North American studies on a number of

species are by Stickel (1950), Kiester et al. (7982), Marlow

and Tollestrup (L982), and Strang (1983).

This portion of the study investigated the expectatì-on

that C lonqicollis is capable of minirnising the risks

associated with terrestrial exposure by taking direct routes

between activity areas.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Trackinq Device

Individual terrestrial movements were traced usinq spool-

and-Iine tracking devices constructed to the general design of

Miles et al.(1981), but differingr in that they were cheaper and

contained more readily available rnaterials - The spool of thread

was a cornmercially avai-lab1e precision wound "king spooI"

manufactured - by Àckerman-Goggingen À.G. West Germany, and

contained approximately 1 km of thread. The container was the

discarded plastic case of a 60 rnl- hypodermic syringe

(Monoject), with a hole drilled through the end through which

the thread was passed (Figure 8.1). The spool was mounted on

dowel fitted into the end of a wooden garden implement handl-e,

selected because it was of slightly greater diameter than the
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free end
of thread

syrrnge case

dowel

sectio¡ of
çooden haudle

Inaet

apool of thread

Method of adhering
spool to tortoiee

Drawing of the spool tracking device

')

FIGURE 8.1
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syringe case, but could be wedged into the case wj-thout causing

it to fracture. The components were aligrned so that the spool

was entirely clear of the wa1l of the case. The implement

handl-e was then cut to complete the trackj-ng device. The

cornpleted cassettes weighed 46 .9 g 5L.7 S (mean 49 .4 S) .

Resistance to the withdrawal of the threads i{as negligible.

Methods

Thirty spool trackers were attached to tortoises in this

study. The smallest tortoise used weighed 91,2 9, and the

largest I773g, (mean 1318 S) . The animals were captured by hand

as they walked at night up the dam banks or along the drift

fences. None of the animals caught j-n the pitfall traps was

used.

Àt the poínt of capture, each spool- tracker was attached

using 40 mm wide "Elastoplast" adhesive bandage (Johnson and

Johnson) to fix the tracking device dorsal to the marginal

scutes over the left hind 1eg, such that the tip of the tracker

(from which the thread emerged) was over the tortoise's tail.

Thj-s position was selected rather than a dorsal mid-1ine

position, to avoid snaþging as the animal passed under 1ow,

overhanging, solid objects such as the bottom wires of farm

fences and the bottom branches of shrubs.

The adhesive bandage would not adhere well to wet she1ls

and, after a few initial failures when the trackers came off, a

pattern of strapping was adopted which relied only on the

bandage adhering to itself. A diagonal strap from the rnargin of

the carapace over the front right Ieg was held at its ends by

another band of bandage which commenced on the base of the

tracker, and circumnavigated the marginal scutes of the

carapace (utilizing the conforming nature of this bandage)
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before adherinq to itself (inset, Figure 8.1).

The free ends of the threads were tied to nearby objects

and the tortoises released within five minutes of capture. The

areas ríere left undisturbed until early on the followingl

morning when the path of each thread was followed and the

thread removed. The course followed by each of the tortoises

was recorded as a tracing on one or more of a series of prints

of aerj-aI photographs varying in scale between 1 in L286 and 1-

in 2900. The course was also described in writing. If the

thread broke, a semi-circular search pattern was undertaken in

progressively increasing radii until the other end was located.

An attempt was made to measure the distance travelled by

each tortoise using the spool weight loss method of Miles et

al. (1981), but the method was found to be impractical: the

animals expended much thread walking to and fro alonq the drj-ft

fences. Instead, the distance travelled by each tortoise was

measured from the tracing on the aerial photograph(s) using a

Sakurai curvimeter. Measurenent was cornmenced at the release

point and continued alonq the tracing until the point at which

the animal first reached another drift fence, or a break

occurred with the thread next found at the drift fence, or (in

the case of the unenclosed ponds ) the point at which the

tortoise first reached water. If the animal returned to the

dríft fence-at which it was captured but then moved away from

the fence, the measurement was taken from the point at which it

lef t the drif t f ence of its or{n accord.

Accuracy of the linear record of the course on the aerial

photographs was estj-mated at + /- l-.5 mm. The accuracy of the

curvimeter scale was estimated at + /- 2.5 mm. Thus the overall
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accuracy of the distance measurements (in mm) was estimated at
+ /- the scal-e of the aerial photograph used-

If a pond to pond movement was made, a straight line

measurement from the same points of origin and cornpletion was

also taken from the aerial photographs. The two measurements

were recorded as a

A successful

curvimeter to straight line ratio (C:SL).

nestingf was indicated by the inclusion of a

in the nest p1ug. An attempted nesting wastangle of

indicated

thread

by the presence of fresh diggings in the form of a

nesting chamber immediately adjacent to the thread.

If a tortoise had spent a day or more during late spring

or summer out of a pond and nestled into vegetation or the

surface of the ground, I decided to cursorily measure some

thermal parameters of the refuges. This was done on a later

date to avoid disturbance, and the day selected was hot. Àir

temperatures were taken 50 mm above the substrate both within

the refuges and (in the shade) immedi-ateIy outside each refuge.

The surface temperature of the substrate \^Ias also taken.

RESULTS

General

No difficulties were encountered associated with the

unravelling of the threads from the spools, and their emergence

from the spool tracking device. Breaks in the threads were

relatively 'common (18), with four occurring on roads, two

where there were obvious signs of very recent passage of

cultivating machinery, two over ant nests, and two in paddocks

occupied by sheep, which seem to have tangled, dragged and

broken the thread in a similar manner to the horses in Dole's

(1968) use of the technique of spool tracking devices on

Leopard frogs. One break was later found to have been made by a
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jogger who was unaware of the significance of the threads and

wound up about 1-00 m! In all cases, the other end of the break

was located j-ndicating that the break had occurred at some

distance behind the spool tracker.

The threads often passed backwards and forwards along the

dri-ft fences, and on three occasions the tortoise bearing the

spooI, or another tortoise, was found alongside a fence with

the thread entwined around it (usua]Iy around a hind IuS) . Such

snagginq was not observed elsewhere alonq the threads.

Where the course of the thread passed through an area free

of obstacles, the threads were remarkably straight over

distances of many metres.

À synopsis of the movements is presented as Figrure 8.2-

In one of the 30 tracings, the spool tracker came off

before a significant movement had occurred. In seven cases the

animal had turned back towards the pond of origi-n, and was

found in nearby traps. rn three cases, (a11 at the effluent

disposal ponds), the threads indicated that the animals had

entered an adjacent, unfenced pond.

The remaining traèings, apart frorn the tracing of a

tortoise which attempted to nest on a dam wal-I, are included as

Figure 8.3 (l D) .

Pond to Pond Tracinqs

Eleven' complete or near complete pond to pond tracings

were recorded. Seven of these were overnight, over distances

ranging from 193 m to 556 m (mean 349 m). Apart from necessary

detours around obstacles such as houses, the tracings vlere with

three exceptions relatively straight. The C:SLs are provided as

Table 8 . 1. The overall 'mean C: SL was I.7 0:I; the mean C: SL if

the three exceptj-ons were excluded was 1.33:1. The exceptions
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Total 30

Attempted 3
5

6Nesting Successful 2

1 Partial oviposit5-on 2 DaYs 1

Pond to Pond 1 1

Meandering 2 Days 1

I 2 Days 1

Straight 7

Overnight 6

l.leandering Overnight 1

2
Straight 2 Days 1

Refuge 4
2

Double Back 10

Tracker Off 1

Synopsis of movements traced using spool and line

tracking devices

FIGURE 8.2
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it

DISTANCE MEASUREMENTS

Tortoise Actual distance
number travelled

m

TABI,E 8.1

FOR POND-TO-POND MOVEMENTS

Straight line distance
between start and finish

m

l.92

376

224

339

158

359

135

r75

37r

2]-0

150

48

160

]-82

262

276

289

289

308

3]-2

335

337 *

23L

788

394

438

556

510

193

198

413

274

402

C: SL

I.2T

2.t0

L.7 9

1.29

3. 30

L.4L

r-42

1.13

1. 11

1.30

2 .68

:.

I
I

C: SL curvimeter to straight line ratio
* - nested during journey
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meandered extensively with rnultiple recrossings of the threads -

lJo recrossÍngs were observed in the other eight -

one animal (Number 289) released at EFF moved 300 m during

two nights through the temporary, and visuaÌIy featureless

environment of a stubble paddock. It changed direction

frequently to utilise tracks of stubble flattened by the tyres

of a harvesting machine, but continued to move in the general

direction of AQR, although an antj.clockwise drift was apparent

overall which resulted in a cumulative error of seven degrees -

Immediately the tortoise emerged from the stubble, it altered

direction by 55o to head directly towards AQR (p. ]-]-4) .

upon tracing the movement of tortoise number 289, I

decided to investigate how it could have navigated. By visual

inspection at 150 mm (tfre estimated eye height attainable by a

large tortoise) above the surface of flattened stubble along

the path of 28g, I found that there were no landmarks from the

path except at three points where the crown of a tree was

visible. However, locaI landmarks would have become visible

upon emergence from the stubble. The sky had been overcast frorn

before 28g was captured (at 11.46 p.m. on 29/tI/83) ;

intermittent spots of rain had fallen between 10-38 p.m. and

midnight and again at 2.45 a.m. on 3O/7L/83. By 4.30 a-m. the

sky r^'as clear, and the moon (about one eighth visible ) had

risen at 3.'30 a.m. The wind had been just west of south at the

time of release of the tortoise, but the air was completely

calm at 6'4o a'm' By 4'55 p'm' a ligrht southerly breeze had

sprung up, which had shifted to an easterly breeze by 9.10 a'm'

on L/t2/83. The moon rose at about 4.00 a.m. on 7/t2/83, and

the sky was clear at 4 . 30 a. m. Astronomical twilight IÁ¡as at

about 4.t5 a.m. on the mornings of both 30/It/83 and 7/t2/83 -
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The reflecti-on of the lights

nights and was particularly

of Adelaide was visible during the

noticable during periods of cloud

cover.

Nestinq Tracinqs

Six movements in which nestíng took place were recorded.

The distance measurements are recorded in Table 8.2. In two

cases a meandering outward movement culminated in a successful

nesting, which was followed by a relatively straight journey

(a11owing for qeoqraphical obstacles) back to the pond of

origin.

One complex pond-to-pond movement rnade by tortoise number

337 included a successful nestinq with partial oviposition and

three attempted nestings during a pond-to-pond movement. The

course of the movement is shown in Figure 8.3À. From the

release point at FAU the animal moved towards ÀRB before

abruptly changingr direction by 9Oo and attemptingr to nest. This

sj-te was abandoned and another two attempts were made nearby

with the last culminAting in oviposition. The tortoise

continued to move in the area between the two ponds before

attempting to nest after some looping. It then meandered until

it settled at the base of a Pj-nus radiata, where it was located

at 10.40 a.m. There was a brief thunderstorm with 4.1 mm of

rain betwen 72.20 p.m. and L2.35 p.m., and the tortoise was

found at I25O h in long, sparse, dry grass, 15 m away- Sheep

were released into the area shortly afterwards and the tracing

was lost, but the animal was found in a trap at ARB. fnguinal

palpation (see p. 36) suggested that the tortoise sti11

contained eggs, and this was confirmed using radiography (see

p. 49), revealing LL eggs. The nest was opened and also
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TÀBIJE 8.2

DISTÀNCE MEASUREMENTS FOR NESTING MOVEMENTS

4

4

119

54

53

138

137

135

129

95

'ì9

I

54

53

76

76

77

79

95

79

I

1 .03: 1

1 .75: 1

1.11:1

3.86: 1

2.3'l:1

2.O4= 1

1 .62: 1

1 .02: 1

260

2?9

337

33'Ì

337

337

182

424

400

Successful

Successful

ÀttempÈed

Àttempted

Successful

AttempÈed

AttempÈed

AtteÃpted

Àtte¡npted

Distance lravelled
Between Nest-sitesof Dest,inationof Origin

C:S
ReturnNestingÀr¡imal

Number
Straiqht-Iine Disgance

)
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contained i-1

plug.
eggs, but it was very dry and contained no formed

Three animals each made a single attempt at nesting- one
tracing. (that of tortoise number 1. g2) was similar to those for
the successful nestingrs, with a return journey that was more
direct than the outward movement. However, tortoise number 42a
made a direct outward movement, attempted to nest, then made a
meandering return journey of 356 m that was similar to the
outward movements of the successful nesters. The third
(tortoise number 4oo) tried to return to the pond of origin and
attempted to nest on the wall of that dam.

Tracincrs Invo lvino Refu ES

Four tortoises were traced to their terrestrial refuges.
Some of the refuges are illustrated in Figure g.4.

Two animals made return journeys during which tirne was
spent in refuges - Tortoise Number 123 did not move
significantly from the point of release,. it burrowed under a
Pennisetum clandesti num mat and remained there for three to
four days before returning to the drift fence around the
adjacent pond

rn . the other case (the tracing of tortoise Number 16g) ,

the movement was spatially and temporally much more extensive.
The tortoise travelled 402 m in a6 days, in four bouts,
commencing in early autumn. The first bout commenced on release
(L2th March,lgg4) when, after an initial return to the adjacent
drift fence, the animal moved r4r m during the night. and was
found the folrowing morning in a grass tussock und.er a pinus
radiata sapling' rt remained there for 11 days but was found
about 0.5 n outside the refuge, ât 1430 hours, 15 min after
light rain had commenced, (o-6 mm of rain was recorded during
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FIGURE 8.4. Refuges used by tortoises Number l-68 (top, bottom left) and 276 (bottom right)



this time at the College weather station about 450 m away) .

Two hours later the animal was located in a new refuqe under a

pile of garden refuse L7 m from the previous refuge. It

remained in this refuqe for 23 days although rain fe1I once

during this perj-od. Followingr further rain, the tortoise moved

51 n to a third refuge under a garden hedge. where it remained

for 12 days. Movements until this last refuge were in a

westerly direction; the return journey of 193 m was in an

easterly direction and, although not along the same path. to

the pond of ori-gin. The C:SL for the return journey was

1.08:1.

While in the refuges, rro additional thread was drawn from

either spool tracker, indicating that the animals had not

moved.

One of the meandering movements (by tortoise Number 276)

terminated adjacent to a drift fence with the animal burrowing

under Casuarina leaf litter. One of the pond-to-pond movements

(by tortoise Nurnber 4B) was j-nterrupted by two days spent under

a timber pa1Iet bearing farm machinery in a shed, and another

(the movement through tn. stubble paddock by tortoise Number

289l, by a day spent under matted straw. In all of the refuges,

the tortoises were completely shaded during the day. ff the

substrate was sufficiently soft, the animals dug themselves in

such that their plastrons were in intimate contact with the

substrate, and only the carapace was visible above the surface.

The ternperatures measured in the refuges of tortoises

Number I23, 276 and 289 are presented as Table 8.3.

The remaining tracing showed an arc movement of about 50 m

diameter, with a terminal convoluted portion in long grass

alongside and through a fence over a distance of about 5 m.
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TABIJE 8.3

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS AT REFUGES

Tortoi s e
number

L23

276

289

Air temperature
outside refuge

oc

35.4

36 . t

43 .3

Air temperature
inside refuge

oc

3]-- 4

33.2

47 .2

Temperature of
substrate surface

oc

27 .6

27 .4

32.8
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The spool tracker was found detached, and the animal was found

in a nearby trap. The traced movement passed through a known

nesting area, and the tortoise made an untraced nesting¡

movement 12 days 1ater.

DISCUSSTON

Spool trackers have a long history of use in Testudines

since their íntroduction by Breder in i-927. Other workers who

used. the technique were stickel (1950), Legler (l-960),

Burbidge ('l-967), Auffenberg and Vleaver (1969), Emlen (l-969),

Reagan (t974\ , Schwartz and Schwartz (I974) , Scott (1976) ,

McRae et aI. (1-981), Marlow and Tollestrup (L982) ' and Strang

(l-9S3); and there has been a limited extension of their use to

amphibians (Do1e 1965, l-968) and mammals (Greegor 1980, Miles

et al.1981, Berry et al.1987, Anderson et aI.1988)-

King spools appear only to have been used on mammals. In

a King spool there are no moving parts other than the thread,

which runs off one end of the spool rather than off the

circumference as in traditional spools, which must rotate on an

axle. Ì^fith the variation of the King spool used in this study

no mechanical problerns were experienced and it was easy to use -

Since the completion of the tracings recorded in this

thesis, Boonstra and Craine (1986) have reported a further

d,evelopment of the technique. They used a quilting spool

wrapped in adhesive tape and attached using skin bonding

cement. The thread trails from the inside of this type of

spoo1, obviati-ng the need for a cassette-

The use of the spool trackers followed an earlier attempt

to use radio-tracking equipment, which had failed because the

local- manufacturer was unreliable. The spool trackers had two

major advantages over attempts at radio-trackinq: they gave
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precise detail of the movements. thus minimising the

interpretive difficulties experienced by workers using the more

advanced technology, (e.9. Harden (1985) witfr dingoes); and the

total unit cost, including fixing, was minimal - about SA 2.25.

Two disadvantaqes were discerned: they gave no indication of

the temporal characteristics of the movements; and, with

freshwater tortoises, fences are required to isolate the test

animals from water to prevent fouling in thread and consequent

deaths by drowning.

The most remarkable observation was the di-rectness of many

of the movements, even though the destination subtended as

Iittle as two deglrees of arc at the release point. In eight of

the pond-to-pond tracings there was no evidence of search

patterns, indicating navigational capacity. Speculation on

modes of orientation and navigation is part of Chapter 12

(p. 189 ) .

The nesting tracings suggested that the tortoj-ses

undertook searching movements before locating acceptable

nesting sites. When nestinq was completed, the animals tended

to move as directly as possible towards a pond. This pattern is

consistent with that suggested by Gibbons (1968) for Chrvsemvs

picta. In the present study, âD exception to the general

pattern was the animal with a successful nesting interposed

anongst seve::al attempted nestings. The deposition of only half

of her eggs may have been an indirect consequence of palpation,

which resulted in the release of cloacal fluid, a conmon

occurrence in Testudínes (e.g. Carr 1'952, Lawler and Musick

I972, Clay 1981). Many authors (e.9. Carr L952, Àuffenberg and

Weaver 1969, Hammer t969, Swingland and Coe 1-978) report the
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use of cloacal fluid to moj-sten soil for díqging, and Clay

(1-981) concluded that Chelodina oblonga would fail to nest

after cloacal voidi-ng resulting from handling. The successful

nest was dry when opened nexL morning, and the animal may not

have been able to diS a chamber large enougrh to contain all

of her eggs. However, there was no record of a second

nesting journey.

Two tortoises clearly responded to rainfall (see pp. ]-:-.9,

L2L). As with Bertram's (I979A) observation, these two began

moving out of refuges within minutes of the onset of rain.

Similar but less precise observations have been made by various

authors investigating the habits of freshwater and terrestrial

Testudine species (Stickel 1950, Mahmoud 1969, Gibbons 1-970,

Degenhardt and Christiansen ]-974, Burbidge 1981, Dunson l-981) -

This observation complements one made in Chapter 6; that

emergence from the ponds was associated with rainfall.

A curious association was that between ant nests and

breaks in the line, as observed by Miles et a1. (1981). However,

these and the other breaks were not a great problern in either

study. À more significànt problem was the number of animals

which, upon release, doubled back to the drift-fence of the

nearby pond of origin. This attempt to return to sanctuary may

have been a response to handling, but it is conceivable that

the move¡nents represented brief reconnoitering forays

('sa11ies' sensu Don and Rennolls 1983) ; perhaps to test

whether soil moisture leve1s were suitable for nesting.

Christens and Bider (L987) concluded that almost half of a

population of

before nesting.

female Chrysemys

t27
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Many smaller Testudine species utilize shelter during

terrestrj-al travels. The shelter may be under rock or stone

(Goode 1967, Bertram ]-979A, Stubbs and Swingland 1985), under

l-itter (e.9. Stickel 1959, Reagan 1"974, Strang 1983), under

vegetation (lrlard et a1 L976, Metcalf and Metcalf 1,979, Burbidge

1981-), under the roots of trees (Dunson 1981) or logs (Skorepa

and Ozment 1968, Mahmoud 'J,969) , or beneath the soil surface

(e.9. Carr L952, Bennett et al. L970, Marlow and Tollestrup

1982). For C.1onqicol1is Chessman (l-978) notes that leaf litter

is probably the most freguently used refuge type, though he

records an individual animal buried in about 0.5 m of soil-. The

use of litter was observed in this study, but dense veqetation

at ground leve1 was also used. The gardening staff at

Roseworthy reported finding tortoises frequently in both of

these types of refuges.

In all observed refuges, the plastron of the animal was in

contact with the substrate. Similar behaviour has been

described for Pseudemydura umbrina, and appears to reduce water

loss considerably (Burbidge ]-967) . Ànother consequence of

intimate contact with the substrate is that thermoregulation

using controlled thigmothermy is possible during hot weather

(see Reagan 1-974) -

From the wider study, many tortoises are known to

overwinter out of water (see p. 143), and Number 168, whose

movements are detailed as part of Figure 8.3C, may welL have

been seekingr a suitable site for winter torpor.
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CONCLUSION

Most of the tortoises in this study made terrestrial

movements which appeared purposeful and direct and were

undertaken in a manner which reduced the risks of hyperthermi-a,

dehydration and predation.

Charles Darwin noted that the Galapagos tortoises made

direct, steady movements (King et aI. 1839), and this st'udy

of C. lonsicollis shows that it also is capable of direct

terrestrial movements. By this means it is able to minimise the

duration of terrestrial exposure, and the attendant risks.
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DURATION OF TERRESTRIAL SOJOURNS

INTRODUCTION

Chelodina 1onqico1lís fre quently is found making

terrestrial movements- chessman (1978) suggested that the

species makes wide-ransing exploratory movements in spring

to colonise temporary waters when there are abundant food

and few predators. Parmenter (1976 ) said that it was

probable that some indivj-duals have an innate drive to

emigrate and, because of this, the species would colonise

all farm darns within a couple of years of construction.

Whilst there may well be a competitive advantage of such

behaviour in terms of access to food resources, it has the

effect of increasing the duration of, and therefore the

risks associated with, terrestrial exposure.

Goode ,1967 ) suggested that its behavi-our is more

conservative; that the major stimuli to emigration are

evaporation of or loss of food supply in the home waters,

with minor interpond movements occurring incidental to

nesting activity.

This portion of the study examined the migratory

activities of the Roseworthy population of C . lonqicollis to

deterrnine whether the species is conservative in its use of

terrestrial habitat, thereby minimizing the duration of

exposure to the risks associated with terrestrial activity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The records of individual tortoises r{ere extracted from

the main data file and examined to determine whether interpond

movements had taken place, and which ponds had been occupied

during the course of the study. All available data were used

for this analysis.
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In addition, the duration of occupancy of the ponds and

the surrounding land area was determined for individual

tortoises. This analysis only used data obtained during the

period when all four drift fences were complete, only

included tortoises with consistent capture focations, and

excl-uded animals which may have returned immediately to the

pond of origin. The main file also was examined to determine

whether nass emergences had taken place from any of the

ponds.

Durinq the summer of t984/85 three farm ponds in the

district were netted. One dam due east of EFF was

constructed in 1984, and became the closest pond to EFF

apart frorn the other College ponds at 1-0 km distance-

Ànother pond of uncertain age located 2.2 km south of EFF

was netted. Both of these ponds dried up late in most

summers, but the third of the netted ponds (located 2-5 km

to the south-east) contained mature trout, indicating that

it had contained water for several years. Netting of the

closest pond was repeated in each of the summers until that

of 7987 /88.

RESULTS

Interpond Movements

Interpond movements are recorded for 268 tortoises. Of

these 1l-O rnade nultiple movements, and a total of 436

movements were recorded. Details of the origins and

destinations of the movements are included as Table 9.1, but

it should be noted that the movements may have included an

unrecorded intermediate pond: some of these data were

obtained before the enclosure of all four ponds.
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TABLE 9.1

RECORDED INTERPOND MOVEI'IENTS OF Chelodina lonqicollis

ARB - Arboretum pond

AQR - Aquatic reserve

ORIGIN

ARB

EFF Effluent pond

FÀU - Fauna pond

ARB

EFF

ÀQR.

FAU

TOTÀL

60

87

77

224

AQR

59

27

34

LL4

FAU

31

3

T7

50

TOTAL

LO4

84

1,2r

]-23

436

DESTINÂ,TÏON

EFF

t4

20

13

47
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The numbers of recorded interpond movements by

individual C. lonsicollis are provided in Figure 1.1. Of the

tortoises known to be in the population, 54% made interpond

movements, and 22t made multiple interpond movernents. The

most enthusiastic perambulator (tortoise number 46) made six

interpond movements, interspersed with four return forays to

ARB, three of which were during the nestingr season and were of

a duration of less than one day. The last of the nesting season

forays culminated in oviposition. The second known occupancy of

FAU was brief; the traps were checked twi-ce on the relevant

date and the tortoise had been in the presumed security of the

pond for 7 - 22 hr.

Many of these tortoises emerged from a pond only to

return to it; some of these forays were for nesting, but

others, which resulted in capture on successive days, cannot

be explained so readily (see p. 1lL for similar observations

resulting from spool tracking).

Because many of the movements occurred before the ponds

were enclosed, the counts are of minimum known movements.

Most of the data were oitained during the period of enclosure

of the four ponds (14 months), because the traps were the maj-n

means of capture used during the study. For exarnple, the

tortoise which is known to have rnade at least six interpond

movements over three years made four of those movements during

the L4 months of enclosure.

Duration of Occupe¡cy

Durations of occupancy are known in 757 instances. For each

of the fÍve locations these were ranked in order of duration,

and each thj-rd record. was selected for inclusion in Figure

9.L- As the Figure shows, many tortoises spent long periods
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FIGURE 9.1. Known durations of occupancy

tortoises. One third of records represented-

line represents the time spent in a location by

by individual

Each horizontal

an animal. Each
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EFF, Effluent Pond; AQR, Àquatic Reserve; FAU, Fauna Pond; ouT,
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outside the enclosed ponds, partj-cuLarly over winter. There

were no short periods (10 days or less) spent outside the

enclosures in mid to late sumner, but some aninrals did emerge

frorn ponds or enter ponds during this period. The shortest

duration of terrestrial occupancy during this period was 1'7

days; it commenced. in rnid summer and terminated with the death

of the tortoise as it atternpted to push through the woven wire

fence around AQR. There were no short-term terrestrial

occupancies during the late autumn to inj-d winter period, but

there were several during late winter.

Duration of Nestinq Emerqences

Thirty-two females were gravid at emergence, but non-

gravid at their return to the ponds. The periods during which

oviposition took place are represented in Figure 9-2- Twelve

tortoises oviposited duri-ng a terrestrial foray that was

limited to one night, and nine of these were undertaken within

24 hours of rainfal1. Seven of the animals oviposited more than

24 hours, and in one case at leasL 14 days, after rainfall- The

emergence of many of th,e others coincided with rainfa11, but

the d,uration of terrestrial occupancy was too long to determine

whether there was a relationship between the rainfall and

oviposition.

Mass EnigratÏon

of the movements from ARB to AQR that were recorded, 2I

were in January 1983, when ARB was pumped almost dry and a

muddling exercise was undertaken. Another muddling ex(-rcise was

undertaken in ÀRB on 9/3/84; no tortoises had ernerged frorn' ÀRB

in the fortnight preceeding the muddling, but three energed on

the day following the muddling, six on the next day, and 1-7 on
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Nov. OEc Itex -

FIGURE 9.2. Range of possible dates of oviposition by female C.

lonqicollis gravid at emergrence, and non-gravid at next capture

during the nesting season. Each horizontal line represents the

tine spent outside the drift fences by one animal. Arrows

indicate days on which rain feII; Iength of arrow indicates

amount of rain (sca1e 10 mm arrow = 1 mm rain). 32 tortoíses.
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the third day. Three of the captures on the third day were

f ound in the traps in the rn.orning, and the re¡nainder at night

an hour and a half after 0.3 mm of rainfa11. Six tortoises had

been captured on emergence from other ponds between the time of

the rnuddling at ÂRB and the time that the rainfall commenced -

yet another muddling exercise was undertaken in ARB on 2/4/84;

one erirerged Lwo days later and Seven anirnals f our days 1ater,

but the emergence of the latter group coincided with rain and

with emergences at EFF.

Neic¡hbourinq Farm Ponds

No tortoises were found in ponds on neighbouring farms.

DISCUSSION

Home Range

Cagle (1944) is one of several authors who have recorded

the use of more than one pond by species of freshwater

testudines. He used the term 'home area' for the combined areas

of two ponds. However, he cautioned that apparent homing in

these circumstances may represent s j-mpl-y 'random m.ovement

towards proper habitat' - There is no evidence that individual

C. lonqicollis have fidel-ity towards any one pond. Indeed, of

the individuals that rnoved twice, there was no si-gnif icant

difference between those that returned to the pond of oríqin

and those that noved on to a third pond. (The smaI1 number that

was recorded using all four ponds was probably an artefact

caused. by the duration of the observations and asynchronous

closure of the ponds. ) However, there appears to be fj-delity to

the suite of CoIIege ponds which therefore coul-d be called the

'home area' for this population; the population studied by

Parmenter (t976) also exhibited fidelity to a 'population area'

of several ponds with frequent movements between ponds.
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Sexton (1959) suggrested that Chrysemys picta woufd cease

shifting Iocation on enterinq a satisfactory Lccal environment.

An extensj-on of this concept may well be that individual C.

Ionqicollis are able to meet all of their requirenents in this

suite of ponds in close proxirnity to each other, are familiar

with the intervening topography (as concluded by Bertrant

(1979À) and Marlow and Toll-estrup (1982) for other species) '

and therefore are not prompted to undertake longer movements

through unfamiliar territory with proportionately greater ri-sk-

Thus, either the ponds on neighbouring properties were not

"proper habitat" sensu Cagle, or there was no stiinulus to move

ar^ray f ror,r the ColIege ponds.

In any case, this study does not support the contention

that C. longricollis voluntarily and rapidly will colonise all

farm ponds in an inhabited area; rather, it suggests that,

although this speci-es has the potential to make J-onger inter-

pond movenents, i-t will invoke this ability only if the local

environrnent becones unsatisfactory. Because many farm ponds are

seasonal, this could occur commonly, and would e::pIain

Parmenter's (i-976 ) observation on i-ts colonising ability '

Gibbons and Semlitsch (1968) concluded that Pseudemvs scripta

has site fidelity, but Gibbons et a1. (L983) noted a mass

emigrati-on from a dryingr pond towards the nearest permanent

water by a portion of the same population Kinos ternon

flavescens resenbles Chelodina longi-co11is j-n that the farn

pond is one of its preferred habitats and in that it is known

to wander cverland more than other species (Mahm.oud L969,

Degenhardt and Christiansen 1,97 4) . Mahmoud concluded that

. flavescens werewandering movements made by K
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f crced rniqration ar/¡ay f ron drying ponds and marshes, resultinq

in rnigration f rom one body of urater to another and,

incidental-ly, causing an i-ncrease in range. Thus the strategy

proposed by Goode (L967 ) for C . lonqicollis is used by other

species j-n non-hydric environments. The proposal that there are

transient individuals amongst an otherwise sedentary population

(suqgested by Parmenter (1-976) for C lonqicollis and as

proposed by Kiester et aI . (1982) for Terrapene carolina)

cannot be accepted. None was identified in thj-s study- If this

characterist j-c hras present, it would result in coloni-sation

even in favourable seasons, and the failure of the population

to coloni-se other ponds in the area indicates that there are no

such individuals.

Re fuqe s

Although the analysi-s described in the present Chapter

suggrested that occupation of the terrestrial environment occurs

commonly and frequently is of considerable duration, the use of

spool tracking devices revealed that the tortoises used refuges

during periods of inactivity on land (p- 1,2L). This habit

rninj-mised the risl:s u==o.iated with terrestrial occupancy. All

of the tortoises tracked usingr spool tracki-ng devices occupied

refuges while inactive, and these refuges appeared to be in the

most sheltered accessible sites. Som.e of the refuges were

occupied f or long perj-ods.

However, the use of the trackers also showed that

interpond movements can be made in less than one day. It is

assumed that all tortoises have the navj-gational capacity

necessary to locate the ponds, âs the tracked animal with the

longest period of time on land also made the rnost direct

terrestrial movement when it returned to the pond. Thus I
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conclude that long periods on land arise by choice '

The risks assocj-ated with terrestrial activity would be

mi-nimised if tortoises emerged from ponds at times of low risk,

for this would qive time to find a refuge to occupy at times of

high risk to exposed, animals. This habit would explain the

reluctance of tortoises to emerge in sunner after the

reproductive imperative of the Iate spring and early summer

nestingf period, and the reluctance to emerge in wj-nter.

Torpor

The Roseworthy population of C . ionqicol-l-is utilised both

terrestrial and aquatic areas for winter torpor. Vlard et aI '

Â976) studied habitat selection in Clenmvs quttata and noted

that it selected microhabitats that appeared Iogically to

minimise exposure of individuals to predators or thermall-y

unfavourable conditions. As climatic conditions changed, the

habitat affording maximum protection changed, and indi-vidual C-

guttata moved to occupy the location of least risk at any point

of time. Reagan (I97 4) observed that Terrapenq c arol ina

utilises the ;nost suitab,le terrestrial- rni-croclimate by shifting

between locaLions, and recorded that temperature and :noi-sture

were the most important criteria for the selection of refuges '

Ward et a]. (l-g76) noted that sites fcr aquatic hibernation by

C. quttata were concentrated rather than randor¡, irnplying that

there is an element of precision in the selection criteria- ft

is reasonable to assume, therefore, that for C . lonqicollis

there is a balance between the risks and benefits of aquatic

torpor on the one hand, and the risks and benefits of

terrestrial torpor on the other.
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Aquatic torpor is coínmon

turtles. For example, it has

et aI. 1976, Ernst 1982) ;

amongsr- ltrorth Ànerican freshwater

been recorded in C. quttata (tr^iard

Chrysenvs picta ( Erns t 19'7 2\ ;

Che Iy dra serpentina (obbard and tsrooks 1981); Kinos ternon

subrubrUm, K . flavescens, Sternothaerus odoratus, and S-

carinatus (Mahnoud 1969) - However, aquatic torpor is influenced

profoundly by the ability of a species to continue sufficient

respiration tc rnaintain 1ife. This constraint wi11, in turn, be

influenced by the leve1 of metabolic activity, the availability

of oxygen, and the ability of the species to undertal':e

anaerobic respiration.

Mussacchia ( 1959 ) examined the thernal and oxygen

requirernents of fcrcibly submerged Chrysemys picta, and found

that the temperature of the water had a profound influence on

the viability of the anirnals. Àt 1.50 C mean survi-val time was

118 days, ât 5oC 58 days, ât lOoC 20 days, and at 15oc 7 days.

There is interspecific variation (e,S. see Penney 1-987), but if

the results f or C. picta I,rere valid also f or C. lonqi co11 i s

the latter could not have survived the 1983 winter in the

Roseworthy ponds without access to atmospheric oxygen. The

waLer would not have become cold enough in any of the ponds to

reduce energy requirements to a 1evel at which either the

metabolic byproducts of anaerobic netabolism could be

tolerated, -or the netaboli-c requirernent f or oxygen could be inet

by increased extrapulmonary uptake arising from the j-ncrease in

the solubility of oxygen in water that occurs at lower

temperatures.

If valid, extrapolation to the Roseworthy population of c.

IonSicollis would not preclude aquatic torpor, but would

require that the tortoises had periodic access to the
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atxnosphere. However, ARB, EFF and FÀu have steeply sloping

banks with littIe vegetative cover; tortoises resting on the

bottom of these ponds would have to rise many body lengths to

the surface to breathe. ÀQR, oD the other hand, has gently

sloping ends with dense stand. of Tvpha dorninqensis in which a

long-necked tortoise could obtain a submerged refuge within

reach of the surf ace simp]-y by raising its head. In April l-983 ,

55 tortoises were f ound anongst the T. domingf ensis at a maxirnum

density of 2 -2 animal s /m2, suggesting that the area of aquatic

habitat suitable for torpor is restricted. Similar aggregation

by freshwater turtles hibernatingf underwater has been reported

by Lagler (19438), and related by him to preferred habitat-

Ward et a1. (I976) and Ultsch et al. (1985) concluded that

shalLow water is more suitable for winter torpor than deeper

water. Because shall-ow water is warmed more readily in sprinq,

the tortcises would become active earlier, and the duration of

the period in which the species coul-d exploit the food

resources of temporary ponds before they dried out would be

longer - Reagan (I97 4) no,ted that individual TerraÞene carolina,

which had been i-n torpor in nore exposed terrestrial refuges,

became active earlier in spring, because activity threshold

temperatures were reached earlier in these situations than in

areas with denser vegetatj-ve cover. MovemenE during winter

between refuqes has been observed in T- carol lna ( Carpenter

L957, Dolbeer t97t); thus an animal nay

refuge during the depths of winter, but

location as sprinq approaches, giving a

So aquatic torpor in shallow water and

be similarly advantageous.

select a nore sheltered

shift to a more exPosed

longer activitY Period.

terrestrial torPor may
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F.reas of lonr vegetative cover and surface litter abound

around the ponds on the Roseworthy campus. Accordingly, sites

avai-IabIe for terrestrial torpor do not appear to be

restricted. Si-tes occupied as refuges were located usingr the

spool tracking devices (p. I2t) , and would seem to be suitable

also for winter torpor. Most of the refuqes were located durj-ng

summer, and winter presents the additional risk of death by

exposure to frost (although frosts are rare at Roseworthy, and

those that occur are usually rnild) , but most of the refuges

would not be subject to frost. There are numerous hedges, piles

of garden refuse, grass tussocks, and accumulations of l-eaf

litter in the interpond and peripond areas, and it seems likeJ-y

that the entire population could be accomodated in terrestrial

refuges. Carpenter (1957) observed individual T. carolina usingt

the sane sites for winter hibernation and summer aestivation-

CONCLUSION

The notion that C. lonsicollis is conservative in its use

of terrestrial habitat cannot be accepted. Individuals were

outsiCe the enclosed ponds for periods longrer than a month

durinq all seasons. However, short-term terrestrial sojourns

did not occur in mid to late summer (a period of high thernai

and noisture stress), or in winter (when ectothernrs would be

sluggish and thus subject to greater predator pressure frcn

endothernic- carnivores) l"fany nesting forays in early summer

were prornpted by rainf all, reducing thermal and rnoisture risk.

Àquatic torpor in shallow water amongst dense vegetation

may be preferred by C. lonqicol1is, and if such sites are

available to indÍvidual animals, they may be the safest.

However, terrestrial torpor durinq winter appears to be a

satisfactory alternative. Exposure to risk would come with
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activity, and this portion of the study shows that winter

activity is minimal.

Use of refuges during periods of inactivity, and

restriction of movement to a home range with reasonably

predictable resources, would minimise the risks associated wíth

terrestrial exposure ¡ I attribute both of these behavioural

traits to the Roseworthy population of Chelodina lonqico11is.
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CHAPTER 1O

MIGRATION AND

FOOD RESOURCES



TTON AND FOOD RE

TNTRODUCTION

Chessman (L978) suggested that Chelodina longicollis makes

wide-ranging exploratory moveinents in spring to colonise

temporary waters where Lhere is abundant food and few

predators. Interpond m.ovements occur in the Roseworthy

popuì-ation (Chapters 7 and 8) , and it l^7as suggested that the

traced individuals had competence in the "inap" stage of

naviqation (p. L93 ) , that is , that they l^Iere cognizant of the

spatial arrangement of the College ponds and various landmarks.

This portion of the study exanines the suggesti-on that

tortoises would move between ponds as the food resources in the

ponds changed.

METHODS

Diet

Diets of freshwater testudines have been determined using

dissection (e.g. LagIer 19438 wi-th the turtles of Michigan,

Cochran and McConville L983 with Trionyx sPiniferus in

Minnesota) and faecal analysis (e.g. Burbidge 1981- wrth

Pseudernys umbrina in Western Australia, Sidis and Gasith 1995

with Maurernys caspica in fsrael). However, dissection requires

sacrifice of animals, and can therefore significantly affect a

snall, isolated population such as the Roseworthy population of

c lonqicollis Faecal analysis presents interPretive

difficulties.

Legiler (L977 ) extended the

to testudines. Parmenter (1980)

had been achieved following his

that it avoided sacrifice. For

used here.

technique

verified

use of the

this reason

of stonach flushing

that gastric emptying

technique, and noted

stomach flushing was
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Stomach f lushing was perf ormed on 7 0 occas j-ons betv,reen

November 1-981 and September 1984. For 26 flushings the animals

r^rerê obtained opportunistically, but f or 44 f lushings the

aníma1s were caught for this purpose. Flushings were und.ertaken

in all seasons except mid winter, but were not systematic by

season or pond. However, 37 samples were obtained in early

auturnn, 1984, from animals caught in ÀQR, ARB and FAU. The

anírnals r^Iere netted or nuddled; techniques which obtain

representative sarnples of the adult populations in the ponds -

Netting and muddling were used on other occasions, but trapping

on emergence or attempted pond entry were also used. I'tretting

and muddling were attempted but proved irnpractical in EFF

because of its depth.

The stomach contents obtained r{ere poured into white

trays - Organi-sms present !'Iere identif ied to species for Daphnia

carinata and Class for other Crustacea, family for Diptera and

Hemiptera, sub-order for Odonata, Order for other Insecta, sub-

family for Arachnida, and Class for the remainder. The relative

biornass of each taxon, was assessed using the points score

system of Hynes (1-950 ) . if nore than a trace of f ood ¡naterial

was present, the sarnples were oven dried at 550C to constant

weight tc pernit quantification

e I u tic t'facroinvertebra

Sampling of food iterns potentially available to the

tortoises was concentrated in ARB and EFF. Both are far bigger

than AQR or FAU, and it was consj-dered that the contributions

of the two largest ponds to the nutritional requirements of the

population also would be far greater than those of the two

smallest ponds. The lower mean dry weight of the stomach
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contents of ani;nals caught in FAU compared with ARB anC tlie

presence of a potential conpetitor j-n ÀQR support this

contention.

In addition, both ÀQR and FÀU present sampÌing

difficulties beyond those of ARB and EFF. Because of their

small sizes, both AQR and FAU have hiqh shoreline to volume

ratios. ÀQR has banlss with different substrates and has

relatively large areas of macrophytes and open water. FAU has

the shelf (see p. 15) which r^ras at least partially covered for

about one half of the L983/84 period, providinq a great

increase in its surface area with the addition consisting of

shallow erater over flooded grass. The water in the deeper basin

was open during 1-983 but in !984 fil-Ied rapidly with

Mvri.ophvlIum verrucosum Quantitative sampling of these two

ponds couLd not be adequately undertaken within the resources

1e to the study. However, ÀRB and EFF were considered to

be more honogeneous than ÀQR or FAU, and an attempt was made to

sample quantitatively these two ponds. Some qualitative

sampl-ing also was undertaken in AQR and FÀU-

Preliminary investigation of alternative :r,eans of sar,pling

available f ood was undertaken - I'f itchell (1980) , in his

investigation of quantitative rnethods of assessing zooplankton

production, concluded that in shallow water bodies plankton

nets were less effective than tube samplers Accordingly,

san".pling using tubes of 100 nm and 150 l'rìm dj-ameter and of

various lengths was attempted. These were unsuccessful in ARB

because pond.weed. rnatted over the openings of the tubes and was

pushed to the bottom of the pond and, presurnably, organisns

were either carried along in the mats or filtered out of the

water by them. A 1.0 m tube 340 mm. dia'meter was ther: used and
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proved satisfactory in conbination with a dip net in water up

to depths of l-.0 rn, but most of ARB was deeper most of the

time, an¿ the technique \^7as considered impractical. EFF with

depths of 2.5 - 4.2 m was also considered too deep for the

application of these methods. The modified Gerking device

described by Kaminski and l"lurkin (1-981) was considered and

rejected because of the depths involved.

The device sefected as the zooplankton sarnpling tool was a

plankton net; Georges et al. (1985) also selected this neans of

sampling zooplankton irr a study of the diet of C . 1ongico11-þ.

In my study, the net had an aperture of 200 mln and a 200 u ¡nesh

(the smallest item identified in stomach flushings was an

Ostracod 2OO u longr) . The net tapered to a plastic fun¡:el

Ieading into a short Iength of plastic tubing closed off with a

clamp. The frame of the net was modj-fied to include wire

strands across the mouth of the net such that any pondweed

between the net and the surface would become draped over the

strands. The intention was to puI1 the net sufficiently fast

through the water such t,hat organisrns living on the surf ace of

the plant material would be dislodged and swept into the net'

To avoid sampling error arising from heterogeneous

ve::tica1 distibution the net was hauled verticaily up to the

surface fron the bottom of the ponds at each sampling site

following the technique of Prepas and Rigler (1978) ' To cater

for heterogeneous horizontal distribution, Mitchell's (1980)

spatial sampling pattern was adopted: nine sampling stations on

a systematic grid. through the pond. (Mitchell considered the

departure from the convention of random sampling to be

acceptable).
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Organisms were concentrated by the net into a funnel at

the apex of the cone of mesh. The contents of the funnel v'7ere

run into collecting jars and the net was splashed with water to

dislodge any adherent organisms into the jar. No preservati-ves

were added at this stage, and the samples were conveyed

immediately to a nearby laboratory for analysis.

The contents of the jars were tipped into white trays -

Plant material, if present, was re¡noved f rorn the tray as

completely as possible. The organj-sms were identified to the

1evels descr j"bed i-n the section on diet (p.146 ) , and relative

biomass was assessed using the points Score system of Hynes

(1950). The organisms were returned to the jars, kil1ed, and

the supernatent liquid decanted. The samples were then placed

in Petrie dishes and oven dried to constant weight '

Electivitv

The diet of an animal is in part determlned by its

preference and in part by the availability of prey items. Ivlev

(1961-) comprehensively reviewed the factors influencing the

taking of prey items by fish, and developed an Electivity Tndex

(E.I.) which er,braced predator and prey factors. The presence

of food items in the diet in excess of their proportion in the

environment is indicated by an E.f. between 1.0 and 0; their

presence in accord with their proportion in the environment by

an E.I. of 0; and avoidance, inability to locate or inability

to apprehend by an E-I. between O and -1.0- His method has been

extended to a freshwater testudine ( Chrvsernys scripta ) by

Parmenter (1980) .

The method was applied to the data collected in this study

of 1984in the early autumn
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Pond PopuLations of Tortoises

The minimum numbers of tortoises in the ponds 1^7ere

obtained by arithmetic treatment of the movement daLa. For ÀRB,

a population estimation was made based upon the ninimum number,

a list of individual tortoises known to be in the pond, and a

subsample obtained by muddling on 9/3/84 (see p- 50) -

RESULTS

Die t

Results of stonach analyses for animals cauqht in ARB and

FAU, and anj-;¡als caught leaving EFF, are shown by pond and

using the Hynes point score system in Table 10.1, and in total

conparinq three scoring systems (occurrence and abundance after

Georges et aL. (1986) and biomass after Hynes (1950) ) in Table

1,0.2. Plant material is not included in the table as virtually

al-I of it was in the form of cases of larva1 lepidopterans and

trichopterans - AIl identifiable cladoceran material was Daphnia

carinata, and the debris in the samples from EFF was consistent

in appearance with the exosl':eleton of D carinata; two

exoskeletons amongst much unidentifiable material from one

stor.nach were so identif ied - Stomachs of torLoises muddled in

ÀQR contained no identifiable organisns and the dry weight of

the individual sanples was less than 0.01 g. l'íean dry weight of

samples f ron anj-;r,a]s cauqht atter.pting to gain entry to ponds

was O.O2 S (range O - O. 05) ; many items were ident j-f iable and

were nainly Zygtopteran and Cladoceran. Mean dry weight of

samples from animals caught attempting to leave FAU was 0.04 S

(range O.O1 - 0.1) and consisted inainly of chironomid pupae,

Cladocera and unidentifiable material. One inCividual had 0.003

g dry weight of Collembola amongst a greater mass of segmented

exoskeletal material.
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PERCENTAGE

TORTOÏSES

Pond

Diet Ttem

Cladocera

Copepoda

Ostracoda

Ephemeroptera

Zygoptera

Anísoptera

Diptera - Culici-dae -

Chironomidae -

TABLE 10.1-

BY BIOMASS OF STOMACH CONTENTS FLUSHED

OBTÄTNED WTTHIN THE ARBORETUM AND FAUNA PONDS

EXIT FROM THE EFFLUENT POND

ARB FAU EFF

0

0

0.1

0.3

EE I

1.4

0

6.4

11- s

o.2

0

0

0.18

28

22

7.t
0.6

0

0

t4 .4

0

3.9

FROM

OR ON

44.0

0

0

0

0

52.7

0.13

11

8

3

0

0

0

0

0

0larvae

larvae
pupae
emerging adult

larvae
adults

16.5 7.3

0.3
0.2
0.1

t-7
t-7

2.3
4.9
0-6

0.6
0.5

0

0
0

Hemiptera - Corixidae

Notonectidae

Coleoptera -

0

4.4 3.1 2-2

0
0

Trichoptera

Lepidoptera

Hydracarina

Àmphibia?

Unidentifiable

Mean Dry Vfeight. gt

Number of Flushes

Number of Sto¡nachs with Food >0.01 g dry weight

52

3

Number of Stomachs with Identifiable Food Items 25 7

0

0

0

.0

1

.10

I

7

0
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TABLE LO.2

COMPARISON OF THREE QUANTITATIVE TECHNIQUES FOR THE ANALYSTS OF

STOMACH CONTENTS

Taxon Occurrencet* Abundancet# Biomass*#

Zygoptera 66.7 48.0 59 .7

Ànisoptera 5.6 0.9 2 -2

Corixidae 72.2 11 .6 L1 - 5

NoÈonectidae 5.6 0.3 O -2

Coleoptera - larvae 11.1 0.3 2-4
adults 11.1 0.9 L -2

Lepidoptera 50.0 27 .Z 15 - 6

Trichoptera 38.9 LO.l 7 -l

* - all stomachs (n = 18); # - stomachs containing identifiable food

items (n = 15). Occurrence and Abundance after Georges (1985); Biomass

after Hynes (1950).
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Results for FÀU and EFF are biased by sinqle animals with

stonach contents rnuch heavier than the others in the

samples,and thus must be interpre+,ed with caution. In the case

of FÀU, the one animal contained what was surmised to be well-

digested tadpoles in three discrete masses. In the case of EFF,

the one tortoise contai-ned D. carinata- I consider it probable

that the debris from the other tortoises e.ras also D. carinata.

The analyses indicate that Zygoptera were the most

important component of the diet of the tortoises in ÀRB and

Cladocera (in particular D . cari-nata) i-n EFF. The rangie of prey

species in ARB was broader than that in EFF, with FAU also

havinq a broad range of food itens. Examination of samples

taken from L8 tortoises caught in ÀRB on t.he same day (9/3/84)

showed that eight of the 13 samples with more than 0.01 g of

ingesta were dominated by zygopterans, whereas the remaining

five had equal or greater amounts af other itens. Vogt (1981)

suqgested that individual Graptemys oseudooeoqraÞhica and (r-

ouachens i s specialized in certain food items, oE happened upon

abundances of them; either or both of these explanations may

apply to the indivi-dua1 variation in composition of stomach

contents observed i-n this studY.

Sarnplinq of Àquati-c Macroinvertebrates

The point scores and the dry weights are given in

Tables 10.3 and 1-0.4. Gross wei-ght as shown is the sunr of the

dry weights obtained from each of the nj-ne net hauls; as the

same net (with the sane mouth area) and the same number of

hauls were used throughout the study, the gross weigrht is a

nìeasure of productivity per unit of pond surface area. The

density is the sum of the dry weights of the nine samples taken

from each pond on each sampling occasion divided by the volume
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TÀBLE 10.3

STANDING CROP OF MACROTNVERTEBRATES IN THE ARBORETUM POND

P
(n
A

Date

Gross l{eight rng

Density ¡ngll

*

Cladocera

Copepoda

Ostracoda

Epheneroptera

Zygoptera

Ànisoptera

Culicid - larvae
Pupae

Chirono¡ni.d - larvae 34 16.9
pupae 3 1.5

Corixidae

Notonec tidae

Coleoptera - larvae
pupae

Cased Insect larvae

Hydracarina

25/9 22/70 9/1,2 72/r 8/2 7 /3

1820 900 1040 1290 7rO 790

2.s6 r.79 2.tl 2.7 4 1. s4 2.r2

Score * Score t Score * Score t Score t Score t

2270.9 33 15.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

11 5.5 48 22.3' 2 0.9 1 0.5 0 0 0 0

13 6.5 6 2.8 4 1.8 5 2.3 1 0.5 1 0.4

5 2.5 o 0 1 0.5 5 2.3 2 0-9 LA 6.2

112 s5.7 120 55.8 92 41-.6 84 38.7 tO( 49.0 128 56.6

o 0 0 0 28 r2.7 11 '7.8 0 0 4 1.8

4/ 4 t5/5 12/6 L3/7 26/8

560 1500 1510 1780 2060

1.77 4.79 5.19 5.69 2.84

Score t Score * Score t Score t Score *

0 0 5 2.3 45 20.7 72 42.4 66 31.1

0 0 a6 2t.t 20 9.2 72 42.4 28 ]-3.2

2 0.5 10 4.6 5 2.3 0 0 6 2.e

10 4.5 5 2.3 4 1.8 4 2.4 26 72-3

1,32 59.5 128 58.7 90 41.s 13 1.7 65 30.7

5 2.3 2 0.9 2 0.9 0 0 .1 0.5

0000000000
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 r 2.8

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

4 1.8
3 1.4

9 4.1
2 0.9

8 3.6
00

000000
000000

18 8.3
9 4.1

13 6.0

58 26.1

15 6.5
00

11 4.9

29 r2.S

5 2.4
00

6 2.8
1 0.5

9 4-3
5 2.4

6 3.5
00

0000
0000

0
0

1 0.4
1 0.4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

33 L5.2
1 0.4

31 13 .7
5 2.3

I 3.7
3 1.4

0
0

0
0

0

0

0
0

1

0 0 0 20 9.0 10 4.7

86 ¿0.5

I 3.7

1 0.¿

00
1 0.4

5 2-2

2 0.9

4 1.8 5 2.3

0 0 2 0.9

3 1.8 0 0

0

0 1 0.

000
000

0.5 0 0

s 6 2.7 11¡ 5.3 1 0.5

0
2

3 t.4 a 1.9 22 9.7 19 8.5 3 1.4

0000

00
0.9 0

0
0

0
0

0000
36 16.3

6 2.7 2 0.9 0 0 0 0

total of scores from nine sarnpling stations



TÀBLE 10.4

STANDING CROP OF MÀCROTNVERTEBRATES IN THE EFFI.,UENT POND

t

Date

Gross WeighÈ ng

Density ¡ng/I

Cladocera

Copepoda

Chirono¡nid - larvae
pupae

Corixidae

Notonectidae

Coleoptera - adult

Hydracarina

24/9 23/10 9/r2 6/1 8/2 29/2

2660 4260 3600 5570 1580 1000

1.66 2.90 2.I0 3 . 69 1.36 0 .94

Score t Score t Score * Score t Score t Score t
144 88.9 144 87.3 72 40.9 36 18.5 52 22.8 IO 3.3

9 5.5 9 5.5 88 50.O L44 73.9 56 24.6 240 78.9

28 / 3 L8/ 4 23/5 26/6 2s/7 26/8

7t40 2630 5710 2630 4700 5170

6.40 2.22 4.37 1.83 2.89 3.06

Score t Score t Score * Score t Score t Score *
144 85.7 L44 7]-.3 140 68.0 144 94.7 :-44 94.L t44 99.3

9 5.4 33 16.3 52 25.2 9 5.9 9 5.9 1 0.7

0000000000
0000000000

00
2 L.2

5ts(,
(¡

9
0

0

0

0

2 L.0
1 0.5

00000000
00000000

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

00
1 0.6

00

0015
11 6.3 0

000 00000

000

7.7 120 52.6 52 11 .1 10 6.0 16 7.9 L2

2L.O2
1 0.5 0

3 1.5 0

5.8

1.0

0

0

0o00

0

0

0

0

0000

0000

0000

0 0 0 2 0.7 4 2.4

00
0 0 0 0 5 2.8 0 0 0

- total of scores fro¡n nine sanpling stations

1 0.5
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of the pond swept by the net at that time which, because the

sarnpling stations were fixed and the same net was used, varied

as the depth changed.

Electivi tv

Electivíties, calculated from the quantitative data on

stomach contents and available food items for ARB, are

presented j-n Table l-0.5. The results suggest that no pref erence

is shown for zygopterans, which are the most abundant food item

in ARB, and that notonectids, chironomid larvae, and

epheneropterans are under-represented in the diet. Conversely,

corixids appear to be over-represented.

Pond Populations of Tortoises

Examination of the records of ¡rovements of individual

animals indicated that 99 of them were known to have been in

ÀRB on 9/3/84, when a sample of 20 narked and one unmarked

tortoises was collected by muddlirg; 15 of the r,rarked anintals

were amongst those known to have been in the pond, and

er:trapolation from this suggest that the population in the

pond at that ti¡ne r¡Ias t37 . Measurements of body weight \^/ere

taken within seven nonths of 9/3/84 for 85% of the entire

tortoise population at Roseworthy, and an esti¡nated tortoise

biomass in the pond at that time of l-35 kg can be extrapoÌated.

As ARB had a surface area of 0.40 ha the estinated population

density in ARB was 343/ha and the estinated biomass density was

33 8 kg,/ha . Moreover , examination of the rnovernenL records shows

that t.hese are not the peak figures; on 25/II/83 the population

densi-ty was 41-0lha and the bionass 403 kSlha.
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TABLE 10.5

EIJECTIVITY TNDICES. ARBORETUM POND, MARCH I9B4

Organism

Ostracoda

Ephemeroptera

Zygoptera

Ànisoptera

Chironomidae - larvae

Corixidae

Notonectidae

Coleoptera - larvae
adult

Trichoptera I
Lepidoptera I

Stomach Pond

Dry lleight % Dry l{eight

0.0 0.0 0.005

0.0 0.0 0.049

1.895 59 .7 0.446

0.069 2.2 0.011

0.0 0.0 0.056

0.369 11.6 0.039

0.007 0 .2 0.105 13.2

0.003
0.005

96

0.5

6.1

55. 9

t.4

8.3

4-9

8.5

E.I

-1. 00

-1. 00

+0.03

+0.22

-1.00

+0.41

-0 .97

+0 .71
+0 .33

+0. 46

0.075
,0 . 039

2.4
t.2

o-4
0.6

o.72t 22.7 0.068

1

I

l
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Temporal changes in the populations of tortoj-ses in ARB

and EFF Þtere related to the sanrpling of food availability

(Figures 1-0.1 and L0 -2) . There are negative associations

between the number of tortoises i-n each pond and the standing

biomass of organisms in the pond at that tirne (Rne r = -0.47;

EFF r = -0.2I) , but these were not si-gnif icant.

The dietary analysis indicates that copepods are not a

significant food item, probably because of their size.

Accordingly, tenporal changes in the population of tortoises in

EFF were also plotted against the standj-ng crop of

nacroinvertebrates larger than copepods (Figure 10.3). There

was a positive assocíation between the tortoise population and

potential food items as redefined until mid-summer, when the D.

carinata populatj-on was at its nadir, but no subsequent

relationship.

DISCUSSTON

Die t

(19848)

H_e76 )

catholic

The dietary range is consistent with Chessman's

statement, supported by the conclusions of Parmenter

and Georges et al. (1985), that C . Ionqicollis is a

and opportunistic feeder within the limits of obli.gate

carnlvory.

Chessman (19848) noted that C. lonqicollis in ponds

associated with the River Murray, feeds primarily on planktonic

and nektonic organisms. He attributed the taking of these forms

of prey partly to the absence of planktivorous fish, but also

noted the absence of aquatic i,r.acrophytes in these ponds,

leading to paucity of available littoral organisms. EFF

contaíns no f ish, rro aquatic macrophytes , and nr.j-nimaI

vegetation along the shoreline; the diet of the animals
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energing froin this pcnd was consistent with Chessman's

observation. ARB, on the o+-her hand, whilst also f ree of f ish,

has abundant aquatic aacrophytes and submergred shoreline

vegetation. The diet of animals in this pond consisted of

littoral organisrns- Tn FAU, with both macrophytes and open

water, both suites of organisms were exploited, a pattern

consistent with the observations of Georges et a1. (1986) on a

populati-on of C

Terri tory.

. longicollis at Lake McKenzie in Jervis Bay

The stomach samples taken in early autumn sugqest that

feeding was continuinq in ARB at a time when it had ceased in

AQR and EFF. I'Iater temperature at 50 cm \^7as l-9.0o C in ARB,

16.50C in ÀQR, and 18-50C in EFF, although surface layers were

r^rarner. IrIo f irm conclusions can be reached as the samples f or

EFF were taken froin emerging animals which would therefore not

be representative of tortoises continuing to find adequate food

j-n the pond, and which therefore might not be prompted to rnove

from the pond.

The sÍtuation was nore conplex in AQR because of the

presence of Ganbusia affinis holbrooki, a zooplanktivore (L1oyd

L987 ) and therefore potential competitor . l4oreover , the

duration of resi-dence of the animals in AQR was less than that

in the other ponds - the :'.ininu¡n f or aI1 of the animals sampled

fron ARB and EFF was 2 nonths, whereas four of the eight

individuals sa;npled from AQR had been resident in the pond for

Iess than one month, and another two for three rnonths. All were

found amongst the bases of the plants in dense stands of Tvpha

domingensis at either end of AQR in water of about 20 cm deep,

where mobitity was extremely restricted but cover was

excellent, suggesting that they had moved to this pond as a
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preferred hibernation site- This suggestlon j-s

capture of 55 animals here in about 36 m2 of

alnost precisely a year earlier. (et that time

caught amongst the aquatic macrophytes).

Aouatic Macroinvertebrates

supported by the

T. domingensis

only three were

The standing crop of macroinvertebrates per unit surface

area in EFF as determined by this study was greater than that

of ARB; thís is consistent with the findings of Straskraba

(1965) when he compared the standinq crop of macroinverebrates

in an open area of water with that of an area containing

macrophytes in the backwater Labicko in Czechoslovakia-

In my study, the sainplinq was not frequent enough nor

sufficiently coordinated to enable comparison of the prey

densities of the two ponds other than to observe that there \^Ias

litt1e difference on an annual basis. In contrast, Postolkova

Í967 ) noted much higher densities of macroinvertebrates

amongs t Potomoqeton pectinatus than in open water in the same

pond; he attributed this to the shelter from predatory fish

afforded to the invertebrates by the plants. C .1onqico1lis 1s

not a fast swimmer in comparison with piscine zooplanktivores,

but it does have binocular vision; thus it may be that it. is

relatively less efficient as a predator in open water than

particulate-feediag zoop\anl.:tivcrous fish, but relatively îìore

efficient in amongst P pectinatus, resulting in smaller

differences between the densiti-es of rnacroinvertebrates frorn

the open pond and the vegetated pond observed in my study, and

leading to the contrast between my observations and those of

Straskraba (1955) -
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El- ec tivi ty

Application of this ;nethod suggests that there -is nc

preference shown for the most abundant food source:

zygopterans. However. it is possible that corixids and cased

Iarval insects are taken preferentially. These latter

categories were also represented in the diet of the population

studied by Georges et aI. (L986) ; there corixids and

trichopterans $Iere represented in the diet to a greater

proportion than in the environment, but this was attributed to

the cryptic nature of the most abundant food categories and the

more exposed habits of the corixids and trichopterans. In the

present study, the most abundant food group, the Zygoptera'

appear to be no less noticable than the cased larval insects,

yet the suggestion that preference was shown for the latter is

a little stronger. The appa::ent preference may be an artefact

arising from slower rate of passaqe of the case (see p.170).

Persistence in the stomach of thick exoskeletal material from

hemipterans and adult coleopterans simj.larly may have

inf luenced the calculations; particularly noticeable \^Ias the

presence of 'face masks' in many stomach samples, cornposed of

the exoskeleton from the front of the head of corixids.

The cased insects were found only in ARB, but both

corixids and nctonectids were recorded from ÀRB, EFF and FÀU-

However, âS cori-xids only represent about 10t of the diet and

as their proportion of the available food averages 3.1t over

the year for ÀRB and 1.6t for EFF, it was considered unlikely

that their availability would be a factor prompting interpond

movement.
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ft was concluded that D . carinata was the rnajor f ood item

in EFF. However, D. carinata j-s very much srnaller than C.

lonqi-co11is and might be expected to present dífficulty in

capture. Observations on captive C .lonsicol1i-s showed that it

had a particulate feeding mode sensu Janssen (1976) . Georges

(19828) cornmented that it may be energetically inefficient fcr

Iarger tortoises to forage for srnall prey items, and this would

be likely if it were using a. parti-culate mode. Optimal foraqing

theory suggests that a species which apprehends its prey by

vísually targetting an individual item before striking woul-d

select the largest food items that can be handled (Fahy 1980),

and preferences for largÍer prey ítems have been recorded in

several planktivorous fish species (Hat1 et al- 7979, Vinyard

1980, Eqqers t982). The dominant organisms in ARB, zygopterans,

have a larger body size compared with D . carinata which were

dominant in EFF. Prey size is physically limited by gape

(Lawrence 1957 as recorded by lferner 1-977, Eggers L977) ' but

the length of the zygopterans is usually less than the width

of the gape of adult tortoises and they are fine-bodied, so

this physical limit can be discounted. Thus, optì-mal foraging

theory might predict that foraging in ÀRB would tend to be more

prof j-table than f oraginq in EFF at the same biom.ass density of

prey.

However, tortoises have been recorded with masses of very

small organisms j-n their stomachs. Knight and Gibbons (1968)

made one such observation on several Chrysemys picta with

nearly pure masses of thousands of cladocerans in their

stomachs, and pondered as to the mechanism of feeding by which

this was achieved. One of the highest dryweight stomach samples

(0.50 S) in my study was obtained from a t41-4 g animal leaving
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EFF and consisted entirely of D. carinata.

.4. possible mechanism by which many sma11-bodied prey can

be apprehended is gulping sensu Janssen (1976) . Gulping is used

to apprehend clurnped prey, with the target bei-ng the densest

ag'qregation of prey within the visual fie1d. The predator swims

to the middle of the cIump, and takes in as much water and

therefore as many prey organisms as possible, expelling the

water Iater. The technique differs from particulate feeding in

that multiple prey are taken, and success is reiati-ve rather

than absolute; it is distinguished from filtration by a higher

level of discrimination applied to prey and in particular a

hiqrher visual input. Clumping of D . carinata does occur on

occasions in EFF as shown by the high standard error of the

series of pond samples taken on 28/3/84 (densities averaged

over sarnples of whole water columns varied between 1.58 mg/I

and l-l- - 6 6 
^S/ 

I on 28/3/84; however, vertical d j-stribution was

unlikely to be hornogeneous so these data probably

underestimated the degree of clumping). The strike, gape and

suck mechanisn of apprehending prey employed by C . lonqicollis

(Parmenter ]-976) , in which the volume of the buccal cavity is

rapidly j-ncreased by depression of the hyoid apparatus, is not

dependent on the physicaL integrity of the prey mass, âS is a

raptorial feeding mechanism, and would thus be suited to the

gulping mode. .Although gulping was not observed, the

observation of at least one and probably several animals which

had stomachs containing vast nurnbers of D. carinata is taken as

circumstantial evidence that this feeding mode is used by C.

1onsico1lis.
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One of Al-1en's (]-94l-) conclusions appears to have been

overlooked in many investigations of electivity. He noted that

hungry salmon fed at random it was only as the stomach filled

that preference became evident: only in the presence of

abundant food can an animal afford to be selective. If the

Roseworthy ponds are densely populated with tortoises and the

animals are hungry f.or rnuch of the time, âD investigation

seeking evidence of electivity may be futil-e.

Pond Populations of Torto-þes

It may well be that the population is hungry, and not

demonstating dietary preferences which nright otherwj-se be

exhibited. The maximum calculated biomass of tortoises in ARB

is over three times the maximum recorded biomass for

carnivorous freshwater tortoise species in Iverson's (1982)

review of biomass estimations, and numerically about three

times the population density recorded by Georges et aI. (1986)

for C. lonqicollis in Jervis Bay Territory.

Àlthough there were no significant relationships between the

numbers of tortoises in the ponds and the standing crops of

macroinvertebrates, the data suggest that the tortoises can

exert sufficient predator pressure to cause reductions in

standing crops. The data for EFF suggest that tortoises will

emigrate from a pond with declining food resources, but the

association may not be valid, because duri-ng the same period

females would have been leaving EFF to nest-

Parmenterft976)concludedthatadultfemalesselect

Iarger food items than other tortoises, and the odonates

available in ARB were much larqer than the cladocerans which

dominated the other ponds at this time -
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CRTTTQUE

Die t
Macroinvertebrates alone were assumed to make up the diet

of the sub-populations of C . loncricollis in ARB and EFF, and

the choice of the method of sampling available food was made

taking this into account, Fish were not present in ARB, EFF or

FAU but Gambusi-a affinis I^ras present in Ä,QR. Tadpoles could be

sampled with a plankton net, but whether the sainples would be

quantitatively accurate is not known. None were taken in the

samplingr of available food. It is possible that the tadpoles

may be distasteful, and not eaten by C . Ionqicollis. As adult

frogs, two of the four species of amphibians present at the

College are known to produce pharmacologically active skin

secretions; Limnodynastes dumerili tibiat gland secretions are

extremely distasteful to laboratory rats, although C.

longicollis readily devours both frogs and tadpoles (Crook and

Tyler f981); and adult Neobatrachus pictus skin secretions

induce toxic reactions in humans similar, although less severe,

to those reported for N . centralis by White and Bentall (1988)

(U. Mahoney, pers comm). Carrion formed part of the diet of

the populations studied by Chessman (19848) and Georges et aI.

(1986), but was not found in any of my stomach flushings or

pond samples. Serventy (1960) suggests that C . oblonga, a

closely related species found in tlestern Australia, could be an

inportant predator on all water-frequenting birds sma11 enough

to be kil1ed by them; hatchlings of Ànas superciliosa (Pacific

Black Duck )-, Tachybaptus novaehollandiae (Austral-asian Grebe ) ,

and Fulica atra (Eurasian Coot) were observed on the ponds, but

there was no indication of predation upon these species by the

tortoises.
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Conciusions related to the food categories represented by

a sma1l number of items and, particularly if the items are

1arge, are tentative as the Hynes method over-represents these

in biomass estimations . In Tabl e 70 .2 three quantitative

techniques are compared; it is apparent in comparing the

percentage of stomachs which contained Ànisoptera and

Coleoptera ("occurrence" ser¡su Georges et a1. 1986) witn their

respective percentages of the total count of items ("abundance"

sensu Georges et aI. 1986) that these categories tended to be

present as single items in those indi-vidual stomach samples in

which they occurred, and the biomass estimations may therefore

be artificially hiqh. Some individual anÍsopterans and adult

coleopterans were large in comparison to the dominant category,

Zygoptera, but larval and some adult coleopterans and many

anisopterans, were smal1; thus the degree of inaccuracy in the

biomass estimations cannot be estimated.

Àdebisi (1981) and Ankar and Sigvaladottir (1981) studied

fish diets, and recognised the diffi-culty of using Hynes'

(1950) rnethod of dietary analysis when gut contents are in an

advanced stage of digestion. The latter authors advocated use

of the occurrence method (the frequency of guts in which each

food item occurred) as the only suitable method for

quantitative dietary analysis in this circumstance. This nay

have been a preferable method to apply to the samples from EFF;

however, application of Hynes' method was more revealing when

electivity was considered, and it was also applied to the data

from EFF to enable comparison of the two ponds.

Sanrpling was not consistent throughout the year, and

therefore was not sufficient to detect seasonal changes in
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diet. Nor were the tortoises divided into classes based on sex;

sexual dietary differences have been recorded for Trionyx

muticus (Plummer and Farrar 1981-) , but given the problems of

sex].ng c .1onqico1lis (p. 45) , the tortoises in this study were

not separated sexually. On the basis of detection of eggs by

use of X-irradiation and palpati-on, 26 of the 70 were known to

be female and., because of penile protrusion, one was known to

be ma1e. The known rnale sample size was too smal1 to permit

valid comparison.

DifferentiaL rates of digestion of invertebrates in

several fj-sh species have been quantified by Macdonald et al.

(1-9B2l , who concluded that the greater the percentage of chitin

in a food item, the longer it remains recognisable. Hess and

Rainwater (1939) noted that heavily chitinj-zed invertebrates

remain in the stomach longer than soft-bodied forms - Both

observations indicate that dietary analyses can be biased by

dif f erential digrestion rates . Àl-1en (1941) recommended that the

contents of the entire digestive tract be analysed to minimise

problems of differential rates of digestion and persistence of

heavily chitinized fragments, but this approach would require

the sacrifice of the animals and in any case would only solve

the problem cf bias towards more slowly digested species if

items whj-ch passed rnore rapidly through one secti-on of the 9ut,

were then to pass less rapidty through another so that overall

rate of passage is the same. He also made the unrealistic

assumption that at least some portion of soft-bodied animals

would remain recognisable. For these reasons his suggestion was

not adopted-
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Availabilitv of Aquatic Macroinvertebrates

The technique used to samp]-e availability of aquatic

macroinvertebrates is also open to some criticism. Macan et a1.

(1967 ) noted that Myriophyllum (specific name not given) held

twice as much macroinvertebrate food for trout as Potomogeton

natans; this divergence may well have been related to

differences in the respective surface area to weight ratios, âS

plants with higher ratios have been shown to support greater

densj-ties of invertebrates (Boerger et aI. L982), and denser

plants and those with longer fronds have also been shown to

support greater densities of epifauna (Fitzhardinge 1981) .

Although no measurements were taken, it is obvj-ous that of the

nacrophytes present in ARB, M . verrucosum has a greater

surface area to weight ratio than P. pectinatus ,' hence the

marginal ring of Myriophyllun around ÀRB is like1y to have

contributed to the available food out of proportion to the

volume of the pond that it occupied, yet no sampling was

undertaken in that ring.

Another weakness is the lack of benthic sampling.

Observations of prehension in captive tortoises indicate that

food is located by si-ght, and that binocular vision is used to

direct the strike. (For a description of the strike, gape and

suck rnethod of feeding employed by this species, see Parmenter

1,97 6) . Hence light Ievel,s and theref ore visi-bi1i-ty would

influence feedingr (Cann !978 comrnents on the positive

relationship between visibility and feeding), which would be

lowest in the region of the benthos. For this reason, it was

concluded that the aufwuchs would contribute a far higher

proportion of the diet than benthic organism.s.
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Mitchell's (1980) observation that net hauls (using a 150u

meshed net) yielded only a portion of the yield obtained by

tube samplers, indicates another sampling deficiency, although

the net resistance of the 200u meshed net used in the

Roseworthy study would be less, and the reliability of the

technique therefore somewhat greater. Of equal concern is the

range of di-fferences (3-57%) between Mitchell's net sampleg and

tube samples; he gives no detail of the circumstances in which

these dif f erences \^Iere observed, âlthough patchy and seasonally

variable stands of Potomoqeton ochreatus occurred in the ponds

studied by Mitchell (1980), and sampling both within these

stands and in open water may well have lead to the observed

differences.

Dry weight is a crude rneasure of available food, âs it

does not take into account energy content, digestibility

(Jaeger ]-982) , nutritional balance, or energy expended in

apprehension. Energy content of various macroinvertebrates has

been reviewed by Cummins (1967), and Schindler et a1. (1971)

and Ryan (19S2) have made further contributions. The analyses

used methods which dj-ffered in detail and thus may not be

strictly comparable. However, the relative energy content of

species similar to those found i-n the Roseworthy ponds was

within a range of t /- 15% of the nean; seasonal variation

within macroinvertebrate species were si-ni1ar. In thei-r study

on Culea inconstans (Brook Stickelback) Tomkins and Gee (1983)

concluded that although their species of copepods yielded

higher energy, this was probably outweighed by the greater

energetic cost needed to capture them. Paral1e1 work has been

undertaken by Redford and Dorea (1984) on terrestrial

invertebrates as prey for mammals; they concluded thal-
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invertebrate-eatingr mammals choose

and other aspects of prey biology

balance. Thus the use of dryweight

E1 e ctivi ty

prey based

and not on

on availabli+-y

gross nutritional

be adequate.
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C.

appears to

The weaknesses outlined in discussion about the two

mponents of the index (diet and availability) are carried

to the index and may be compounded. Examination of the raw

ta indicates that these reservations apply in particular to

tracoda, Ànisoptera, ltrotonectidae, and Coleoptera. Ïn a

itique of lvlev's technigue, O'Brien and Vinyard Ã97 4)

monstrated that a range of apparent electivities could be

lculated for a completely non-elective fish depending upon

e hori-zontal and vertical distribution of zooplankton and

sh in a take- For similar reasons, Eggers (1977) concluded

at simple electivity indices do not indicate the naLure of

ey selection by planktivorous fish. ft cannot be assumed that

lonqicollis forages with equal intensity throughout, but not

beyond, the depth sampled for available food. Indeed, for a

visual predator, forage intensity is likely to be less in

weaker liqht. Thus, the reservations expressed above apply also

to my study.

CONCLUSION

There is no evidence to support the'contention that the

tortoises move to the pond which at a point of ti¡¡e has the

rnost abundant food resources. However, it is suqgested that

movements related to other factors such as reproduction, which

have been shown to be frequent (Chapters 7 and 9), may well

have masked movements related to food availabitity.
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Honrever, the departure of tortoises fron EFF in summer,

which was associated with a marked decline in the population of

D . carinata, suggests that tortoises will leave a pond with

inadequate food resources.
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CHAPTER 11
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TNTRODUCTION

Although physiological

demonstrated in testudines (S

L98l- ) , the primary means of

(Sturbaum 1982). In comrnon wi

vertebrates, freshwater te

temperatures which are S

temperatures (Chessman 1978) .

been associated with increas

]-967, Cagle 1950, Parmenter

1980, ThornhilI L9B2), activit

Hutchinson L979) , and reprodu

Latitudinal differences in r

Legler L977) , length of the

length of the growing season

been demonstrated for vario

testudines, but 1ocaI habit

reported (Caq1e L946, Gibbons

McPherson and Marion (

output of female Sternotherus

MTGRATTON AND THERMAL RESOURCES

therrnoregulation has been

pray and May L972, Smith et al.

thermorequlation is behavioural

th many categories of ectothermic

studines have preferred body

enerally higher than ambient

Higher body temperatures have

ed rates of digestion (Burbidge

1981), growth rates (Parmenter

y period (Graham I979, Graham and

ctive potential (Thornhill 1982) .

eproductive potential (l.f o11 and

nestingr season (uot1 L973) and

(MacCulloch and Secoy 1983) have

us North American species of

at differences also have been

and Tinkle 1969) .

1983 ) comparecl the reproductive

odoratus f rom a group of srna1l,

shallow farm ponds with that from a nearby riverine population -

They found that the tortoises from the ponds were producing

more eggs than the riverine population, and suggested an

association between this observation and the observation that

the ponds were r^rarmer at 0.5 rn depth. Parmenter (1980) stated

that even a 50 C increase in water temperature is significant

when considering the physiological impact on the feeding

e cology of Chrysemys
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For many species of freshwater testudines feeding v'riL1

occur only at temperatures considerably higher than the

tenperatures at which other activities occur (e.9. Sexton 1959,

obbard and Brooks l-981-, Ernst 1986 ) - Minimal f eeding

temperatures range from 13o C for Mauremys caspica (Si-dis and

casith 1985) to 2OoC for Chrvsemys picta (Erns|u I97t), but

l-ocomotor activity by M. caspica occurred at BoC and by C.

pj-cta at l-Oo C. Nutritional status has an inf luence on pref erred

body temperature; Gatten Q974) has deinonstrated that such an

inf luence exists f or two species of I'Iorth Àmerican testudines,

both of which prefer to be warmer after feeding than before.

Hence water temperature is of considerable importance, and

r-here may be several thresholds at which different acti-vities

are commenced by freshv,rater testudines

1onqico11is.

such as Chelodina

Parmenter (!976) investigated the thernal reLations of C-

Ionqicollis. He observed that locomotor activity conrnenced in

Spring at a water temperature of 7 - 50 C and ceased in Àutumn at

a water temperature of 9. Oo C. He was unable to ascertain a

preferred body temperature for C . lonqicoÌ1is, and concluded

that once a body temperature conducive to effective Iocomotor

activj-ty was reached, it is not further controiled. He noted

that the animals did not try to alter thei-r temperature if the

water was within the range of 20 35o C. Chessrnan ( 1978 )

concluded that in Spring in the Murray Val1ey C . lonqicollis

began f eeding at 1l-.90 C or perhaps a soinewhat l.ower

temperature, but he was unable to find evidence that the

species preferred to be warmer after feeding than before.
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Thi s

lonqi co11i s

move between

section inves l'i gates the propcsition that

does in fact have thermal preferences. and

ponds to more thermally favourable habitats.

I

wi II

METHODS

Measurements of pond tenperatures in ARB, EFF, ÀQR and FAU

were undertaken at fortniqrhtly to monthly intervals. For ARB

and EFF the temperatures were taken throughout the period in

which both ponds were enclosed by drift fences, and for AQR and

F.AU they were taken durinq spring, summer and autumn.

Measurements were m.ade at the surf ace r 10 cÌr,, 20 CIì, 50 Cllt , l-

m, and at the bottom, using a spirit thermometer with its bulb

enclosed in a knob of silicone sealant to give the instrument

sufficient thermal 1ag to enable it to be pu11ed from the

botton to the surface and read. before being influenced by the

temperatures of shallower water. Measurements were taken at a

point approxirnately equidistant from the north, west, and south

banks of ARB; at a point approximately equidistant from the

north, east, and south banks of EFF; and at points

approximating the geographical centres of AQR and of the deeper

basin of FAU.

Pond populations of tortoises were calculated previously

(see p. 40 ) . lrlo observations were rnade of the activities of

individuals within the Roseworthy College ponds.

RESULTS

Temperature profiles for each of the ponds are represented

in Figure 11.1, and temperature changes over time in Figure

!7.2. Ã,s ARB, AQR and FAU were, oD occasions, shallower than

1.0m, there is a break in readings for this depth in each of

these ponds. Selected maxirna are presented in Table 7L.1'-
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TABI,E 11.1

SELECTED THERMÀL PARÀMETERS
(o c)

ARB EFF AQR FAU

Maximum Surface Temperature
Spring
Summer
Autumn

Maximum Temperature Differential,
Surface to Bottom

Spring
Summer
Àutumn

31. B

29 .4
27 .O

25.5
30.3
24.5

25.2
26 .5
24-2

5.8
5.8
5.5

L1-.7
1ô O

7.6

1t
7.5
7.7

28 .6
30.6
24 .0

2
0

L6
9
5

178



Marked changes in temperature with increasing depth Í^Iere

apparent in each of the four ponds in Spri'ngr, Summer and

Àutumn. This was most extreme in ARB. Thermal stratification

was apparent in EFF in Springr, Summer and Autumn, with the

Spring and Summer thermocl|ne being at a depth greater than 1m

and rising through early Autumn until holomixis was reached by

mid-autumn. ÀRB temperatures tended to decrease progressively

with depth, êlthough on many occasions this decrease was

exponential and no thermocline was evident except j-n late

Sunner to mid-autumn. AQR temperatures also tended to decrease

with depth, althouqh at this pond the decrease l¡ras more

commonly linear than exponential. Thermal stratification was

evident in late winter and a tendency towards this phenomenon

was apparent in spring. À degree of thermal stratification was

evident on occasions in FAU, with the thermocline being at

about O.5m in suminer and rising somewhat in autumn-

The number of tortoises in ARB was significantly

associated with water temperature (surface tenperature r =

+0.83, p <0.01; temperature at 0.5 m r = +0-64, p <0.01). There

were no such associations in the other ponds (figure 11.3); not

even in FAU which contai-ned a dense s t and of MYr i oPhYl lurn

verrucosum by autumn. Moreover, maxirnum surface temperatures in

the other ponds were sirnilar to those in ÀRB (Table 11.1),

although there were seasonal differences (Eigure 11.4) - ÀRB

surface temperatures were clearly higher in spring-

DISCUSSTON

In general, each pond warms in spring and sumrner and cools

in winter, but the magnitude of the responses of the ponds to

short-term. changes in meteorological parameters as rneasured at

the weather station are not the same. In addition, there are

1-7 9
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temporal differences in the responses to changres i-n

rneteorological parameters; the maximum recorded surface

temperature in ARB was about a month before that of EFF and

three months before that of FA,U. Thus, individual

characteristics must influence the thermal responses of the

ponds to weather conditions.

One obvious difference between ponds was the presence of

aquatic macrophytes. Although only the most crude visual

quantj-tatíve measures of the development of the nr.acrophytes in

ARB, AQR and FAU were taken, one clear conclusion was that the

development of aquatic macrophytes in ARB and FAU coincidecì

with the maximum recorded surface water temperatures,

Po tornoqe ton pectinatus reached the surface of ARB in early

September and began to forrn a mat which reached a thickness of

about 0 .2 m and persisted unti-l late ltrovernber. By early

December the mat was breaking up and clear water was evident.

The maxinum recorded surface temperature in ARB was in mid

I'lovember. A second period of growth of P pectinatus occurred

in March, but the stand was not dense. The absence of pondweed

was recorded for FAU in late November at a time when there was

a gradual decrease in temperature with depth, but by early

February l"fyriophyllum verrucosum had alrnost reached the surf ace

of the entire deeper basin of that pond and thermal

stratificaLion was apparent. This event occurred coincident

with the maxirnum recorded surface temperature in FAU.

preceeding ful1 maturation of the plant in March. The presence

of aquatic nacrophytes thus appears to be one factor

influencing the thermal responses of the ponds to weather

conditions.
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Basking out of watei: ( " atmospheric basking" ) is a co:rìïnon

means of behavioural thermoregulation in freshwater testudines

(Chessman 7987 ) , but t'f o11 and Legler (197L ) noted that'

Pseudemys scripta in Panama therrnoregulated by movingt

vertically through the water column to exploit warmer surface

strata, and terrned this "aquatic basking". Smith et a1. (1981)

observed that Trionvx spinifera heated more rapidly in water

than in air; thus aquatic basking would be nore efficient than

atmospheric basking if strata of sufficient warmth were

available.

In addition to conduction from the medium, aquatic basking

in warm surface strata may result i-n radiant heat uptake under

sunny conditions . Sexton ( 1959 ) observed body temperatures

higher than the surrounding water temperatures in Chrysemys

picta, and attributed these to the absorption of radiation by

the dark she1l. Graham and Hutchinson (I979 ) noted that

Sternotherus carinatus rarely basks atmospherically, and that

it has a dark she1}, although they did not suggest aquatic

heliothermy.

Because of the high heat capacity of water, it would be

difficult to maintain a body temperature higher than that of

the mediurn. Once the animal noves a\^¡ay frorn the l^Iarrner strata,

the body temperature would falI rapidly, and the benefit would

be limited to the period of basking. As it has been concluded

that the main function of basking is for intermittent

thermoregulation in order to enhance a non-continuous function

such as the digestion of food (Cagle 1950, Spray and May 1972),

there would sti1l be an advantage in having a short-term rise

in body temperature.

18L



In my study there were only two occasions when basking out

of water was suspected. In both cases, oo sunny days ,

tortoises were heard to scurry and slide down concrete

spillways into the (respective) ponds as I came over the bank.

In neither case was the animal seen out of water; thus it is

conjecture to suggest that they $Iere basking. That they were

both on concrete spillways may not be coincidental; Meek (1983)

observed the use by MauremYs caspica of concrete Pads for

basking, but noted that with the higrh thermal conductivity of

concrete, thermoregulation in this r^Iay may rely f ar more on

thigrnothermic exchange than heliothermy or conductive exchange

with the atmosphere. My observations are therefore consistent

with those of Webb ,l-978) who investigated the basking habits

of five species of Australian testudines including C -

lonqicollis but rarely observed C . lonqicollis on the basking

platform, and. when individuals were on the platform he noted

that they did not orient to the sun as did other species - My

observations are also consistent with those of Chessman (1978)

on the Murray Val]ey population, but are divergent from his

observations of atmospheric basking, albeit (as he concluded)

infrequently, by the population in the cooler climate of

Gippsland.

The marked thermal stratification apparent in ARB

presented appropriate conditions for aquatic basking, and both

parmenter (I976) and Chessman (1978) have observed this form of

basking by C . Ionqicol1is. In addÍtion, because the carapace

ofC . lonsicollis is dark, aquatíc heliothermy is also

possible, âs suggested by Parmenter /]-976). Sliqht, but

significant, differences between body and water temperatures

have been observed in juvenile

LB2
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exposed to a radiant heat source (Fish and Cosgrove 1-987),

indicating that aquatic heliothermy ís possible to at least

some degree. Chessman (1987) compared the body temperatures of

Emvdura macguar]-l (in some areas sYmpatric with C.

lonqicollis), baskingr in surface water with the temperature of

the medium, and did not fi-nd a significant difference. C.

lonqicollis usually has a darker carapace than E- macguarl- r

and may have hígher radiant heat absorption, and hence be able

to d.evelop a temperature differential. Chessman (1978) records

three instances in which the body temperatures of indj-vidual C.

lonqicollis were slightly in excess of the maximum available

temperature in the water colunn at the time, but these

recordings were made in the late afternoon and may relate more

to heat conservation than to aquatic heliothermy.

Pond Populations

Parmenter Q976) investi.gated the thermal relationships

of c. longicollis and found no evidence that high (c- 30oc)

temperatures are preferred, and the non-hiemal temperatures at

all depths in aII ponds were above the feeding threshold as

recorded by Chessman (1978). Tests by Chessman in tanks showed

an apparent preference by C. longicollis for a temperature of

30.8 + /- O.30C (range 26-33, n=24), but his interpretation of

the result was equi-vocal as he sugqested that the need for the

anirnals to pass up through warmer layers to the surface for

respiratory exchange, ilây have Ied them to settle in the thermal

gradien't at the maximum tolerable temperature, rather than at

the preferred temperature. However, he stated that under

natural condítions C . longicollis engages in thermoregulatory

behaviour which, under apparently optimal conditÍons, enables
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them to efevate their body temperature to about 30o C.

HiQrh surface temperatures are dependant on the presence 6r

the mat of plant material, but this mat may also provide

resources other than heat - Ream and Ream (1966 ) commented on

the association between the density of Chrvsemvs picta and the

presence of matted vegetation, and attributed this to the

protection, food and basking sites provided to animals.

According to 1ocaI hunters, Pseudemys scripta use mats of

vegetation for support while they sleep (Mo1l and Legler

(1971). Mahmoud å969) also commented on the association

between the aggregation of freshwater testudines and matted

vegetation, and attributed it to the abundance of food and

suitable shelter. No predators of non-hatchling tortoises occur

in the College ponds, but the rnats may provide physical support

and a suitable substrate for dense aggregations of food

organisms.

The mat formed by P. pectinatus as it reached and spread

over the surface of ÀRB created similar conditions to those

described by Sexton (1959). The mat provided a platform which

could have given support to tortoises at the surface while

having sufficient porosity and yield to permit easy access and

egress. It also provided a physical barrier to convection

currents and conduction and thus would have promoted thermal

stratification.

Sexton (L959) observed a 3.50 C difference between the

surface temperature immediately above a mat of vegetation

floating just beneath the surface and the surface temperature

in open water nearby, and a difference of 50C between the water

above the nat and that below it- He concluded that warm surface

conditions facilitated by the matting extended the feeding

1B4



season, but also suggested an additional benefit: that the

presence of vegetation províded support for the tortoi-ses.

Sexton described freshwater testudines as secondarily semi-

aquatic animals, needing physical support to rernain at the

water surface. This j-s probably too extreme to apply to C.

lonqicollis which I have observed at the water's surface

without support other than through buoyancy, but there may be

an energetic cost associated with this. Chessman (1987) has

observed Emydura macquarii using mats of aquatic vegetation for

support while apparently basking. However, the population of

tortoises in ARB remained high during the mid to late summer

period in which the mats of Potomoqeton pectinatus broke up,

but fe1l abruptly during the autumn period when the plant once

again reached the surf ace of the pond, (although it T^tas less

dense than duringr the spring) - This observation suggests that

physical support was not an occult reason for the apparent

correlation between pond population and surface temperature,

although it may have contributed in a minor way to the observed

association.

Another possible explanation for the apparent correlation

between pond population of tortoises and surface temperatures

is that food availability might be associated with surface

temperatures. The availability of food in ARB has already been

considered (p. 163). There is a negatÍve, but not significant

association between the pond population of tortoises and the

standing crop of food organisms, but the latter was determined

by sampling vertically through all strata. ft is probable that

the density of the macroinvertebrates in the rnat was greater

than in deeper parts of the pond. However, because (as outlined
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above) the mat was not continuously present through the summer,

the dependant community of macroinvertebrates would not have

remained. Yet, both high surface ternperatures and many

tortoises persisted in ARB.

Parmenter (]-976) suggested that C . lonqicollis fits into

the Brattstrom category of "aquatic forms not selecting

temperature", and further suggested that once temperature

conducive to effective locomotor activity is reached, body

temperature is not further controlled unless dangerously high

leveIs are reached. These suggestions and the results of his

experimental work infer a threshold of 20oC or below; the

results of my observations suggest that no such threshold

exists.

Although it appears that the correlation between surface

temperature and pond population in ARB j-s valid, the lack of

such a correlation in the other ponds weakens the case

presented so far, and thus requires examination.

In each of the other ponds surface temperatures were

generally high in summer and coincided with very 1ow Ievels of

available food (pp. l.59, 160) . In EFF the Daphnia carinata

underwent a catastrophic drop in population leaving only

copepods which, whilst found in some stomach flushings, do not

appear to contribute significantly to the diet of the tortoise

population (Chapter 10). In AQR, size-dependant predation by

Gambusia affinis probably ensured that only sma11 copepods were

present in the pond, and in FAU the three stations regularly

sampled yielded only smalI quantities of zooplankton dominated

by copepods until the stand of Myriophyllum verrucosum

developed. Hence it appears that, irrespective of the surface

temperatures, the animals were forced from the ponds by lack of
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available food, regardless of the impending bloon of q.

carinata in EFF. This interpretation adequately explains the

lack of association between surface temperatures and

populations in these three ponds.

High surface temperatures may provide a number of

benefits. Appropriate temperatures for feeding would be

prolonged (Parnenter 1980), and digestive turnover would be

accelerated (Parmenter 1981) . Recently fed Pseudemvs scripta

are known to seek a higher body temperature than unfed animals

(Hammond et aI. 1988 ) .

There are also likely to be effects on reproductj-on,

paralleling the shortened internesting interval of marine

turtles observed by Mrosovsky (1980). McPherson and Marion

(1983) suggested that the higher water temperature resulted in

earlier presence of oviducal eggs in a population of

Sternothaerus odoratus t-n a pond compared with a PoPulation

inhabiting a nearby river. The nesting season for C.

lonSicollis commences in early November through at least the

southern hatf of the range of the species (Waite t925, Vestjens

L96g, Parmenter 1-976, Chessman !978) , and the occurrence of

palpable oviducal eggs in this study is consistent with these

records. ÀIthough maximum ovarian development occurs in autumn

(Chessman l-g78) , ovulation occurs in spring (Parmenter I976,

Chessman 1978). Congdon et aI. (1987) have suggested that a

certain number of warm days are necessary for female Chelydra

serpentina to complete vitellogenesis; high surface

temperatures may facilitate this aspect of reproduction in C '

lonqico1lis.
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High surface temperatures early in Spring may be necessary

to enable hatchlings to avoid overwintering. As earlier

nesting has been shown to shorten the duration of incubation in

Ionqicollis early presence of oviducal eggs could be

telescoped through a shorter incubation to result in autumn

hatching early enouqh to permit emerçfence, pond entry and

feeding sufficient to result in the accumulation of adequate

nutritional reserves for winter survival, âS has been suggested

for Trionvx muticus by Plummer (L977) , and Emvdura krefftii by

Georges (l-982À). A1so, Thornhill (L982) has proposed that

warmer water results in a dra¡natic increase in the intrinsic

rate of

scripta.

natural increase in testudines such as Chrysemys

More animals enqaged in pond-to-pond movements than

remained within the one pond during the period of enclosure

(p. 97) . About 40t of the perambulators made multiple interpond

movements. Àbout one in six of the interpond movements took two

days or 1ess. Based on the assumption that by some means

(either memory or sensory perception) the tortoises are

generally aware of the like]y conditions in the ponds, these

data suggest that choice of ponds is an option open to the

animals. Of 332 movements out of EFF, AQR and FAU, 224 hTere to

ARB. This may be because of the central location of ÀRB, but it

may also indicate recognitíon of a more favourable habitat in

ÀRB.

CONCLUSION

I conclude that Chelodina

thermal preferences than íts lack

basking would indicate, and that

pond by the animals.

longicol1ís has more precise

of dependence on atmosPheric

this influences the choice of
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

ST'IÍMARY

I rnade a number of predictions about the behaviour of the

Roseworthy population of Chelodina lonqicollis, based on

published information about the behaviour of other populations

of C. longicollis and of other species of testudines, and about

the physiological responses of testudines out of water. In

summary, these predictions and my findings as to their validity

are presented below.

1. Factors which might instigate terrestrial movement

a). A basic prediction was that gravid females would

emerge to nest, and this was found to be so (pp- 48 & 135). In

the case of the Roseworthy population of C . lonqicollis in

1983/84, the nesting season was in late spring and early

summer. Nestinq was prompted by rainfall during the nesting

season. The ]-9B3/84 nesting season was unusually dry (Tab1e

2.L, p. 6), and this may have caused gravid females to make

brief terrestrial forays to reconnoitre potential nesting

sites.

b). The prediction that tortoises would leave a drying

pond appears to have been correct (p. 135). The exodus

commenced abruptly, but the pond (ARB) did not completely dry

out. However, insufficient data were available to clearly

díscriminate between emigration prompted by muddling and that

prompted by the drying. Tt was not possible to ascertain the

proportion of the pond population which remained, ând data

on the therrnal. and cheinical charac ter j- stic s of the pond

were no-- taken at the time of the exodus.
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c). The prediction that C. lonqicollis would migrate to

the pond which at any poínt of time has the most favourable

food resources could not be supported (p. L73). There was a

suggestion in the data obtained from EFF that tortoises will

leave a pond with declining available food resources during

spring, when fína1 egg maturation is occurring. However,

weaknesses in sampling techniques preclude firm conelusions '

d). The prediction that the tortoises would move to the

pond with the most favourable thermal resources was accepted as

valid (p. 188). However, in the complex system of ARB, there

may well be factors influencing the tortoise population which

were not investigated as part of my study, and I have made the

conclusion with some hesitation.

2. Factors which might influence emergence behaviour

a). The prediction that tortoises would become

terrestrially active during rainfall was validated (p. 63). My

conclusion was supported by both the trapping records and

observations made on individual animals . However, I do not

believe that the association between terrestral activity and

rainfall is due to the need to avoid dehydration.

b). The prediction that terrestrial movement would be

associated with the approach of rain-bearing atmospheric

depressions was rejected (p. 67). There was no evidence that

tortoises could anticipate rainfa11.

c). The prediction that terrestrial movement would be

concentrated in periods of high humidity was rejected (p. 67) -

This conclusion cal1s into question the vulnerability of C.

longicollis to dehydration.
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d). The prediction that terrestrial movements in Spring

and Autumn would be more common on relatively warm days was

supported. However, the prediction that there would be less

activity under relatively warmer conditions in Summer was

rejected (p. g9); indeed, during the nesting season the reverse

is the case there $ras more activity on relatively warm nights

than there was on cool nights. I believe that C . ,lonsicollis

has thermal preferences for terrestrial activ

preferred temperature is close to those det

species of Testudines.

e). The prediction that individual c-

ity, and that the

ermined for other

longicollis would

emerge frorn a pond in the direction either of another pond or

of a nesting area was very strongly confirmed (p- 1-03) -

f). The prediction that tortoises from the Roseworthy

College population would colonise a new, neighbouring farm pond

was rejected (p. 138). There was no evidence of dispersal away

from the suite of College ponds, which are utilised,

co]lectively, âs a home range by th Roseworthy population.

3. Behaviour during terrestrial sojourns

a). The prediction that c. longicollis is capable of

rel-atively straight journeys between farm ponds was confirmed

(p. 726) .

b) . The prediction that C . lonqicollis would be

conservative in its use of terrestrial habitat was rejected (p.

743- Most tortoises made terrestrial movements, and many made

muttiple movements, during the course of my study. Long

terrestrial sojourns were common, and were possible because of

the use of favourable microclimates in terrestrial refuges, and

also (f believe) because of the use of fluid stored in the

cloacal bursae and/or median bladder prior to emergence'
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Thus, I conclude that Chelodina Ionqicollis behaves in a

manner which utílízes the resources in a home range consisting

of a suite of ponds, but minimises the rÍsks associated with

the terrestrial activity necessary to move between ponds.

Occupancy of the terrestrial environment occurs quite

readily, suggesting that it is not particularly hazardous, at

least within the home range. Dehydration is not a great threat,

provided that ponded water is available for a few weeks every

year or So, and provided that humid terrestrial refuges are

available. The greatest hazard is solar radiation, and this is

avoided by restricting activity to night-time.

Tracing the movements of individual tortoises reveals that

they move purposefutly within their home range, but few if any

will leave the home range while it provides plentiful water and

food. It would appear that they have some knowledge of the

spatial arrangement of the features of their home range, which

enables them to make the direct movements.

UNRESOIJVED TOPICS

Modes of Naviqation

It is clear that some mode of navigation is used by

Chelodina lonqicollis during terrestrial movements.

There are two means by which the direction of alternative

ponds might be known: prior knowledge (a 'map' information base

sensu Papi et aI. (1983), and direct sensory perception at the

time of emergence. Several authors concluded that' among the

North American and African testudines, some species have

competence in the inap step of the navigfational mechanism

(Mahmoud 1969; Bertram 19794; Marlow and Tollestrup t9B2;

Schwartz et aI. 1984). The application of piloting using visual

or olfactory landmarks on the 'map' has been presumed
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(Àuffenberg and lleaver 1969); and use of true navigation based

on sun-compass orientation has also been suggested for several

species (Gibbons and Smith 1968; DeRosa and Taylor L982) -

This study contributes little to an understanding of the

means by which the direction of a particular destination is

known. However, in the instance of tortoise Number 289 moving

through the stubble paddock (p. 118), loca1 landmarks were not

visible until the tortoise emerged at the edge of the paddock;

from here loca] landmarks could be seen, and the abrupt change

of direction suggests a change in the mode of. navigation-

MuItiple modes of navigation are well documented in homíng

pigeons (e,S. Baldaccini 1983) and has been suggested for other

animals such as salamanders (Stenhouse 1985).

Visual piloting may well have been the mode of navigation

from the point of emergence from the stubble. Ernst (1970)

reviewed the visual capacity of Chrysemys picta, and concluded

that it was well developed and could be used for orientation.

Auffenberg and Weaver (1959) asserted that Gopherus berlandieri

pilots using visible loca1 landmarks. DeRosa and Taylor (1982) ,

while concluding that Trionvx spiniter and Chrysemys picta

possess sun-compass orienting ability, observed that these

species preferentially responded to the location of surrounding

topographic features when available. However, Do similar

studies have been undertaken for C . 1onsico11is.

There was no evidence from which the nature of the mode

used within the stubble miqht be ascertained, though the

limited data on wind direction suggest that it was not direct

olfactory perception of the direction of AQR, and the moon was

not available as a navígational beacon for much of the time

that the tortoise would have been moving. However, the lights
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of Adelaide were available as a beacon, and stellar and solar

based navigation were possible for an unknown portion of the

duration of active movement.

Parmenter Ã976) tracked 'severaL' C lonsicollis using

direct observation and spool tracking devices, and recorded

that they wandered aimlessly until water was sighted; then they

moved purposefulty and directly to the water. However, at the

Roseworthy study site the raised banks entirely surrounding ARB

and FAU and forming the south bank of ÀQR form visual barriers

preventing direct visual perception of water from much of the

interpond area. Parmenter's ,1976) observations were consistent

with mine only for the two tortoises which made meandering pond

to pond movements and for those seeking nest sites; his

observatíons are inconsistent with the direct and purposeful

journeys made by many of the animals in the Roseworthy

population.

The mode of navigation used by hatchling ChelodÍna

lonqicollis moving from nests to ponds is also uncertain-

Bustard (1968) observed that hatchling Chelonia mvdas head for

a light horizon, âD observation compatible with the experiments

undertaken by Limpus ,]-97L) which showed a response to a 1ow

horizon. Ànderson (1958 ) proposed that hatchlings of two

species of North American freshwater tortoises negatively

oriented to dark objects such as forest shadows. These authors

state that hatchling navigation is primarily visually-

dependent, although Burger (t976) suggested that Malaclemvs

terrapin hatchlings used geotaxis as a reserve mode unless

nearby vegetation was present, in which case they would move

towards that vegetation. The hatchlings which had mud caked on

their eyes (p. 45) were effectively b1ind, and could not have
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used. visual means to find water. Nor could they have used

geotaxis because ÀRB and FAU are entirely surrounded by raised

banks.

Telesenses which might be used to find water are olfaction

and hearing. Pilot trials to test both means were undertaken,

but both failed. The use of olfaction was tested using

amethocaine ( a local anaesthetic) applied intra-nasalIy, and

an octagonally-shaped compartmentalised trough to act as a

pitfall trap. Hatchlings obtained from nests were used, and the

trial was conducted, at night, down-wind from ÀRB. All of the

hatchlings were released together, and the control animals

(nasa1 irrigation with distilled water) all moved in the

direction of ÀRB. The anosmic hatchlings did not exhibit any

orientation. However, when the trial was repeated with novice

hatchlings (from artificially-incubated eggs), which were

released separately, neither control nor test groups oriented

towards ARB.

À second pilot trial, conducted in a laboratory, attempted

to assess the response of novice hatchlings to the sound of

frogs ca11ing, and to the sound. of runningr water. Again, Do

orientation was evident.

Stored Water

My observations on the duration of terrestrial sojourns

are inconsistent with those of Parmenter Q976) and Chessman

(1978, 1984A) on evaporative water loss during laboratory

trials. Àn investigation of evaporative water loss using

tortoises with full median bladders and cloacal bursae, and in

microenvironments which simulate conditions in terrestrial

refuges, may reconcile my field observations with their

Iaboratory results.
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John . Legler
Vlsltlng Professor

Enc.
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In short, j-t was a soundly conceived
that was wrÍtten up in a professional

On p.37 para 2, fine 2:
On p.53 para l, llne 7;

as 'desiccation'.
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Dear Sir,

I am reporting on my assessment of the Masters thesis by l'1r

entitled 'Terrestrial movements of the freshwater tortoise
J-ongicol-Ii-s'.

I

il
tr

As indicated on the encLosed sheet I recommend that the candidate be
awarded the ltaster of Science degree without requirernent of any revi-sj.on
additional work.

Philip G. Stott
CheIod ina

or

The design of the thesis was good and the work was original- and rnakes a

contribution in its fietd. The data were more than adequate for a llasters
degree. The conclusions \{ere sound and the candidate recognized the
limitations of his data and did not over-interpret them. The thesis was
wei-1 organizecl and well wrj-tten.

and competentll, executed piece of work
manne r.

There were very few minor typographical errors which I wil-I no\,v point out
It is not a requirement for the degree that these corrections be made but
suspect that the candidate would like to rnake the correctfons on the
library copy.

I

the corn¡na after the 'dayllght' should be deleted.
the word 'dessication' should be correctly spelled
The same error also occurs on p.84 para 2, line 3.

On

On
On

p. 81
p.85
p. 87

be

para 4, Iine 4:
para 3, llnes 2

para 4, l1ne 1:
deleted.

the word 'were' should be substituted for 'was'.
and 3 don't make sense to me.
the word 'also' appears twice; one of them should

On p.146 para I, line 3 doesn't make sense to me.
On p.156 para 3, Iine 7 should probably have either the word'made'del-eted

or the word 'taken' f ro¡n the begi-nning of line B deleted.
On p.176 the 3rd line from the bottom has something wrong with it; it

ASSISTANT REGISTRAR
(sclENOE)

RECEIVED
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shouLd be re-worded.
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On p.l-89 the last sentence is probably incorrect. I suspect that it was
possible to neasure the thermal and chemicaL characteristics of the
pond but tltat it merel,y was not done- That sentence should be revised.

Finally, on p.85, para 2, the first sentence reads as though the animal
lost 72.32 of its weight. Whereas I am sure that what the candldate
means is that the anlmal lost weight down to 72.32 of its original
we lght .

I am willing for all of my comments to be passed on to the candidate and I
have no objection to hirn being given my nane as well.

Yours s ince rel-y,

IIarf,old IleatwoLe
Associate Professor




